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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The corner stone of all engineering disciplines is the principle of constructing com-
plex systems out of building blocks according to well defined rules. In the paradigm
of hardware design, for example, complex systems are obtained by composing in-
terconnected, inherently parallel components, which can represent transistors, logic
gates, functional components such as adders, or architectural components such as a
processor. In this thesis we study computer systems according to the same principle.
We study computer systems and their construction according to a component-based
paradigm.

1.1 component-based systems

In the component-based paradigm, systems are described as a collection of compon-
ents that interact with each other to provide new functionalities resulting from the
combination of each individual component’s functionality. Components are charac-
terised by abstractions that ignore implementation details and describe properties
relevant to their composition, e. g. transfer functions, and interfaces. Composition is
of paramount importance, not just because it defines the rules according to which
components can be put together, but most interestingly because it describes the
interaction between the composed components. Composition can be seen as an op-
eration that takes in components, and interaction protocols, and as a result yields
a component-based system where components interact according to the interaction
protocols.

It is by now generally accepted that paradigms for component-based systems
should provide a clean conceptual separation between computation and interac-
tion [47]. This is much more evident as we move towards component-based systems
where issues like reusability, maintenance, and heterogeneity are prominent. The
notion of connector is becoming more and more popular, and is used to refer to the
appropriate glue code, necessary for components to connect, interact and interoper-
ate. Strangely, the majority of modelling or programming languages for component-
based systems do not offer any means of expressing the connectors explicitly at the
implementation level, obliging connectors to be programmed within components or
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2 introduction

within the application program. Contemporary component-based systems use com-
position mechanisms based on method invocation, remote procedure calls, or tar-
geted message passing to interact directly with the different components that com-
pose the system. Those mechanisms require a great degree of homogeneity among
the components to be used effectively. Most commonly, interactions are defined
through include files and import and export statements leaving interaction details
entirely hidden inside individual components. These mechanisms evidently limit
the reusability of individual components, and the dynamic interchangeability of
components. The fact that the interaction details are part of the component limits
the use of the component to the specific interaction protocol that it contains.

In this thesis, we treat interaction as a first-class concept. Rather than focusing on
the individual components that constitute the system, we focus our attention on the
interaction protocols that describe how the individual components interact. Interac-
tion protocols are promoted, and are themselves treated as components, forming a
special class of components the, so-called connectors.

1.1.1 What do we mean by connector?

Connectors can be seen as constituting a distinguished component class. Connect-
ors’ behaviour defines the interaction protocols that are used in the design of
component-based system. Connectors dictate how the components that constitute
a system connect and interact with each other. Connectors have no relevant role in
the computation carried out by the overall system. Computation is the responsibil-
ity of the components. Connectors provide systems-independent interaction proto-
cols, whereas components provide systems-specific functionality. Components are
kept independent of each other and of their environment; it is the responsibility
of the connector to coordinate the activities of individual components to ensure
their proper interaction with one another to form a coherent system that behaves
according to its requirements.

1.1.2 Illustrating example

Consider two individual components, a bar-code scanner module and an LCD1 panel.
We think about these components as black-boxes and we are only concerned about
their interaction. The bar-code scanner interface consists of a single output port
through which, just after having read a bar-code, it communicates the product name
associated with this code. The LCD panel interface offers a single port to input text
to be displayed. The goal is to build a simple component-based system that allows
the user to scan a product bar-code and have the name of the product displayed on
the LCD. After reading the specification of each component, we realise that there is

1 liquid crystal display.



1.1 component-based systems 3

a mismatch between the rate at which the text displayed by the LCD can be updated
and the rate at which the bar-code reader is able to output the product name. The
bar-code scanner is able to scan bar-codes and provide successive product names at
a higher rate than the LCD allows the text in its display to be updated. This state of
affairs means that we cannot simply wire-up the output port of the bar-code scanner
with the input port of the LCD panel. What to do when the user starts scanning bar-
codes at a pace that exceeds the rate at which the LCD can display the respective
product names? We mention a few possible scenarios:

1. Do we force the bar-code scanner to wait for when its output port is not busy
to read another bar-code? That is to say, do we synchronise the output port of
the bar-code scanner with the input port of the LCD panel?

2. Do we buffer the excess data and display it on a read first, display first order?

3. Do we disregard bar codes that are input while the LCD is busy displaying a
previous product name?

4. Do we combine the approaches 2, and 3 and provide a limited buffer where a
finite amount of bar codes can be buffered while the LCD is busy displaying a
product name? Once the buffer is full, extra bar codes input are disregarded.

As an example, let us consider option 3 and disregard the excess data, that is, we
ignore the data provided by the bar-code scanner when the LCD port is not ready to
receive data. The result is a system that allows the user to scan a product bar-code
and have the name of the product displayed on an LCD panel, with the pecularity
that if the user scans bar-codes too quickly he will have to read the same bar-code
repeatedly until the name of the product is displayed on the LCD panel.

This simple example illustrates a common situation faced by the designers of
component based systems: building a desirable system out of independent com-
ponents does not simply amount to the task of composing them by wiring properly
their ports together. Special software code, generally called glue code, is necessary to
coordinate their interactions.

Coordination languages are a class of programming languages that offer a solu-
tion to the problem of specifying and managing the interactions among computing
entities, and specify the glue code. In fact, they generally offer language mechan-
isms for composing, configuring, and controlling systems made of independent, dis-
tributed, active components. However, not all coordination languages ensure that
the conceptual separation between computation and coordination is respected at
the level of the source code as pointed out by Arbab’s classification of coordin-
ation models and languages into either endogenous or exogenous [5]. Endogenous
languages provide primitives that must be incorporated within a computation for
its coordination. In applications that use such models, primitives that affect the co-
ordination of each module are inside the module itself. Endogenous models lead to
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intermixing of glue code with computation code. This entangles the semantics of
computation with coordination, thus making the coordination part inside the applic-
ation implicit and sometimes intangible. In contrast, exogenous languages provide
primitives that support the coordination of entities from without. In applications
that use exogenous models, primitives that affect the coordination of each module
are outside the module itself.

In the example above, we designed a connector to deal with the necessary in-
teractions according to the principle of exogenous coordination, which proposes to
consider connectors as first class citizens, completely separate from components. The
connector deals with the necessary interactions between the two components and
acts as mediator between the bar-code scanner and the LCD panel, coordinating the
two in order to enforce the behaviour of option 3 that we want for the resulting
system. This solution keeps both components independent, entirely reusable, and
interchangeable. If we were to decide at a later stage to choose a different option,
we could still reuse the same two components, and would just have to design a new
connector to replace the existing one. Actually, none of the components is aware of
the way it is interacting with the others—the input port of the LCD component is
dictating the rate at which the resulting system is able to display product names on
the LCD panel, and scanned bar codes are disregarded by the connector when the
input port of the LCD panel is not ready to receive data.

1.2 research context

As a first-class concept, connectors are entitled to their own specification and ab-
stractions. A connector has an identity according to the specific interaction protocol
it provides. As components, connectors can be composed and yield more sophistic-
ated connectors. A natural and promising line of research that has been followed
in recent years is that of developing compositional models for component connect-
ors [9, 19, 31, 32, 35, 36]. Typically these models provide an abstract semantic do-
main to express interaction protocols, provide operations on the domain, and a
behavioural equivalence relation of interest that identifies elements of the domain.
Special elements of the domain are chosen to specify basic interaction protocols and
correspond to the behaviour of so-called primitive connectors. From these primitive
connectors more complex connectors can be constructed, and the interaction pro-
tocols of the resulting connectors are obtained by composing the basic interaction
protocols of the primitive connectors, using the operations on the semantic domain.
Two connectors are said to be equivalent, or behaviourally interchangeable if their
interaction protocols are related by the behavioural equivalence defined in the se-
mantic domain.

A compositional model for component connectors means in simple terms that the
behaviour (the interaction protocol) of a connector C1×C2 is determined by the
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combined behaviour of each Ci. More formally, a compositional model is expressed
by the compositionality property:

C1 ∼ C ′1 and C2 ∼ C ′2 =⇒ C1×C2 ∼ C ′1×C
′
2 (1.1)

where the relation ∼ denotes the behavioural equivalence of interest, and × is a
composition operator defined using the operations on the semantic domain. Com-
positionality as presented above provides a means to achieve modularity and to
breakdown the complexity of large component connectors.

1.2.1 Reo

The main research questions addressed in this thesis, as the title indicates, concern
formal models for component connectors. In particular we investigate models for
the coordination language Reo. Reo [6, 7] is an exogenous coordination language
based on a calculus of channel composition to construct component connectors.
Reo constitutes a long term research project of the Foundations of Software En-
gineering group at CWI. Reo is based on the principles of preceding models like
Ideal Worker Ideal Manager (IWIM) model [4, 80, 21] and coordination languages like
MoCha [12, 88] and MANIFOLD [10, 11]. Reo is specially interesting because of the
large range of behaviour it permits to express due to features such as: asynchrony,
multi-party synchronisation, mutual exclusion, and context-dependent behaviour.
The dataflow behaviour of Reo connectors extends the behaviour that classical mod-
els such as Kahn networks, and dataflow languages can express. The semantics of
Reo, due to the rich set of features in the language, have however proven to be non-
trivial, and several formal models for its semantics have recently been proposed.
The original CWI report [6] about Reo presents an informal semantic based on a
scheme of accepts-and-offers to model the distributed dataflow behaviour of Reo con-
nectors. This semantics turned out to be too difficult to serve as an implementation
specification, and consequently too difficult to be implemented [44]. The major dif-
ficulty of the proposed scheme is that it describes the semantics of the interaction
protocols taking into account details that a formal semantics would (at least ini-
tially) abstract away from. For example, the first formal semantics proposed for Reo
connectors chose to abstract from some of such details:

1) coinductive calculus for component connectors [9] is a simple and transparent rela-
tional model, that relies on the coalgebraic proof and definition principles [86].
There the behaviour of connector ports are modelled as timed-data streams. An
element of the time-stream is the time at which the data value in the data-stream
is observed in the corresponding port. The connectors’ interaction protocols
are modelled as relations on timed-data streams; the relations are defined using
the coalgebraic definition principle, and the coalgebraic principle of coinduc-
tion is used to reason about connector equivalence. Both principles come for
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free with the final coalgebra structure that is carried by streams. The model
abstracts away from the connector topology, and the direction of the dataflow
within the connector. Connectors are reduced to a collection of ports, and the
behaviour of the component-based system is expressed as a relation.

2) constraint automata [13, 19] are an operational model, based on the theory of
automata, in particular I/O automata [72], that builds on the model above,
and models the interaction protocols as constraint automata. Constraint auto-
mata are acceptors of relations on timed data streams, such an automaton
observes the data occurring at the ports and either fires a transition accord-
ing to the observed data or rejects it if there is no corresponding transition
in the automaton. This formalism provides automata operations to model the
composition operations of Reo connectors: join and hide; uses the notion of
bisimilarity (captured by coinduction on streams) to reason about connector
equivalence, and the notion of simulation to reason about behaviour refine-
ment. Constraint automata have been used successfully as the foundation for
building tools that automate:

- the compositional construction of automata models of complex compon-
ent connectors;

- the equivalence checking or containment checking of the interaction pro-
tocols of two given connectors;

- the verification of interaction protocols.

Models 1) and 2) live at a level of abstraction where the fundamental concepts and
operations in Reo can be formalised. They provide clear insight into the behaviour
of connectors, which the informal semantics, and the textual description of Reo
lack. Even though important concepts and details are abstracted away in these two
models, the expressiveness of the interaction protocols captured by these models
remains interesting both theoretically and practically [20]. In particular, both these
models are refined enough to differentiate the behaviour of non-deterministic Reo
connectors that in other dataflow models, such as Kahn networks, lead to the so-
called Brock-Ackerman anomalies [28]. In general, both these models provide sound
and systematic methods to reason about connector equivalence, minimality, and
expressiveness.

1.3 research questions

Models 1) and 2) permit to observe each port of the connector and at each step
register through which ports data flow. In model 1), each element of the time-stream
of the timed-data streams indicates the time at which a certain data value is observed
in the corresponding port. In model 2) each transition of the automata registers the
ports that fire and consequently exhibit dataflow. Context-dependent connectors
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extend the class of dataflow behaviour by including behaviour that depends on
the presence or absence of pending I/O operations—an I/O operation present on a
port. The observation of pending I/O operations permits to express in the model
non-monotonic behaviour such as precedence and blocking—referred to as context-
dependent behaviour. The models of 1) coinductive calculus and 2) constraint automata
above are unable to capture context-dependent behaviour and consequently are
inappropriate to model context-dependent connectors. In order to accurately model
this type of behaviour, unlike models 1) and 2), a formalism has to consider the
pending I/O operations on a port as observable. That constitutes a critical difference
in what is considered observable in the model and raises several research questions.

These are the questions we address:

i How to introduce the context information reflecting the pending I/O operations in
the model?

ii Can we express context-dependent behaviour and yet keep the model intuitive, trans-
parent and compositional like models 1) and 2)?

iii Can we devise context-dependent models that can serve as implementation specifica-
tions, unlike the original informal semantics?

iv Having an answer for iii, can we refine implementation specifications into fully ex-
ecutable models that permit the automatic synthesis of efficient code in main stream
programming languages?

In this thesis we propose models that address these questions. One important
caveat that applies to all the models we propose in this thesis is that the mod-
els do not include information about data: data is seen abstractly as mere signals.
Hence the behaviour is data insensitive. Models 1) and 2) include information about
data—data domains—and permit to define data constraints and hence express data
sensitive behaviour. The approach suggested by models 1) and 2) provides an eleg-
ant solution to express data sensitive behaviour, and can easily be incorporated in
our data insensitive models.

Following the models we present in this thesis other models have been proposed
that provide answers to some of the research questions stated above. These include
Büchi automata [55, 57], Tiles [15], and Guarded Automata [25] models. In the con-
text of service orchestration, a calculus [23] in the Bird and Meertens style is intro-
duced that admits connectors with context-dependent behaviour. Throughout this
thesis whenever relevant we will discuss the works above and other related work.

1.4 thesis overview and contributions

We finish this introduction by presenting an outline and a summary of the contri-
butions of each of the chapters in this thesis.
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chapter 2 . component connectors Chapter 2 sets the stage by introducing
the concepts that are used throughout the thesis, and fix terminology related with
connectors and component-based systems. We introduce Reo and describe the be-
haviour of the channels used throughout the thesis. We present what by now are
considered the classical examples for explaining and evaluating the compositional-
ity of the semantics that address the feature of context-dependency. These examples
are insightful to understand the subtleties of reasoning about composition when
considering models with context-dependent behaviour; and provide implicitly the
compositionality requirements for the semantics of the Reo operations join and hide.

chapter 3 . connector colouring model In Chapter 3 we devise a simple
and intuitive semantic model to define the dataflow behaviour of connectors. This
semantics is based on connector colouring. Colours are used to denote dataflow and
its absence. Colourings with two colours suffice to express the same class of beha-
viour as models 1) and 2); and capture features like asynchrony, multi-party syn-
chronisation, and mutual exclusion. Each colouring of a connector is a solution to
the synchronisation constraints imposed by its channels and nodes.

By refining the set of colours to three colours we are able to capture an additional
feature—context-dependency. A connector colouring with three colours represents
a solution to the context-dependent synchronisation and context-dependent mutual ex-
clusion constraints imposed by each sub-constituent of the connector. Colouring a
connector in a specific state with given boundary conditions (I/O requests) provides
a means to determine the routing alternatives for dataflow.

The colouring metaphor confers a degree of transparency to the model that makes
connector colouring semantics easy to understand. The circuit representation of con-
nectors are used to describe the dataflow behaviour—each colouring corresponding
to a dataflow behaviour of the connector can be overlaid on top of the circuit repres-
entation to provide insight into the dataflow behaviour of the individual primitives
of the circuit.

The composition operator for colourings has a number of formal properties,
namely, associativity, commutativity, and idempotency. These properties make the
colouring scheme with its composition operator suitable for distributed implement-
ations.

In summary our contributions in Chapter 3 include:

• A simple transparent model for context-dependent connectors.
• A solution for synchronous causal loops and ill formed data-dependencies.
• A definition of the hide operation that preserves context-dependent behaviour.
• Algorithms that provide a basis for diverse implementations, including dis-

tributed, to compute the dataflow behaviour of Reo connectors.
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chapter 4 . intentional automata model In Chapter 4 we consider a more
general definition of connectors and consider as a connector any concurrent reactive
system. We present intentional automata—an automata model for modelling the be-
haviour of concurrent reactive systems. What distinguishes this model from others
is that it explicitly models the arrival of (I/O) communication requests, and differen-
tiates between communication requests and actual communications. This gives the
model an extra degree of expressiveness that will allow to model context-dependent
systems. To capture the context information about the presence or absence of I/O
operations the transitions in the automata register the I/O operation requests and
the I/O operation firings.

We define operations to compose intentional automata and encapsulate inform-
ation on intentional automata. We propose equivalence relations based on the no-
tions of bisimulation and weak-bisimulation. We show that the weak-bisimulation
relation constitutes a congruence for the defined operations.

In summary our contributions in Chapter 4 are as follows.

• An automata model for context-dependent connectors with:

– composition and information hiding operations;
– a congruence equivalence relation.

chapter 5 . reo automata In this chapter, using two properties that result from
axiomatizing the dataflow behaviour of a Reo connector port we are able to charac-
terise a well-defined class of intentional automata which we call Reo automata.

The Reo automata class admits a novel representation which we call configuration
tables. Configuration tables resemble colouring tables that are introduced in Chapter
3. Configuration tables are a very succinct representation and constitute a definition
principle for Reo automata.

We define operations on configuration tables that are faithful with respect to the
operations on intentional automata, and show that the Reo automata class is closed
under these operations. With this argument we claim that the Reo automata class of
intentional automata captures the context-dependent behaviour of Reo connectors.
The operations on the configuration tables have a considerably lower computational
cost when compared to the cost of applying the intentional automata operations on
the Reo automata denoted by the respective configuration tables.

We conclude this chapter by comparing the models we have presented in this
thesis with other existing models.

In summary our contributions in Chapter 5 are as follows.

• Axiomatisation of the dataflow behaviour of Reo connector ports.
• Identification of the intentional automata class—Reo automata—resulting from

the axiomatisation of a Reo connector port.
• Configuration table models for Reo connectors and the definitions of join and

hide operations on configuration tables.
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chapter 6 . connector simulation and animation Constructing connectors
in Reo is conceptually analogous to the design of asynchronous electronic circuits.
The same way one uses basic logic gates to build more complex digital circuits,
Reo uses an extensible set of channels as primitive connectors from which design-
ers build complex connectors. Among other things, this analogy emphasises the
importance of visual environments for design, analysis, verification and optimisa-
tion of Reo connectors, as counterparts of tools and facilities available in modern
electronic Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems. In Chapter 5 we investigate dy-
namic, graphical representations that enable the understanding of the behaviour of
Reo connectors without requiring expertise in the formal semantics of Reo. Our in-
terest is on methods to automatically generate these graphical representations and
integrate them in the Reo development tools.

We present a framework, called Connector Animation, to simulate the dataflow
behaviour of Reo connectors by means of visual animations. The visual animations
are based on the connector colouring semantics.

We define an animation specification language based on four simple dataflow
actions. The dataflow actions can be combined and permit to define animation spe-
cifications. An animation specification consists of a collection of basic dataflow ac-
tions that respect the data dependencies dictated by the colouring.

We characterise what constitutes a formal refinement map from the dataflow be-
haviour prescribed by a colouring into an animation specification.

Our main result is that the composition of colourings carries over to refinement
maps, meaning that whenever two colourings compose, we can compose the anima-
tion specifications that refine each colourings and obtain an animation specification
that refines the composed colouring.

We describe how the animation specifications are compiled into generic execut-
able animation descriptions. An animation description consists of an abstract anim-
ation code tailored for Reo connectors and suitable for being mapped into standard
animation languages, such as Flash©.

We finish the chapter describing the two existing implementations of Connector
Animation, and summarising how the synthesised animations are used has a com-
plementary tool for Reo connector developers.

In summary our contributions in Chapter 6 are as follows.

• Definition of formal refinement of constructive 3-colouring models into anim-
ation specifications.

• Compositionality result for refinement maps.
• Visual elements to capture and express dataflow actions on top of the con-

nector colouring visual elements.
• Automatic synthesis from animation specifications of rich multimedia anima-

tions suitable for debugging and pedagogical purposes.
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C O M P O N E N T C O N N E C T O R S

We fix our terminology and present the basic concepts concerning component con-
nectors that we use throughout the thesis. We introduce the language for component
connectors: Reo. We fix a set of Reo connector primitives to serve as the building
blocks of a connector language called Conlang. The language Conlang uses the
two Reo operation join and hide to build connectors. The language Conlang will
constitute our reference language to build component connectors and to assess the
abstract semantic domains we propose to specify the dataflow behaviour of compon-
ent connectors. Through examples we illustrate the compositionality of the dataflow
behaviour of Reo connectors.

2.1 basic concepts

An abstract yet useful way of thinking about a connector is to view it as a black
box that has a well-defined interface, and a name identifying it. Internal details are
abstracted away from consideration. The interface describes the collection of com-
munication ports through which the connector interacts with its environment. The
number of ports of a connector determines the connector’s degree. The connectors
depicted in Figure 1 are examples of abstract connectors with different degree. De-
pending on the actual level of abstraction, a port can have an additional polarity
attribute indicating whether it is an input port or an output port. In that case the
output ports have an arrow pointing away from the connector, such as the connect-
ors 1a, and 1d; and the input ports have either no arrow (1a) or an explicit arrow
pointing inwards, such as connector 1e.

2.1.1 Configuration

The configuration of a connector corresponds to the (abstract) structure that describes
the global state of the connector, namely, the memory of the connector and the en-
vironment in which the connector is currently being evaluated. Hence a connector
configuration is partitioned into two parts: the internal configuration and the external

11
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(a) degree 2 (b) degree 3 (c) degree 2 (d) degree 1 (e) degree 1

Figure 1: Example of connectors with different degree.

configuration. The internal configuration describes the internal memory of the con-
nector; whereas the external configuration describes the status of the ports of the
connector.

2.1.2 Ports and I/O operations

Connector ports are the only medium for interacting with a connector, and I/O op-
erations correspond to the well-defined operations that can be performed on a port.
A connector can have at most one component connected at each of its ports per-
forming I/O operation requests. A connector, upon the arrival of an I/O operation
request at one of its ports, has to decide whether the I/O operation can be fired or
has to be delayed because the interaction constraints that the connector imposes are
not satisfiable in the present configuration. An I/O operation that is being delayed
is referred to as a pending operation, and a port with a pending operation is referred
to as a pending port.

idle pending

requested

fires

delayed

Figure 2: Connector port life-cycle

In figure 2 we have a labelled transition diagram that illustrates the life-cycle of
a connector port. The two states denote the two possible configurations of a port:
either the port is idle or the port is pending. The edges indicate the way a port
can change its configuration. The labels associated with the edges are the (observ-
able) actions that lead to the change of the port configuration. An I/O operation
request on an idle port causes the port to change its status to pending. The port is
now pending and the connector is responsible to decide whether the I/O operation
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request is delayed or whether it fires. The blue labels indicate actions that yield
dataflow on the port and the red labels indicate actions that enforce no-dataflow on
the port.

2.1.3 Memory

Connectors can have memory. A connector with memory has the capability of storing
data in its buffer cells. One buffer cell has the capability of storing one datum
element. A buffer cell has two configurations: full, when it contains one datum
element, and empty, when the buffer cell contains no data. A connector without
memory has no capability of storing data. Data input in a memoryless connector
cannot be stored in the connector. The data either flows through the connector to
another port where it is output or it is lost by the connector.

2.1.4 Dataflow Behaviour

The behaviour of a connector is described in terms of the data that flows in and out
of its ports, called in this thesis the dataflow behaviour of a connector.

We are interested in descriptions of the dataflow behaviour that are discrete in
time. The assumption is that the connector configuration can be observed and we
can take snapshots of the connector at a pace fast enough to obtain (at least) a
snapshot as often as the configuration of the connector changes.

At each time unit the connector performs an evaluation step: it evaluates its con-
figuration and according to its interaction constraints changes to another (possibly
different) configuration.

A connector can fire multiple ports in the same evaluation step. If multiple ports
fire in the same evaluation step we say that the ports fire synchronously, regardless of
the precise order of their firing and no matter how long the evaluation step actually
takes. Hence synchronous means solely that a set of ports fire atomically—in a
single indivisible step. We refer to this type of behaviour as synchronous dataflow
behaviour.

If the set of ports of a connector can be partitioned into two set of ports that
never fire together in the same evaluation step we say that any two ports each from
one of those sets are mutually exclusive. Mutual exclusion therefore means that ports
from different sets can never fire together. We refer to this type of behaviour as
asynchronous dataflow behaviour.

More sophisticated dataflow behaviour can be obtained by allowing a connector
to observe and propagate information about pending I/O operations on its ports. In
this case we can have dataflow behaviour that depends on the presence or absence
of pending operations on the ports of a connector. We refer to this type of behaviour
as context-dependent behaviour.
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2.2 Reo

Reo has been proposed by F. Arbab [6, 7] as an exogenous coordination language
based on a calculus of channel composition to construct component connectors.
Each connector in Reo represents an interaction protocol that constrains the com-
ponents that connect to its ports. Reo supports synchronous, asynchronous, and
context-dependent dataflow behaviour.

2.2.1 Channels

The simplest connectors of degree 2 in Reo are channels. Reo does not define any
specific channels. Users can define the channel types and their dataflow behaviour.
A channel in Reo is a medium of communication with exactly two ends, and a con-
straint that defines its interaction protocol through these ends. Reo recognises two
types of channel ends: source ends, through which data enter channels, and sink
ends through which data come out of channels. That is all Reo defines about chan-
nels. Users define the different channel types and their dataflow behaviour in terms
of specific constraints that relate their data exchanges through their respective ends.
These constraints define, for example, whether a channel is synchronous or asyn-
chronous, whether or not it has a buffer, whether or not its buffer is bounded,
whether or not it retains the order of the data items it receives, whether it loses
some of its data, or generates fresh data items, etc. Reo does not even require a
channel to have a source and a sink. It is perfectly content with a channel that has
two sources or two sinks, with whatever behaviour a user may define for it. Reo
supports two I/O operations to perform requests—write and take—one requests an
input from a sink end, and the other requests an output from a source end, respect-
ively1.

Sync SyncDrain SyncSpout LossySync

AsyncDrain AsyncSpout FIFO1 FIFO1(x)

Table 1: Reo channel types.

Table 1 contains the Reo channel types we use throughout this thesis. We provide
their formal semantics in the following chapters. At this stage, we give an informal

1 The terms source and sink designate the senses of the ends of a channel from the point of view of the
channel itself. Obviously, the sense of a channel end must be reversed from the point of a user of a
channel, i. e., a component that performs an I/O operation on a channel end. Thus, a component writes
to the source end of a channel and takes from the sink end of a channel.
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description of their dataflow behaviour. Sync denotes a synchronous channel. Data
flows through this channel if and only if it is possible to synchronously accept data
on one end and pass it out through the other end. SyncDrain denotes a synchron-
ous drain. Data flows into both ends of this channel only if it is possible to syn-
chronously accept the data on both ends. SyncSpout denotes a synchronous spout.
Unspecified data flows out of both ends of this channel only if it is possible to syn-
chronously take the data from both ends. LossySync denotes a lossy synchronous
channel. If a take is pending on the sink end of this channel and a write is requested
on its source end, then the channel behaves as a synchronous channel. However, if
no take is pending, the write fires, and the data is lost. Observe that this channel
has context-dependent behaviour, as it behaves differently depending upon whether
there is a take pending on its sink end—if it were context independent, the data
could be lost regardless of whether its sink end has or does not have a take pending.
AsyncDrain denotes an asynchronous drain. Data can flow into only one end of this
channel at the exclusion of data flow at the other end2. AsyncSpout denotes an asyn-
chronous spout. Unspecified data can flow out of only one end of this channel at
the exclusion of data flow at the other end3. FIFO1 denotes an empty FIFO with
one buffer cell. Data can flow into the source end of this buffer, but no flow is pos-
sible at its sink end (since its buffer is empty). After data flow into the buffer cell,
it becomes a full FIFO. FIFO1(x) denotes a full FIFO with one full buffer cell. Data
can flow out of the sink end of this buffer, but no flow is possible at the source end
(since its buffer is full). After data flow out of the buffer, it becomes an empty FIFO.

2.2.2 Nodes

More complex connectors can be constructed out of simpler ones through connector
composition. Initially, every single channel end is a singleton node. Channels are
composed by conjoining their ends to form nodes with multiple channel ends. A
node may contain any number of channel ends. Nodes are classified into three dif-
ferent types depending on the types of their coincident ends: a source node contains
only source channel ends; a sink node contains only sink channel ends; and a mixed
node contains both kinds of channel end. Figure 3 depicts examples of Reo nodes.
We also refer to mixed nodes as internal nodes and to sink and source nodes as
boundary nodes. Internal nodes are represented by black filled circles • and bound-
ary nodes are represented by white filled circles ◦. Components can only perform
write operations on source nodes, and take operations on sink nodes, but no I/O
operation is allowed on a mixed node.

2 The term asynchronous drain is perhaps a bit of a misnomer for the behaviour of this channel. Exclus-
iveDrain is a more appropriate name, but since all Reo literature already uses this name, we also refer to
this channel as AsyncDrain.

3 As the counterpart of AsyncDrain, ExclusiveSpout would be a better name for this channel, see footnote 2.
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Note: Connector ports in Reo correspond to nodes. In the context of Reo connectors
we might interchangebly use both terms.

(a) source
node
(replicate).

(b) sink node
(merge).

(c) mixed node (pump). (d) another mixed node
(merge,pump,replicate).

Figure 3: Reo nodes.

A write operation to a source node fires only if all source channel ends coincident
on the node accept the data item, in which case the data item is written to every
source end coincident on the node. A source node thus acts as a replicator (Figure 3a).
A take operation on a sink node fires only if at least one of the sink channel ends co-
incident on the node offers a suitable data item; if more than one coincident channel
end offers suitable data, one is selected non deterministically, at the exclusion of all
others. A sink node, thus, acts as a merger (Figure 3b). A mixed node behaves, like
a self-contained “pumping-station” that combines the behaviour of a sink (merger)
and a source node (replicator). A mixed node selects a value through one of its sink
ends and replicates it to all of its source ends (Figure 3c and 3d). The subtlety is
that nodes have no buffer to hold any data. Therefore, before a mixed node selects
a value out of one of its coincident sink ends, it must ensure that this value can be
replicated into all of its coincident source ends.

Figure 4: Replicator and Merger primitive connectors.

To model the behaviour of Reo nodes accurately, we make the merge and replic-
ate behaviour that is inherent in Reo nodes explicit and, without loss of general-
ity, model them using two additional primitive connectors: a Replicator and a Mer-
ger (Figure 4). The Replicator primitive captures the replicator behaviour of a source
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node with two source ends. Whereas the Merger primitive models the behaviour of
a sink node with two sink ends. Informally, data will flow through a Replicator if it
can synchronously accept data on its source end and pass it through both of its sink
ends. A merger permits the synchronous flow of data from exactly one of its source
ends through its sink end, at the exclusion of flow on its other source end, making
a non-deterministic choice between its two source ends if required. Figure 5 illus-
trates how a mixed node with two source ends and two sink ends (5a) is expressed
in terms of the Merger and the Replicator primitives (5b). We will use the Merger and
Replicator primitives to represent Reo nodes when formalising the semantics of Reo.
In that case internal nodes always connect two channel ends; and boundary nodes
always consist of one channel end.

(a) mixed node. (b) mixed node replaced by Merger and Replicator primitives.

Figure 5: A mixed Reo node and its representation with Merger and Replicator.

Channels as the ones in Table 1 constitute examples of connectors with degree 2.
The Merger and Replicator connectors listed in Figure 4 are examples of connectors
of degree 3. In the context of this thesis, connectors of degrees greater than 3 are
composite connectors; these are compositionally built out of connectors of degrees 2

and 3. For example the Barrier Synchroniser depicted in Figure 6 is a connector of
degree 4 compositionally built out of connectors of degrees 2 and 3. The two internal
nodes • are a compact representation of two replicator connectors.

Figure 6: The Barrier Synchroniser connector.

2.2.3 Abstract Components

From the perspective of a Reo connector a component connected to a Reo boundary
node is an instance of either a Writer or a Taker component. A Writer is an abstract
component that has the capability to perform write operations. A Taker is an abstract
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component that has the capability to perform take operations. From that perspective
without loss of generality Writer and Taker can also be seen as connectors, namely
connectors of degree 1, where one has a single source node and the other has a
single sink node.

(a) Writer. (b) Taker.

Figure 7: Abstract components.

2.2.4 Primitive Connectors

The connectors of degree 1 Writer and Taker, the connectors of degree 2 given by
the channels of Table 1, and finally the connectors of degree 3 Replicator and Merger,
constitute our set of primitive connectors that we denote by Primitives.

2.2.5 Reo Operations

The calculus of connector composition in Reo has two fundamental operations. The
operation join that permits to compose connectors, and the operation hide that per-
mits to perform information hiding on connectors.

join

In this thesis _ join _ is a binary operation that takes two Reo connectors and re-
turns another Reo connector that results from composing the boundary nodes that
share the same name in both connectors as follows: to compose one sink node with
a source node we just conjoin the nodes, as depicted in Figure 8a; to compose two
sink (source) nodes we use the Merger (Replicator) primitive, as depicted in Fig-
ure 8b (8c). It is important to note that the result of joining two boundary nodes is
an internal node. Hence the resulting node is black.

hide

In this thesis, hide _ is a unary operation that takes one Reo connector and returns
another Reo connector that results from removing all the information about the
internal nodes of the given connector. In Figure 9a it is depicted how the result of
the hide operation is represented visually.
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A B B C join−−−→
A B C

(a) Sync(A;B) join Sync(B;C).

C

D

A

B

D C

E

join−−−→

D

C

E

A

B

(b) To compose the two sink nodes C and D we use the Merger(C,D;E).

A

B

C

D

E

B A

join−−−→
E

A

B

C

D

(c) To compose two source nodes A and B we use the Replicator(E;B,A).

Figure 8: Composite connectors constructed with the _ join _ operation.

A B C hide−−−→
A C

(a) hide (Sync(A;B) join Sync(B;C)).

Figure 9: Composite connector constructed with the hide _ operation.
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2.2.6 Connector Language: Conlang

Reo does not have a fixed set of channels. This means for example that depend-
ing on the type of channels that are considered one obtains a different language to
build connectors. In this thesis we fix a concrete Reo setting as our language to build
connectors and we call it Conlang. Conlang has a fixed number of primitive con-
nectors denoted by Primitives; two rules to build connectors: Reo operations join and
hide; and considers the interaction protocol depicted in Figure 2 as the interaction
protocol enforced by each connector port. Following the principle of component-
based systems, Conlang permits us to build arbitrarily complex connectors—the
primitives are the building blocks; the Reo operations define the construction rules;
and the interaction protocol in a port defines the observations that can be made on
a port. Conlang will be the concrete language of connectors used to illustrate the
use of the abstract semantic models introduced throughout this thesis.

Note: The set of channels taken as primitive connectors in Conlang is in fact one
that is commonly used throughout the literature. There is a plethora of Reo
connectors built using these channels indicating that a large class of dataflow
behaviour can be expressed through composition using these primitives.

2.3 compositionality of dataflow behaviour

A formal model (semantics) for component connectors in this thesis consists of
three parts: an abstract domain S where the elements s ∈ S are denotations of
dataflow behaviours; operations on S that are used to define the semantics of the
construction rules to build connectors; and a semantical map

[[ _ ]] : Conlang −→ S

that assigns a denotation s ∈ S to each connector in Conlang. The map [[ _ ]] has
the following compositional property:

[[hide (join c1 c2)]] = ∃S ([[c1]]×S [[c2]])

where ∃S : S→ S, and ×S : S× S→ S are operations on S.
Once we have the semantical map defined for the primitive connectors and the

operations join and hide, we have the semantics of arbitrarily complex composite
connectors in the language. Two examples of such composite connectors are depic-
ted in figure 10.

Special care must be taken when defining the semantics of the operations on S,
to ensure that the compositional semantics capture the intended behaviour of the
composite connectors. For example, according to the informal semantics of Reo [7]
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the intended dataflow behaviour of the composite connectors in Figure 10 are as
follows:

- the composite connector 10a has the behaviour of a FIFO buffer with two
memory cells. When the two buffer cells are empty, data can flow two times
consecutively through port A. After that, the buffer cells are full. Before data
can flow on A again, data must flow through C. Data can flow on C if at least
one buffer cell is full, in which case one buffer cell is emptied. The order in
which the data flow through C is the same as the order in which data flow
through A.

- the composite connector 10b, has dataflow behaviour similar to the FIFO1
except that when the buffer cell is full, data can still flow through A, in which
case, and only then, the data is lost.

A B

(a) A composite connector built using
two FIFO1.

A B

(b) A composite connector built using
one LossySync and one FIFO1.

Figure 10: Example of composite connectors.

The compositional semantics provided by the coinductive calculus [9] and the con-
straint automata [13] capture the intended behaviour of composite connector 10a,
but cannot capture the intended behaviour of the composite connector 10b. The
reason for the latter is that the intended behaviour of the composite connector 10b
depends on the context-dependent behaviour of the LossySync, which cannot be
captured by these two semantics. In the coinductive calculus and the constraint
automata the semantics of the LossySync indicate that data written to the source
end is non-deterministically lost irrespective of whether or not it can flow through
the sink end of the channel.

The composite connector 10b is, by now, the classical example used to illus-
trate the subtleties that context-dependent behaviour entails. Such subtleties prove
that it is non-trivial to formalise a compositional semantics that captures the inten-
ded (context-dependent) dataflow behaviour. In Chapters 3 and 5 we introduce se-
mantics models that are compositional and capture the intended (context-dependent)
dataflow behaviour.

As a final example, in this case of a larger connector, we introduce the exclusive
router, depicted in Figure 11. An exclusive router is built by composing five Syncs, two
LossySyncs and one SyncDrain. The intended dataflow behaviour of this connector is
that data obtained through its input node a is delivered to exactly one of its output
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a

b

e
c

f

d

g

Figure 11: Exclusive router connector.

nodes f or g. If both f and g are willing to accept data, then the merger node e
non-deterministically selects which side of the connector will succeed in passing
data. The SyncDrain and the two Syncs in the node e conspire to ensure that data
flows at precisely one of c and d, and hence f and g, whenever data flows at b. In
this connector, the context-dependent behaviour of the LossySync is not essential to
ensure that data is routed through either f or g. If the LossySync semantics is that it
can lose its data non-deterministically, the SyncDrain ensures that if either LossySync
decides to lose the data remains in a.

Note: The research concerning Reo coordination language goes far beyond the
study of compositional semantics for the dataflow behaviour of connectors.
For instance it includes the study of timed behaviour [14, 62], probabilistic
models [17], stochastic models [18], model checking [56, 63], and verifica-
tion [20], quality of service [16, 61], dynamic reconfiguration [66, 67, 68], and
modelling of biological systems [34]. These topics are out of the scope of
this thesis. The interested reader can find detailed treatment of each of these
topics in the cited references.
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C O N N E C T O R C O L O U R I N G M O D E L

In this chapter we present our first model for the dataflow semantics of Reo con-
nectors. This semantics is based on connector colouring for determining the dataflow
behaviour of a Reo connector by resolving its context-dependent synchronisation and
mutual exclusion constraints. Colouring a Reo connector in a specific state with given
boundary conditions (I/O requests) provides a means to determine the routing al-
ternatives for dataflow.

3.1 overview

This chapter is based on joint work [35, 36] with Dave Clarke and Farhad Arbab.
These papers introduce connector colouring and cover two fundamental features:
synchronisation and context-dependency. We start this chapter presenting the same
two features but in a different setting, namely we consider the temporal behaviour
of connectors instead of just the one step behaviour. In a setting where the temporal
behaviour is taken into account the model indicates at each step which colouring
table holds the colouring to apply. The temporal behaviour of Reo connectors was
left implicit in the original presentation. Next, we introduce two other important
features that were left as future work in those papers:

• a solution to detect and invalidate causality loops emerging from ill-formed
connectors;

• the definition of the ∃[ _ ] _ operation on connector colouring models to provide
semantics to the Reo hide operation.

The connector colouring model with 3 colours differentiates the possible beha-
viour of a connector at a finer level of granularity than the previous Reo mod-
els [8, 13] do. By considering the context (the presence or absence) of pending I/O
operations at the boundary nodes of a connector to determine the set of its actual
behaviour alternatives, connector colouring permits to capture context-dependent
behaviour and therefore provide semantics to context-dependent connectors.

The composition operation in connector colouring _ × _ has a number of formal
properties, namely, associativity, commutativity, and idempotency. These properties

23
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Figure 12: Exclusive router connector.

make it quite suitable for a distributed implementation. Compared to less formal
implementation schemes [44, 7] that require history computations and backtracking
to resolve various cycles in synchronous segments of a Reo connector, our model
requires less mutual exclusion in a distributed implementation, does not require
backtracking, and allows concurrent parties to combine each other’s partially com-
puted results. The connector colouring model with 3 colours serves as the basis for
an actual distributed implementation of Reo.

3.1.1 Chapter structure

We introduce connector colouring in Section 3.2 and start by modelling the syn-
chronous propagation of constraints using 2 colours. In Section 3.4 we change the set
of colours and use 3 colours to accurately define the semantics of context-dependent
connectors. We proceed by refining connector colouring with 3 colours to its con-
structive subset in Section 3.5 to tackle causality loops. In Section 3.6 we define the
hide operation. An outline of an existing implementation and an approach for mak-
ing it distributed are given in Section 3.7. In Section 3.8 we discuss related work.

3.2 connector colouring

We illustrate through an example how we can visually describe the dataflow beha-
viour of a Reo connector, and therefore motivate the upcoming notion of connector
colouring. We consider the exclusive router that we introduced in Section 2.3. The
connector is depicted in Figure 12 for convenience. Remember that the intended
dataflow behaviour of this connector is that data obtained through its input node
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Figure 13: Possible dataflow behaviour of the exclusive router. The thick highlighted lines
mark the part of the connector where data flow synchronously. In the other parts
no data flows.

a is delivered to exactly one of its output nodes f or g. If both f and g are willing
to accept data, then the merger node e non-deterministically selects which side of
the connector will succeed in passing data. The SyncDrain and the two Syncs at the
node e conspire to ensure that data flows at precisely one of c and d, and hence
f and g, whenever data flows at b. An informal, graphical way of depicting the
possible dataflow through the exclusive router is by colouring where data flows, as
illustrated in Figure 13, where the highlighted lines mark the parts of the connector
where data flow and the other parts correspond to the parts where no data flow.
Note that the colour abstracts away from the direction of dataflow, as (the ends of)
channels themselves determine this. This idea of colouring underlies our model and
provides a visual representation that parallels Reo’s visual syntax for connectors.

3.2.1 Colours

Our model is based on the idea of marking places where data flows and places
where data does not flow by colours. Let Colour denote the set of colours. A reason-
able minimal set of colours is Colour = {‘ ’, ‘ ’}, where the colour ‘ ’
marks places in the connector where data flows, and the colour ‘ ’ marks the
absence of data flow.
Reo semantics dictates that data is never stored or lost at nodes [7]. Connector

colouring models consider nodes with at most two ends attached, and use the Rep-
licator and the Merger to model the behaviour of Reo nodes with multiple ends
attached (see Section 2.2.2). Thus, the state of dataflow at one end attached to a
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node must be the same as at the other end attached to the node. Either data will
flow out of one end, through the node, and into the other end, or there will be no
dataflow at all. Hence, the two ends plugged together into a node will be given
the same colour, and thus we just colour the node. Colouring nodes determines
the colouring of their attached ends, which in turn determines the colouring of the
connector, and thus the data flow through the entire connector. Colouring all the
nodes of a connector, in a manner consistent with the colourings of its constituents,
produces a valid description of dataflow through the connector. Channels and other
primitive connectors then determine the actual dataflow based on the colouring of
their ends. With two colours, each colouring of a connector is a solution to the
synchronisation constraints imposed by its channels and nodes.

The following definition formalises the notion of a colouring of the underlying
graph of a connector. We consider a denumerable set of node names denoted Node.
We use small letters a,b, c,d, . . . and n1, . . . ,nk with k ∈ N to denote elements of
Node, and capital letters X, Y,Z, . . . as variables that range over Node.

Definition 3.2.1 (Colouring). A colouring c : N→ Colour for N ⊆ Node is a function
that assigns a colour to every node in N.

Notation 3.2.2. We use the notation c : {n1 7→ c1, ...,nk 7→ ck}, to comprehensively
enumerate a colouring c : N→ Colour, with N = {n1, ...,nk} and c(ni) = ci for 1 6
i 6 k. We refer as 2-colouring to a colouring defined into the set Colour = {‘ ’,
‘ ’}.

Consider a connector with a single channel, a FIFO1, connecting an input node
n1 and an output node n2. One of the possible colourings of this connector is
c1 : {n1 7→ ,n2 7→ }, which describes the situation where data flows through
the input node n1 and no data flows through the output node n2.

3.2.2 Colouring table

The primitive elements that constitute connectors, channels, mergers, replicators
and I/O operations, typically have multiple possible colourings to model the al-
ternative ways that they can behave in the different contexts in which they can be
used. Furthermore, a connector can have states and behave differently in each state.
The collection of possible colourings for each state of a connector is represented by
a colouring table. A single colouring table captures the full behaviour of a stateless
connector, whereas for stateful connectors we have a colouring table for each state.

Definition 3.2.3 (Colouring table). A colouring table, T , over nodes N ⊆ Node is a set
of colourings with domain N.

Colouring a connector involves composing the colourings of its constituents so
that they agree on the colour of their common nodes, as depicted in Figure 14. To
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capture this notion, we define the binary operation, _ · _ to compose colouring
tables.

X

X

×
×

Figure 14: The valid compositions out of the possible combinations of 2-colourings.

Definition 3.2.4 (Colouring table composition). The composition of two tables T1
and T2, denoted T1 · T2, is defined as:
T1 · T2

.
= {c1 ∪ c2 | c1 ∈ T1, c2 ∈ T2,

n ∈ dom(c1)∩ dom(c2)⇒ c1(n) = c2(n)}.
Here c1 ∪ c2 is the set-theoretic union on the graphs of the functions c1 and c2:

(c1 ∪ c2)(n) =

{
c1(n) if n ∈ dom(c1) and n /∈ dom(c1)

c2(n) if n ∈ dom(c2) and n /∈ dom(c2)

The result c1 ∪ c2 is a function, because for nodes in the intersection of the domains
both colourings dom(c1) and dom(c2), due to the side condition, take the same
value. Important to notice additionally is that the resulting colouring c = c1 ∪ c2,
admits a unique decomposition in c1 and c2, by restricting c to dom(c1) we obtain
c1, and similarly for c2.

The colouring table composition operation _ · _ satisfies the following useful prop-
erties, where 1 = {∅} is the colouring table with an empty colouring and 0 = ∅ is the
empty colouring table.

Proposition 3.2.5. Given colouring tables T , T1, T2, T3 then:

1. T1 · (T2 · T3) = (T1 · T2) · T3 (associativity)

2. T1 · T2 = T2 · T1 (commutativity)

3. T1 · T1 = T1 (idempotency)

4. T · 1 = 1 · T = T (unit)

5. T · 0 = 0 · T = 0 (zero)

A consequence of these properties is that the composition operation for colouring
table can form the basis of a distributed algorithm: associativity and commutativity
allow colouring tables to be computed in any order, and idempotency enables the
smooth handling of redundantly computed information, such as when two different
concurrent computations of a colouring reach the same part of a connector.
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3.2.3 next function

A colouring table for a Reo connector describes a behaviour alternative in a par-
ticular configuration (or snapshot) of the connector, which depends on its state and
the presence or absence of I/O requests at its boundary. A colouring prescribes a
possible step of the connector based on its present configuration. As a consequence of
performing a step according to a prescribed colouring, the connector may or not
change state and respectively change the colouring table applicable in the next step
of the connector. For each colouring the next function determines the colouring table
to apply in the next step.

Definition 3.2.6 (next function). Given a finite set I, and an I-indexed set of colour-
ing tables over nodes N, {T1, . . . , Ti | i ∈ I}, denoted SI(N). A next function over
SI(N) is a function of type

⋃
SI(N) → SI(N), where

⋃
SI(N) denotes the set

{(i, c) | c ∈ Ti, Ti ∈ SI(N)}.

Note that different colouring tables may contain the same colouring, in which
case the index in I is necessarily different.

Notation 3.2.7. Consider a next function η over SI(N), and i, j ∈ I. Whenever the
context is clear about the colouring and the colouring table in question, we write S
instead of SI(N), and η(c) = T instead of η(i, c) = Tj.

For a stateless connector the set S contains a single colouring table T , and the
next function is the constant function T , T(c) = T , for all c ∈ T . After performing
a colouring in T the connector does not change state and therefore the colouring
table T is valid in the next step.

A stateful connector requires a non-singleton set S. The size of S is given by the
number of states of the connector, thereby S contains one colouring table for each
state of the connector. In a given state modelled by a table Ti ∈ S the connector
performs one of the colourings c ∈ Ti. The next function determines what is the
colouring table applicable in the next state: η(〈i, c〉).

For deriving the next function of a composite connector we compose the next
functions from the constituent primitives.

Definition 3.2.8 (next function composition). Given the indexed sets of colouring
tables KL(N1), and RJ(N2), consider the next functions η1 :

⋃
KL(N1) → KL(N1)

and η2 :
⋃
RJ(N2) → RJ(N2). The composition of η1 and η2 denoted η1 ⊗ η2, is a

next function η :
⋃
SI(N)→ SI(N) where:

1. I = L× J, is given by the cartesian product of indexing sets L and J;

2. N = N1 ∪N2;

3. SI(N) = {T〈l,j〉 | T〈l,j〉 = Tl · Tj, Tl ∈ KL(N1), Tj ∈ RJ(N2)};
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4. η(〈l, j〉, c1 ∪ c2) = η1(〈l, c1〉) · η2(〈j, c2〉), for all (〈l, j〉, c1 ∪ c2) ∈
⋃
SI(N).

By Definition 3.2.4 (Colouring table composition), each element in the I-indexed
set SI(N) is indeed a colouring table over N. By Definition 3.2.6 (next function)
η1(〈l, c1〉) ∈ KL(N1) and η2(〈j, c2〉) ∈ RJ(N2) therefore by point 3. above, η1(〈l, c1〉) ·
η2(〈j, c2〉) is indeed in SI(N). Hence η is indeed by definition a next function over
SI(N).

3.3 2-colouring : synchronisation

The set of all the next function over indexed sets of colouring tables defines the
colouring semantics domain. The colouring semantics domain is parameterised
on the set Colour. We call 2-colouring domain the colouring domain that considers
Colour = {‘ ’,‘ ’}.

3.3.1 Primitives

We now provide a formal definition of a primitive and define the 2-colouring se-
mantics for the primitives in Conlang.

Definition 3.3.1 (Primitive). A primitive is a labelled tuple

(nj11 , . . . ,njkk )p

where for 0 < l 6 k, nl ∈ Node, jl ∈ {i,o}, k > 1 is the arity of the primitive,
and p is the name of the primitive, such that for any nq and nr in (nj11 , . . . ,njkk )p,
q 6= r⇒ nq 6= nr.

The semantics of a primitive P is denoted by a triple 〈P,SI(N),η〉 where SI(N) is
an I-indexed set of colouring tables over a set of nodes N, and η is a next function
defined over SI(N).

The superscript labels i or o of a node n indicate the direction of the end which
is connected to n. For example, (ai,bo)Sync denotes a Sync whose first end is an
input end connected to node a, and whose second end is an output end connected
to node b. A colouring table for this primitive has colourings with domain {a,b}.
Labels i and o help ensure that connectors are well-formed (Definition 3.3.2). We
often omit such labels, tacitly assuming the well-formdness of connectors.

I/O operations

At a boundary node an I/O operation can either be present or absent. When present
we say that the boundary node has an I/O request. The colouring of a boundary
node with an I/O request in a given step denotes whether the I/O request will be
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T1

c1 : c2 :

(a) 2-colouring table of an I/O operation
present.

T0

c1 :

(b) 2-colouring table of an
I/O operation absent.

Table 2: 2-colouring tables for I/O operations.

fired or delayed in that step. If the I/O operation is absent we say the boundary
node has no I/O request, and in this case the colouring denotes that no data flows.

We model an I/O operation as a primitive ((nj)I/O, {T1, T0} ,η), where j ∈ {i,o}. It
has two 2-colouring tables: T1 = {c1 : {n 7→ } , c2 : {n 7→ }} for when an I/O
request is present; and T0 = {c1 : {n 7→ }} for when an I/O request is absent.
Both colouring tables are depicted graphically in Table 2. Colouring c1 in table T1 is
the only colouring that triggers a state change, therefore, we define the next function
η as follows: η(〈1, c1〉) = T0, η(〈1, c2〉) = T1, and η(〈0, c1〉) = T0.

The colouring tables of the I/O operation model the Writer and Taker generic
components. The colouring table T1 captures the possible behaviours when an I/O
request is made by a component: either the I/O operation succeeds and data will
flow or the connector will not allow it to succeed and data does not flow. The col-
ouring table T0 captures the possible behaviour when no I/O operation is requested
on a node by a component: no data flows through that node.

Replicator and Merger

The behaviour of Replicator and Merger is dictated by the semantics of Reo nodes.
(ai,bo, co)Replicator and (ai,bi, co)Merger are two stateless primitives. Their single 2-
colouring tables are given in Tables 3 and 4. The next functions are given by the
constant functions TReplicator and TMerger respectively.

TReplicator

c1 : c2 :

Table 3: 2-colouring table for Replicator.

A Replicator only allows data to flow synchronously through all of its ends or
none at all. When data flows, the data is replicated from a to b and c.
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TMerger

c1 : c2 : c3 :

Table 4: 2-colouring table for Merger.

A Merger allows data to flow synchronously from either a to c or from b to c with
the exclusion of data flow at the other end. If both alternatives are possible, one is
selected non-deterministically.

Channels

Table 5 gathers the 2-colouring tables for the selection of stateless channels in this
thesis. Their next functions are given by the constant function that returns their
respective (single) colouring tables. As each channel connects two nodes, there are
two colours (which may be identical as in colouring c1 of TSync) for each channel
colouring.

Channels that are completely synchronous, such as (ai,bo)Sync,
(ai,bi)SyncDrain, and (ao,bo)SyncSpout, have the property that either data flows syn-
chronously at both of their ends or no data flows—abstracting away from the direc-
tion of data flow. Data flows from one end to the other through the Sync, flows into
both ends of a SyncDrain, and flows out of both ends of a SyncSpout, as indicated by
the arrows in the diagrams. The (ai,bo)LossySync permits data to flow either all the
way through the channel, or just at its input end (in which case, the data is lost), or
no data flow. (This is not the whole story. We revisit this channel in Section 3.4.) The
asynchronous channels, (ai,bi)AsyncDrain and (ao,bo)AsyncSpout, permit data flow at
one end at a time only or no data flow at all. The data flow direction is analogous
to their synchronous counterparts.
(ai,bo)FIFO1

is a stateful primitive. It has two states and therefore two colouring
tables: T0 when its buffer is empty, and T1 for when its buffer is full. These are
depicted in Table 6. The colourings c1 in table T0 and c1 in table T1 are respons-
ible for state changes. The next function for this channel, η, is defined as follows:
η(〈0, c1〉) = T1, η(〈0, c2〉) = T0, η(〈1, c1〉) = T0, and η(〈1, c4〉) = T1.

An empty FIFO1 can accept data on its input end. A full FIFO1 can deliver data
out of its output end. The other ends of these channels permit no data flow. The
FIFO1 represents the simplest example of how the buffer content affects the data-
flow behaviour.
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TSync

c1 : c2 :

(a) 2-colouring table of Sync

TSyncDrain

c1 : c2 :

(b) 2-colouring table of SyncDrain

TSyncSpout

c1 : c2 :

(c) 2-colouring table of SyncSpout

TAsyncDrain

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(d) 2-colouring table of AsyncDrain

TAsyncSpout

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(e) 2-colouring table of AsyncSpout

TLossySync

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(f) 2-colouring table of LossySync

Table 5: 2-colouring tables for the stateless channels.

T0

c1 : c2 :

(a) 2-colouring table of FIFO1 empty

T1

c1 : c2 :

(b) 2-colouring table of the FIFO1 full

Table 6: 2-colouring tables for FIFO1.
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3.3.2 Component connectors

A connector is a collection of primitives composed together, complying with struc-
tural conditions. A connector has by definition a non-empty set of boundary nodes.
These are the nodes and the only nodes that allow components or other connectors
to exchange data with the connector.

Definition 3.3.2 (Connector denotation). A component connector C is denoted by a
tuple 〈N,B,E,SI(N),η〉, where:

• N is a set of nodes, where all the nodes in N appear in E;

• ∅ 6= B ⊆ N is the set of boundary nodes;

• E is a set of primitives;

• SI(N) is an I-indexed set of colouring tables over N, where I is the set of
colouring table names;

• η is a next function over SI(N).

A primitive can straightforwardly be considered as a connector. A primitive cor-
responds to a connector where all its nodes are boundary nodes.

Proposition 3.3.3 (Primitive connector). Consider a primitive (nj11 , . . . ,njkk )p denoted
by

〈(nj11 , . . . ,njkk )p,SI(N),η〉.
Primitive P can be naturally denoted as a connector P = 〈N,B,E,SI(N),η〉, where N =

B = {n1, . . . ,nk}, E = {(nj11 , . . . ,njkk )p}, and vice-versa.

For example the primitive channel Sync denoted by 〈(ai,bo)Sync,
{
TSync

}
, TSync〉 is

modelled with the connector model

Sync = 〈{a,b} , {a,b} ,
{
(ai,bo)Sync

}
,
{
TSync

}
, TSync〉.

More complex connectors are obtained by composing existing connectors. The
colouring tables (next function) of a connector is computed from the colouring tables
(next functions) of its primitive constituents.

Definition 3.3.4 (join operation). Consider connectors C1 = 〈N1,B1,E1,KL(N1), η1〉
and C2 = 〈N2,B2,E2,RJ(N2),η2〉 such that (N1 \B1)∩ (N2 \B2) = ∅, and for each
n ∈ B1 ∩ B2, ni appears in E1 and no appears in E2, or vice versa. join (C1,C2) is
denoted by C1 ×C2, where:

C1 ×C2 = 〈N1 ∪N2, (B1 ∪B2) \ (B1 ∩B2),E1 ∪ E2,SI(N),η1 ⊗ η2〉

with
SI(N) = {T〈l,j〉 | T〈l,j〉 = Tl · Tj, Tl ∈ KL, Tj ∈ RJ}.
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Internal nodes of the two connectors, denoted by the sets
(N1 \ B1) and (N2 \ B2), must be disjoint (N1 \ B1) ∩ (N2 \ B2) = ∅, and a com-
mon node n between the two is a connectors boundary nodes n ∈ B1 ∩ B2. The
colouring tables and next functions are composed using the respective composition
operation, ‘·’, and ‘⊗’ respectively.

Operation × is partial and, when defined, is associative and commutative with
the empty connector 1 = 〈∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅〉 as identity.

Proposition 3.3.5. C1 ×C2 if defined it defines a connector (Definition 3.3.2).

3.3.3 Example: composite connector

We illustrate how the connector model of a composite connector is calculated com-
positionally from its primitives by means of an example. Let us consider the con-
nector C depicted in Figure 15.

a b c d

Figure 15: Connector C.

We consider the channels that constitute the connector as connectors and denote
them as C1, C2, and C3.
C1 = 〈{a,b} , {a,b} ,

{
(ai,bo)Sync

}
, {T1 = {c1 : {a 7→ ,b 7→ },

c2 : {a 7→ ,b 7→ }},

η1 = T1〉
C2 = 〈{b, c} , {b, c} ,

{
(bi, ci)AsyncDrain

}
, {T2 = {c3 : {b 7→ , c 7→ },

c4 : {b 7→ , c 7→ },

c5 : {b 7→ , c 7→ }},

η2 = T2〉
C3 = 〈{c,d} , {c,d} ,

{
(co,di)Sync

}
, {T3 = {c6 : {c 7→ ,d 7→ },

c7 : {c 7→ ,d 7→ }},

η3 = T3〉
From the definitions of C1, C2 and C3 we compute C.

C = C1 ×C2 ×C3
= 〈{a,b, c,d}, {a,d}, {(a,b)Sync, (b, c)AsyncDrain, (c,d)Sync},

{T1 · T2 · T3}, η1 ⊗ η2 ⊗ η3〉
The crux of computing C1 × C2 × C3 is in computing the table T1 · T2 · T3. The

composed next function η1 ⊗ η2 ⊗ η3 equals T1 · T2 · T3.
First compute T1 · T2.
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T1 · T2 = {c1 ∪ c3, c2 ∪ c4, c2 ∪ c5}
= {{a 7→ ,b 7→ , c 7→ } ,

{a 7→ ,b 7→ , c 7→ } ,

{a 7→ ,b 7→ , c 7→ }}.
The remaining combinations, namely, c1 with c4 or c5, and c2 with c3, are incom-

patible at node b and thus do not appear in the table.
Finally, compute (T1 · T2) · T3.

(T1 · T2) · T3 = {{a 7→ ,b 7→ , c 7→ ,d 7→ } ,

{a 7→ ,b 7→ , c 7→ ,d 7→ } ,

{a 7→ ,b 7→ , c 7→ ,d 7→ }}.
In Table 7 we graphically depict the colouring table of connector C as we just

computed. Indeed, this is the preferred way of presenting colouring tables, because
they give a pictorial representation of the data flow in a manner which resembles
the shape of the connector.

a b c d

a b c d

a b c d

Table 7: 2-colouring table of connector C.

3.3.4 Dataflow through a connector

By adding an I/O operation to the boundary nodes of the connector just computed,
we have enough context information to determine how the connector can route
data. Figure 16 contains the two possible 2-colourings when there is an I/O request
(write) on node a and no I/O operation on node d.

a b c d

a b c d

Figure 16: 2-colourings possibilities when there is an I/O request on node a and no I/O
operation on node d.

The first entry in the colouring table indicates that the write operation fires and
data flows at node a and node b. The second entry indicates that the write operation
is delayed and there is total absence of data flow throughout the connector.
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In this example, only the first colouring should be possible in this configuration.
The second possibility goes against the intended behaviour, because in case it is
picked there will be no data flow, although there is no concrete reason to prevent
data to flow. This happens because connector colouring with 2 colours is not sens-
itive to the context in which a connector appears. We shall see in the next section
that this problem has other manifestations, as it arises not only at the boundary
of a connector, but also when channels exhibiting context-dependent behaviour ap-
pear in the middle of connectors—how can they determine the context in order
to behave correctly? Then we extend our colouring scheme to accurately describe
context-dependent behaviour and to propagate it through connectors.

3.4 3-colouring : synchronisation and context dependency

In this section we address the issue of context-dependent behaviour. We demon-
strate that the 2-colouring scheme applied to a connector involving a LossySync
fails to give the expected dataflow behaviour. We observed a similar situation in
the example at the end of Section 3.3.3. We argue that this occurs because context
information is not captured by the semantics and therefore cannot be propagated
to enable channels to choose their most appropriated context-dependent behaviour.
Previous semantic models of Reo connectors [13, 9] as argued, remain at a coarser
level of abstraction and fail to address this issue.

3.4.1 LossySync channel’s inadequacy due to context-dependency

A LossySync has the following context-dependent behaviour (as described in Sec-
tion 2.2.1). If both a write I/O operation is pending on its input end and a take I/O
operation is pending on its output end, then it behaves as a Sync—the write and take
simultaneously fire, and the data flows through the channel. If, on the other hand,
no pending take is present, then the write fires but the data is lost. Limitations of
the 2-colouring semantics reveal themselves if we consider the prime example: the
connector LossyFIFO with an I/O request present on the input end of the LossySync
while the FIFO1 is empty. The connector is depicted in Figure 17. This connector

a b c

Figure 17: LossyFIFO connector with an empty FIFO1 and an I/O request at node a.

admits two alternative colourings gathered in Table 8.
The first colouring indicates that the I/O operation fires, the data flows through

a and that the LossySync acts as a Sync sending the data through b into the FIFO1.
This is the expected behaviour in this configuration.
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a b c

a b c

Table 8: 2-colouring table of the LossyFIFO in Figure 17.

The second colouring indicates that data flows through node a, but not at node b,
indicating that it is lost in the LossySync. An empty FIFO1 is, however always able
to accept data. Another way of seeing this is that an empty FIFO1 always fires a
take to the part of the connector that is connected to its input node. Indeed, the only
reason that it should not succeed in receiving data is if the connector connected to
its input node gives it a reason not to—such as by not sending it any data. One
can therefore interpret the situation as a violation of the intended semantics of
the LossySync channel, because the information that the data can be accepted on
its output end is not appropriately propagated to it. The LossySync cannot detect
the presence of the pending take issued by the input-enabled,empty FIFO1 buffer.
Similar situations arise when dealing with a LossySync in isolation or in the context
of other connectors.

The behaviour of a context-dependent connector depends on the presence or ab-
sence of I/O requests on its boundary nodes. For mixed nodes, however, no I/O
request information is present, so it is not obvious what the context is. The key to
resolving this is to determine what context information can be consistently propag-
ated while addressing synchronisation constraints. Rather than propagating only
the presence of an I/O request, our approach focuses on propagating their absence
too, or more generally, on any reason to delay data flow (until the next state), such
as unsatisfiable synchronisation constraints or exclusion constraints issued, for ex-
ample, by choices made by mergers.

In the next section, we present a 3-colouring semantics which uses colours to
propagate reasons to delay. Using this scheme the undesirable colouring for the Lossy-
FIFO connector, described above can be ruled out due to the mismatch of colours at
node b. This means that the possibility of losing data in the LossySync is no longer
a behaviour of the LossyFIFO in the context depicted in Figure 17.

3.4.2 3-colouring

To address the problem just described, we modify the set Colour. As we wish to
trace the reason to delay, we replace the colour that denotes no-dataflow by two
colours both of which use a dashed line marked with an arrow. The arrow reflects
the direction that a reason to delay comes from, that is, it points away from the
reason, in the direction that the reason propagates. Thus we now work with col-
ours, Colour = { , , }, we refer to colourings defined into this set as
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3-colourings, and to colourings with the no-dataflow colours as no-dataflow colour-
ings. In fact, the colours depend on how the arrow lies in relation to the node being
coloured. A no-dataflow colouring with the arrow pointing toward a node, ,
means gives a reason to the node to delay, and a colouring with the arrow pointing the
opposite way, , means requires a reason from the node to delay.1

We can compose two no-dataflow colourings at a given node if at least one of the
colours involved gives a reason to justify no dataflow. Of the four possible combin-
ations of the two no-dataflow colours, three are considered valid combinations, as
given in Figure 18.

X (one colour giving a reason)

X (one colour giving a reason)

X (two colours giving a reason)

× (no colours giving a reason)

Figure 18: The valid compositions of no-dataflow 3-colourings out of all combinations.

The last entry in Figure 18 is not permitted as it determines no-dataflow at the
node without providing a colouring with a reason to delay, actually none of them
give a reason.

A disadvantage of the 3-colouring semantics is that its colouring tables often con-
tain superfluous entries. Namely, colourings that provide reason to delay at bound-
ary nodes entail colourings in which a reason to delay is also accepted at these
same nodes. The point is that there must be a reason. The following flip rule (Defin-
ition 3.4.1), reduces tables to their essential colourings. It can be used as a guide
for constructing tables for primitives, and it is also used in the implementation to
reduce table sizes.

Definition 3.4.1 (The Flip Rule). If a colouring table T has an entry c that maps a
boundary node n to the colour n, that is, gives a reason to exclude, then the
colouring that is the same as c except that n is mapped to n, that is, requires
a reason to exclude from n, is redundant and can be removed from the table.

The rationale behind the flip rule is as follows. If a node can provide a reason to
delay the request of an I/O operation, then it is perfectly reasonable for it not to
bother if such a request is made or not. Indeed we do not want to distinguish these
two situations and treat them as semantically independent.

Consider two colourings in a table that differ only in the colour of the bound-
ary node n; that is, one colouring has n, the other has n. The idea is

1 To be precise, the colours also depend on the direction of data flow. Giving a reason to an input node
is the same colour as requiring a reason from an output node, and giving a reason to an output node is
the same colour as requiring a reason from an input node.
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that these two colourings should both compose with a colouring containing colour
n . The resulting colourings should have no dataflow at node n, each marked
with a different no-dataflow colour, and be elsewhere identical. Removing the col-
ouring containing n from the table does not reduce the table’s composability
with other tables. On the other hand, removing n does reduce composability.
Thus, the colouring containing n is compositionality-wise superfluous, whereas
the one containing n is not.

The treatment of superfluous colourings as semantically equivalent must be re-
flected in the scheme of composition we defined so far for colouring tables (Defini-
tion 3.2.4) and connectors (Definition 3.3.4).

The third entry of Figure 18 is not compatible with the composition operation we
defined for colouring tables (Definition 3.2.4). Observe that the flip rule applied to
any colouring table T induces a lattice ordered by redundancy. Denote the largest
element, the one with the most redundancy, as T+. In addition, the flip rule induces
an equivalence class on tables (take the symmetric, transitive closure of the lattice),
which we denote ≡.

We can define a second composition operation which excludes the need to have
the third entry in Figure 18 and applies to the maximal tables (T+). This notion is
compatible with previous definitions. Furthermore, the two notions are equivalent
in the following sense. We define the new composition operation ·1 in terms of the
previously defined operation · (Definition 3.2.4).

Definition 3.4.2. Given colouring tables T1 and T2 reduced with the flip rule, then:
T1 · T2 ≡ (T+1 ) ·1 (T+2 ).

This means that we can use whichever notion of composition is most convenient
and that we can think in terms of reduced tables using the flip rule.

Example 3.4.3 (Use of The Flip Rule). Consider two stateless primitives (. . . ,no)p
and (ni, . . .)p ′ connected at node n. Primitives p and p ′ have the colouring tables
Tp and Tp ′ partially defined as (a) and (b) in Table 9.

A connector C = 〈{n, . . .} , {. . .} , {p,p ′} ,
{
Tp ·1 Tp ′

}
, Tp × Tp ′〉 composed out of

these two primitives connected at node n has the colouring c1 : · · ·
n

· · · in
its colouring table Tp ·1 Tp ′ . By expanding the tables using the opposite of the flip
rule we obtain T+p and T+

p ′ depicted in (a) and (b) in Table 9. The flip rule allows
to recover the second colouring in table T+p from the first colouring in table Tp.
Composing with operation · the second colouring of T+p with the first colouring of
table T+

p ′ we obtain colouring c1.

Note, that after a composition has been performed, the directions of the arrows
on mixed nodes no longer matters: the colouring simply represents no data flow.
This fact is used to reduce table sizes.
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T+
p

n

· · ·
· · ·

...
(a) 3-colouring table of p without apply-

ing the flip rule

T+
p ′

n

· · ·
· · ·

...
(b) 3-colouring table of p ′ without apply-

ing the flip rule

Tp

n · · ·
...

(c) 3-colouring table of p applying the
flip rule

Tp ′

n · · ·
...

(d) 3-colouring table of p ′ applying the
flip rule

Table 9: 3-colouring tables of primitives p and p ′ with and without applying the flip rule.

We are now set to define new colouring tables for all the primitives using the
colouring domain that considers

Colour =
{

‘ ′, ‘ ′, ‘ ′}
called the 3-colouring domain. The definitions of next function and connector model
do not need to be changed.

I/O operations

The dataflow behaviour of an I/O operation primitive, (nj)I/O, is denoted by the 3-
colouring tables depicted in Table 10, and the next function η = {〈1, c1〉 7→ T0, 〈1, c2〉 7→
T1, 〈0, c1〉 7→ T0, 〈0, c2〉 7→ T0}.

T1

c1 : c2 :

(a) 3-colouring table for an I/O operation
present.

T0

c1 : c2 :

(b) 3-colouring table for an I/O operation
absent.

Table 10: 3-colouring tables for I/O operations.

Colouring c1 in table T1 indicates that the I/O operation request fires and data
flows. This is the only colouring that triggers a change of colouring table according
to the next function η. After firing there is no I/O operation request therefore the
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T1

c1 : c2 :

(a) 3-colouring table for an I/O operation
present.

T0

c1 :

(b) 3-colouring table for an
I/O operation absent.

Table 11: 3-colouring tables for the I/O operations after applying the flip rule.

colouring table to apply is T0. Colouring c2 in table T1 indicates that the I/O oper-
ation request is delayed because the connector gives a reason to delay the request.
Both entries in the T0 table indicate that no data flow is possible. Furthermore, col-
ouring c1 in table T0 states that the absence of an I/O request can be used to justify
a delay. Colouring c2 of the same table represents the case where the reason to delay
is already present and propagated from the connector to the boundary node.

The one possible colouring missing from the T1 table, namely similar to c2 with
the arrow going the other way, does not make sense. It would read: there is an I/O
request which is a cause of delay. This case is therefore not admissible.

Using the flip rule, the colouring tables for the I/O primitive can be replaced by
the colouring tables in Table 11.

The flip rule can be used to recover the colouring missing from table T0, yielding
the colouring c2 from c1. From now on, we always use tables that are reduced by
the application of the flip rule and we omit from defining the next function for
colourings that are recovered by application of the flip rule. For such a colouring
the next function takes tacitly the same value as for the colouring that yields this
colouring by application of the flip rule.

Replicators and Mergers

We update the colouring tables for mergers and replicators. The flip rule accounts
for all other sensible possibilities.

The new colouring table for a replicator is given in Table 12. The last three entries
indicate situations where no data can flow. In each case, a reason to delay coming
from one end is sufficient to cause delay in the entire replicator. The reason for delay
is propagated to the other ends.

The new colouring table for a merger is given in Table 13. The first two entries
in the table deal with choices made by the merger. Data flowing down one input
branch is sufficient reason to delay data flow in the other input branch. The third
entry corresponds to no take being present at the output end: no data flow is pos-
sible in the merger, and the reason to delay is propagated to the input ends. The
final entry corresponds to no data flow due to no data availability at either of the
two input ends.Again the reason to delay is propagated.
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Note that neither colouring table includes an entry with all arrows pointing out-
ward. This would indicate that the reason came from nowhere.

TReplicator

Table 12: 3-colouring table for the Replicator.

TMerger

Table 13: 3-colouring table for the Merger.

Channels

The 3-colouring tables for stateless channels are gathered in Table 14. The colouring,
is shorthand for the colouring , which means that the reason

for delay is propagated from one end of the channel to the other. We highlight a few
points of interest in this table, focusing only on reasons to delay, leaving the reader
to ponder over the rest.

Failure at one node of a Sync, SyncDrain or SyncSpout, is enough to prevent data
flow due to the synchrony constraint imposed by the channel between the two
nodes. The reason is propagated to the other node. The second entry of the table for
a LossySync states that it will lose the data only when a reason to delay is propagated
into its output node, which amounts to saying that the channel is unable to transfer
the data. For the two asynchronous channels, AsyncDrain and AsyncSpout, accepting
data on one node is sufficient reason for delaying the other node. No data flows if
both ends have a reason to delay. Note that a non-deterministic choice may be
required to decide between the first two possibilities.

The 3-colouring table for the FIFO1 channel is presented in Table 15. An empty
FIFO1 buffer does not enable dataflow on its output node, giving a reason for delay.
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Dually, a full FIFO1 buffer has a reason to delay its input node. The next function is
defined as η(〈0, c1〉) = η(〈1, c2) = T1 and η(〈0, c2〉) = η(〈1, c1〉) = T0.

TSync

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(a) 3-colouring table for the Sync.

TSyncDrain

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(b) 3-colouring table for the SyncDrain.

TSyncSpout

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(c) 3-colouring table for the SyncSpout.

TAsyncDrain

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(d) 3-colouring table for the AsyncDrain.

TAsyncSpout

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(e) 3-colouring table for the AsyncSpout.

TLossySync

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(f) 3-colouring table for the LossySync.

Table 14: 3-colouring tables for the stateless channels.

We now recall the example in Section 3.3.3 and the LossyFIFO connector presented
in the beginning of this section. In both cases, Figures 19 and 20, we can see that
the incorrect 3-colourings alternatives are now respectively ruled out. In the first
example (from Section 3.3.3), the colours do not match on node b.

Similarly, in the LossyFIFO example, the colours also do not match on node b.
These examples illustrate how the propagation of I/O context in the 3-colouring

setting ensures the intended behaviour of context-dependent connectors and chan-
nels like the LossySync.

Next, we present a further example where we exploit the 3-colouring model to
define a connector that provides an elegant solution to express priority behaviour.
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T0

c1 : c2 :

(a) 3-colouring table for the FIFO1

T1

c1 : c2 :

(b) 3-colouring table for the FIFO1(x)

Table 15: 3-colouring tables for the FIFO1.

a b c d

Figure 19: Invalid colouring of the connector C.

3.4.3 Example: Priority merger

We introduce a new primitive, a priority merger, PMerger for short, and use it to
model a priority router. A (ai, !bi, co)PMerger behaves similarly to a (ai,bi, co)Merger,
allowing flow of data from at most one of its input ends to its output end. The
difference is that whenever data is available on both of its input ends, such as when
there is a write pending on both input nodes, then the merger gives priority to a
specific node (marked with an exclamation mark ‘!’). The graphic representation
for the priority merger and its colouring table are presented in Table 16. Compare
the first two entries in the table. The first entry means that allowing flow in the right
input can give a reason to delay the left input. On the other hand, the second entry
means that data can flow from the left input only if a reason to delay is given on
the right input. This reason states that no data flow is possible on that input. It is a
stateless connector and its next function is given by the constant function TPMerger.

Let us now construct a priority router. It behaves like an exclusive router, except
that rather than making a non-deterministic choice when each of its output nodes
has a pending take operation, it makes a choice dictated by the priority merger
primitive. The priority router is given in Figure 21, along with the only 3-colouring
possible in the configuration where I/O requests are present on all of its boundary

a b c

Figure 20: Invalid colouring of the connector LossyFIFO.
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TPMerger

!

Table 16: 3-colouring table of PMerger.

nodes. This means that in the presence of two competing takes on the output nodes
of the connector, the left hand one (which has priority) will always succeed. This
is because the colouring table of the priority merger (appropriately rotated to give
priority to the left branch), in the presence of the I/O requests, cannot give a reason
for the left hand branch to delay, though it can give a reason for the right hand
branch to delay.

priority router colouring

!

Figure 21: A priority router and one of its colourings exploiting context-dependency.

Note, however, that priority is not globally decided. It may be the case that a
decision made by a different part of the connector makes priority irrelevant or even
inverts the decision—it all depends upon the connector.
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3.4.4 Causality Loops

The model presented thus far still produces incorrect colourings for some connect-
ors containing loops. Colourings for synchronous loops in a connector tend to result
in so-called causality loops. These occur whenever a chain of cause-effect events is
circular, giving, for example, a colouring that prescribes data to flow, but for which
there is no source of data. These anomalous behaviours are a standard problem in
synchronous languages [24]. In our setting, the problem is somewhat more com-
plicated, because, not only do we need to consider causality loops that concern data
flow, but also causality loops concerning reasons for delay. Both kinds of loops need
a source of either data flow or reason to delay to be valid, depending on the kind of
the loop. Figure 22 shows examples of the two kinds of loops. (I) a loop for which
the colouring (I-c) states that data can flow, even though there is no source provid-
ing data: where does the data flowing at c come from? And (II) a loop for which
the colouring (II-c) states that there is a reason for delaying, even though there is
no source providing a reason: where does the reason to delay observed at a come
from?

Connector Colouring with a causality loop

(I) (I-c)

a

b

c

(II) (II-c)

a

b

c

Figure 22: Reo connectors (I) and (II) with causality loops. In colouring (I-c) the loop follows
the data flow of the channels. In colouring (II-c) the loop follows the reason to
delay arrows.

The basic approach to finding causality loops is to trace all paths backwards in the
causality graph to see whether there is, in our case, either an actual source of data
or delay. Various solutions have been proposed to treat causality loops [70, 39].

These solutions can be adapted to compute colourings in a compositional manner
such that every path in a colouring has a proper source, where (a) in a solid colour-
ing, the path is given by the direction of the data flow and the source is a source of
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data, and (b) in a no-dataflow colouring, the path is given by the direction of the
colouring arrows and a source is a reason to delay.

3.5 constructive 3-colouring

We wish to restrict our colourings to the subset without causality loops. We call
this subset constructive 3-colouring. Removing the colourings that contain causality
loops from colouring tables results in a more sensible semantics for Reo connectors,
as colourings that correspond to anomalous situations are removed. We start by ob-
serving that causality loops are reasoned about at the level of individual colourings
rather then at the level of colouring tables; other valid colourings for the connectors
may exist in the colouring table.

3.5.1 Causal relation

To detect colourings with causality loops we propose to associate each colouring
with a causal relation. A causal relation is any binary relation on the domain of the
colouring. We consider a 3-colouring constructive if the transitive closure of its causal
relation is a strict partial order, or equivalently, irreflexive. This means that, for all
nodes in the domain of the colouring, there does not exist a dataflow (no-dataflow)
path (with the same arrow direction) that connects a node with itself. In the sequel
we let R be a causal relation, and R+ its transitive closure. Informally, the causal
relation of a colouring corresponds to all the pairs of adjacent nodes of the graph
of the colouring that fulfil either one of these conditions:

a) both nodes are coloured with the dataflow colour and the direction of the data
flow in the underlying primitives is the same;

b) both nodes are coloured with the no-dataflow colour and the arrows point in
the same direction.

Note that even though we have two types of causality loops, a single causal relation
on the domain of the colouring is sufficient to detect either of the two types of
causality loops. A node is either coloured with a dataflow colour or with a no-
dataflow colour, partitioning the domain of the colouring. Conditions a) and b) only
relate nodes of the same partition, therefore, the causal relation is also partitioned
and each type of causality loop has its exclusive partition.

Instead of providing a formal definition for the causal relation of a colouring and
use it to determine the causal relation for each colouring, we update the Defini-
tion 3.2.3 of a colouring table and Definition 3.2.4 for the composition of colouring
tables. The idea is to construct the causal relation for each colouring in a colouring
table compositionally out of the causal relations of each colouring of the primitive
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connectors, and filter out from the colouring table the resulting colourings that have
a causal relation that is not a strict partial order.

Definition 3.5.1 (Constructive colouring table). A colouring table, T , over nodes N ⊆
Node is a set of constructive colourings with domain N. We denote a constructive
colouring by a pair (c,R) of a colouring c, and its causal relation R that defines a
strict partial order.

The definition of the composition operation for composing colouring tables filters
out non-constructive colourings from the composite table.

Definition 3.5.2 (Constructive composition). The composition of two constructive
tables T1 and T2, denoted T1 · T2, is defined as:

T1 · T2 = {(c1 ∪ c2,R∪ S) | (c1,R) ∈ T1, (c2,S) ∈ T2,

n ∈ (dom(c1)∩ dom(c2))⇒ c1(n) = c2(n),

(R∪ S)+ is a strict partial order}.

The notation (_)+ denotes the standard transitive closure of a binary relation.
The other definitions are valid in the constructive setting. The colouring tables

and the composition operation for connectors _× _ just need to be considered ac-
cording to the updated definitions.

A connector that only has colourings with causality loops, has the empty col-
ouring table as semantics, making the connector then behave as the zero of the
composition operation.

We examine the colourings with causality loops from Figure 22 and illustrate the
use of the causal relation to identify them. The connectors (I) and (II) of Figure 22 are
composed out of one Replicator and one Sync; and one Replicator and one SyncDrain
respectively. In Table 17 each of the colourings for these primitives is associated
with its respective causal relation. We observe that each colouring is a constructive
colouring, since for each R, R+ is a strict partial order. In fact we have R = R+.

Colouring (I-c) in Figure 22 has a causal relation given by:

R = {(a,b), (a, c), (b,a)} .

Let us calculate the transitive closure of R. We have that:

R∪ R2 = {(a,b), (a,a), (a, c), (b,a), (b,b), (b, c)}

and R3 = R therefore R+ = R ∪ R2. Since aR+a and bR+b, R+ is not a strict partial
order. Colouring (II-c) has a causal relation given by

S = {(c,a), (c,b), (b, c)} .

We have that:
S∪ S2 = {(c,a), (c,b), (c, c), (b, c), (b,a), (b,b)}
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TReplicator

a

b c
{(a,b), (a,c)} {(a,b), (a,c)} {(b,a), (b,c)} {(c,a), (c,b)}

(a) constructive 3-colouring table of Replicator.

TSync

ab
{(b,a)} {(b,a)} {(a,b)} ∅

(b) constructive 3-colouring table of Sync.

TSyncDrain

b c
∅ {(b,c)} {(c,b)} ∅

(c) constructive 3-colouring table of SyncDrain.

Table 17: Constructive 3-colouring tables.
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and S3 = S2 therefore S+ = S ∪ S2. Since cS+c and bS+b, S+ is not a strict par-
tial order. Even though they are composed out of primitives with only constructive
colourings, both connectors have non-constructive colourings. The constructive se-
mantics detects in a compositional manner causality loops and disposes of them.

In Table 18 we have the causal relations for the colourings of two more primitives:
Merger and AsyncDrain. Not surprisingly all the colourings of the AsyncDrain have
the empty causal relation, reflecting the asynchronous relationship between the two
ends of the channel. The causal relations for the colourings of the remaining prim-
itives are similar to the ones presented in Tables 17 and 18.

TMerger

a b

c
{(b,c)} {(a,c)} {(c,a), (c,b)} {(a,c), (b,c)}

(a) constructive 3-colouring table of Merger

TAsyncDrain

a b
∅ ∅ ∅

(b) constructive 3-colouring table of AsyncDrain

Table 18: Other constructive 3-colourings.

3.6 operation hide : abstracting from internals

The hide operation hides internal nodes of a connector. Hiding an internal node
makes any dataflow on that node no longer observable. In connector colouring terms,
it translates in two points:

a) the information about hidden nodes is removed from all colourings—the do-
main of colourings are restricted to nodes that are not hidden;

b) the next function abstracts away from colourings that assign dataflow only to
hidden nodes—hidden colourings.

The hide operation is instrumental for defining context-dependent connectors
with memory compositionally. Connector colouring permits to define component
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connectors with finite memory compositionally out of FIFO1 primitive channels.
We will illustrate how to construct a composite connector with two FIFO1 which
captures the intended semantics of a FIFO buffer with two memory cells. Before
we can actually do this exercise however, we have to introduce what we call hidden
colourings, and define the hide operation.

In the sequel we consider a connector denoted by C = (N,B,E,SI(N),η), and we
denote by i(c) a colouring c in the colouring table Ti ∈ SI(N). A hidden colouring
corresponds to colourings that assign the data flow colour only to hidden nodes;
these colourings denote dataflow behaviour that occur only on a connector’s hidden
nodes.

Definition 3.6.1 (Hidden colouring). Consider connector C, a set of hidden nodes
H ⊆ (N \ B), and the set containing the nodes where colouring i(c) assigns the
dataflow colour:

Z = {n | n ∈ N, i(c)(n) = } .

Colouring i(c) is a H-hidden colouring if and only if, Z 6= ∅ and Z ⊆ H.

If data can flow through several contiguous hidden nodes according to several
hidden colourings the hide operation abstracts away from the dataflow through
the intermediate hidden nodes and is solely concerned with the reachability of this
dataflow. Similarly to the transitive closure of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) which
determines the reachability relation of the DAG, we can determine the reachability
of the dataflow carried out by hidden colourings by calculating the transitive closure
of the hidden-colourings.

Notation 3.6.2. We denote by H−−→S the relation on SI(N)× SI(N):{
(Ti, Tj) | η(i, c) = Tj, c is a H-hidden colouring

}
.

The transitive closure of H−−→S is denoted by (
H−−→S)+.

Intuitively a pair of colouring tables (T , T ′) ∈ H−−→S if the connector C is capable
of changing from a configuration, in which the colouring table T applies, to an-
other configuration, where colouring table T ′ applies, by performing only H-hidden
colourings.

Once we have determined the reachability of the dataflow carried out by hidden
colourings we can remove the information about hidden-nodes from colourings.
For that purpose we use the domain restriction of functions. Given a colouring c with
domain N, and node h ∈ N, we denote by c� (N \ {h}) the restriction of colouring
c to the domain subset N \ {h}. For a colouring table T over nodes N, and a node
h ∈ N, we use the notation T � (N \ {h}) to denote that for each colouring c ∈ T , we
have c� (N \ {h}).

We now have the necessary setup to define the semantics of the hide operation.
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Definition 3.6.3 (hide operation). Given a connector C and a node h ∈ (N \B).
hide(C,h) is denoted by ∃[h]C where:

∃[h]C = (N \ {h} ,B,E,S ′,η ′)

• S ′ = {T � (N \ {h}) | T ∈ S};

• η ′ :
⋃
SI(N \ {h})→ SI(N \ {h})

η ′(〈i, c� (N \ {h})〉) =

{
Tj � (N \ {h}) if (η(〈i, c〉), Tj) ∈ (

{h}−−−→S)+

η(〈i, c〉)� (N \ {h}) otherwise.

Proposition 3.6.4. ∃[h]C is a well-defined connector (Definition 3.3.2).

If all the internal nodes of a connector are hidden we are left with only boundary
nodes. Hence the connector C defines a new primitive connector (Proposition 3.3.3).

Let us illustrate the hide operation by constructing the FIFO2 depicted in Figure 23

using two FIFO1 and the operations join and hide. We consider a generic FIFO1(X, Y)
connector, where X and Y are variables ranging over Node, denoted by:

FIFO1(X, Y) = 〈 {X, Y} , {X, Y} , (Xi, Yo)FIFO1
, {T0, T1} , { η(〈0, c1〉) = η(〈1, c2) = T1

η(〈0, c2〉) = η(〈1, c1〉) = T0} 〉

Tables T0 and T1 are depicted in Figure 15.

a b

Figure 23: FIFO2 = hide(FIFO1(a, c) join FIFO1(c,b))

Example 3.6.5 (Construction of a FIFO2 out of two FIFO1 using the join and hide
operations). We first calculate FIFO1(a, c) join FIFO1(c,b), denoted by

FIFO1(a, c) × FIFO1(c,b).

Which yields the connector〈
{a,b, c} , {a,b} ,

{
(ai, co)FIFO1

, (ci,bo)FIFO1

}
,SI(N),η ′

〉
where:

• N = {a,b, c}
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• I = {0, 1}× {0, 1}

• SI(N) = {T〈0,0〉 = T0 · T0, T〈1,0〉 = T1 · T0, T〈0,1〉 = T0 · T1, T〈1,1〉 = T1 · T1}. Each
of the colouring tables in SI(N) is depicted in Table 19.

• η ′ :
⋃
SI(N)→ SI(N)

η ′(〈0, 0〉, c1) = η(〈0, c1〉) · η(〈0, c2〉) = T1 · T0 = T〈1,0〉

η ′(〈0, 0〉, c2) = η(〈0, c2〉) · η(〈0, c2〉) = T0 · T0 = T〈0,0〉

η ′(〈1, 0〉, c1) = η(〈1, c3〉) · η(〈0, c1〉) = T0 · T1 = T〈0,1〉

η ′(〈0, 1〉, c1) = η(〈0, c1〉) · η(〈1, c3〉) = T1 · T0 = T〈1,0〉

η ′(〈0, 1〉, c2) = η(〈0, c1〉) · η(〈1, c4〉) = T1 · T1 = T〈1,1〉

η ′(〈0, 1〉, c3) = η(〈0, c2〉) · η(〈1, c3〉) = T0 · T0 = T〈0,0〉

η ′(〈0, 1〉, c4) = η(〈0, c2〉) · η(〈1, c4〉) = T0 · T1 = T〈0,1〉

η ′(〈1, 1〉, c1) = η(〈1, c4〉) · η(〈1, c3〉) = T1 · T0 = T〈1,0〉

η ′(〈1, 1〉, c2) = η(〈1, c4〉) · η(〈1, c4〉) = T1 · T1 = T〈1,1〉

Next we calculate the model for hide(FIFO1(a, c) join FIFO1(c,b)) denoted by

∃[c]
〈
{a,b, c} , {a,b} ,

{
(ai, co)FIFO1

, (ci,bo)FIFO1

}
,SI(N),η ′

〉
which yields a new connector〈

N ′, {a,b} ,E ′,S ′I(N
′),η ′′

〉
where:

• N ′ = {a,b, c} \ {c}

• E ′ =
{
(ai, co)FIFO1

, (ci,bo)FIFO1

}
• S ′ =

{
T ′〈0,0〉, T

′
〈1,0〉, T

′
〈0,1〉, T

′
〈1,1〉

}
. Each colouring table is depicted in Table 20.

• To define η ′′ we are required to calculate (
{c}−−−→S ′)+. The only {c}-hidden colour-

ing is c ′1 ∈ T
′
〈1,0〉 and η ′(〈1, 0〉, c ′1) = T

′
〈0,1〉, we have that

{c}−−→S ′= {(T ′〈1,0〉, T
′
〈0,1〉)}.

Hence, (
{c}−−→S ′)+ = {(T ′〈1,0〉, T

′
〈0,1〉)}.

η ′′ :
⋃
S ′I(N

′)→ S ′I(N
′)
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T〈0,0〉

a c b

c ′1 :

c ′2 :

(a) 3-colouring table T〈0,0〉 = Te · Te.

T〈1,0〉

a c b
c ′1 :

(b) 3-colouring table T〈1,0〉 = T1 · T0.

T〈0,1〉

a c b

c ′1 :

c ′2 :

c ′3 :

c ′4 :

(c) 3-colouring table T〈0,1〉 = T0 · T1.

T〈1,1〉

a c b

c ′1 :

c ′2 :

(d) 3-colouring table T〈1,1〉 = T1 · T1.

Table 19: 3-colouring tables of FIFO1(a, c)× FIFO1(c,b).
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η ′′(〈0, 0〉, c ′1) = T
′
〈0,1〉, because η ′(〈0, 0〉, c ′1) = T

′
〈1,0〉, and

(T ′〈1,0〉, T
′
〈0,1〉) ∈ (

{c}−−→S ′)+;

η ′′(〈0, 0〉, c ′2) = T
′
〈0,0〉;

η ′′(〈1, 0〉, c ′1) = T
′
〈0,1〉;

η ′′(〈0, 1〉, c ′1) = T
′
〈0,1〉, because η ′(〈0, 1〉, c ′1) = T

′
〈1,0〉, and

(T ′〈1,0〉, T
′
〈0,1〉) ∈ (

{c}−−→S)+;

η ′′(〈0, 1〉, c ′2) = T
′
〈1,1〉;

η ′′(〈0, 1〉, c ′3) = T
′
〈0,0〉;

η ′′(〈0, 1〉, c ′4) = T
′
〈0,1〉;

η ′′(〈1, 1〉, c ′1) = T
′
〈0,1〉, because η ′(〈0, 1〉, c ′1) = T〈1,0〉, and

(T〈1,0〉, T ′〈0,1〉) ∈ (
{c}−−→S)+;

η ′′(〈1, 1〉, c ′2) = T
′
〈1,1〉.

Observe that after hiding node c the colourings do not include the node c in the
domain of the colourings. Colouring table T〈1,0〉 is not contained in the codomain
of η ′′ and is therefore not applicable. As a consequence the dataflow behaviour
denoted by c ′1 ∈ T ′〈1,0〉 is, as we intended, never observed, since c ′1 ∈ T ′〈1,0〉 is
identified as a {c}-hidden colouring.

We argue that the connector FIFO2 denoted by ∃[c](FIFO1(a, c) × FIFO1(c,b))
captures the intended behaviour of a FIFO buffer with two cells. The colouring
table T〈0,0〉 captures the dataflow behaviour of a FIFO2 that has both buffer cells
empty; T〈0,1〉 captures the dataflow behaviour of a FIFO2 that has one buffer cell
full; T〈1,1〉 captures the dataflow behaviour of a FIFO2 that has both buffer cell full.
We explain the colouring tables T〈0,0〉 and T〈0,1〉, T〈1,1〉 follows similarly.

When the two buffer cells are empty, colouring table T〈0,0〉 applies. If a write is
present, the colouring c ′1 ∈ T〈0,0〉 applies, the write fires, data flows through a and
is stored in a buffer cell. As a result the connector has now one buffer cell full and
the other empty. Intuitively we expect the colouring table T〈0,1〉 to apply and indeed
this is the case because η ′′(〈0, 0〉, c ′1) = T〈0,1〉. When T〈0,1〉 applies three interesting
dataflow behaviour can occur, denoted by colourings c ′1, c ′2, c ′3 ∈ T〈0,1〉:

- Colouring c ′1 captures the dataflow behaviour in which a write and a take are
present in each of the boundary nodes, a and b respectively. Both operation
fire and the data stored in one buffer cell flows through b and synchronously
the data input by the write flows through a and is stored in one buffer cell.
After c ′1 executes, the colouring table T ′〈0,1〉 applies again. Notice that this is
expected since again the connector has one buffer cell full and one empty.
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T ′〈0,0〉

a b
c ′1 � {a,b} :

c ′2 � {a,b} :

(a) 3-colouring table T ′〈0,0〉 calculated from T〈0,0〉 by performing the restriction
� {a,b} in the domain of each of the colourings.

T ′〈1,0〉

a b c ′1� {a,b} :

(b) 3-colouring table T ′〈1,0〉 calculated from T〈1,0〉 by performing the restriction
� {a,b} in the domain of each of the colourings.

T ′〈0,1〉

a b

c ′1� {a,b} :

c ′2� {a,b} :

c ′3� {a,b} :

c ′4� {a,b} :
(c) 3-colouring table T ′〈0,1〉 calculated from T〈0,1〉 by performing the restriction

� {a,b} in the domain of each of the colourings.

T ′〈1,1〉

a b
c ′1� {a,b} :

c ′2� {a,b} :

(d) 3-colouring table T ′〈1,1〉 calculated from T〈1,1〉 by performing the restriction
� {a,b} in the domain of each of the colourings.

Table 20: 3-colouring tables of ∃[c](FIFO1(a, c)× FIFO1(c,b)).
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- Colouring c ′2 captures the dataflow behaviour in which a write is present in a
and no operation is present in b. The write fires and the data is stored in the
empty buffer cell. After c ′2 executes, both buffer cells of the connector are full
and the colouring table T〈1,1〉 given by η ′′(〈0, 1〉, c ′2) applies as expected.

- Colouring c ′3 captures the dataflow behaviour in which a take is present in
b and no operation is present in a. The take fires and the data stored flows
through b. After c ′2 executes, both buffer cells of the connector are empty and
the colouring table T〈0,0〉 given by η ′′(〈0, 1〉, c ′3) applies as expected.

Another important property of the FIFO2 semantics is that the composite con-
nector:

a
bd

yields the intended context dependent behaviour. We do not present all the details
but we discuss the colourings which illustrate that the context-dependent behaviour
of the LossySync channel is properly captured:

TLossySync · T ′〈0,0〉

a
bd

a bd

a bd

...

When the FIFO2 has its two buffer cells empty the LossySync cannot lose data that
flows though its input end, as denoted by the colouring in the first first entry. The
colouring that would denote the LossySync losing data is not possible.

TLossySync · T ′〈0,1〉

a
bd

a bd

a bd

a bd

...
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When the FIFO2 has one buffer cell full the LossySync continues without being
able to lose data that flows though its input end, as denoted by the colouring in the
first first entry. The colouring that would denote the LossySync losing data continues
to be not possible.

TLossySync · T ′〈1,1〉

a
bd

a bd

...

When the FIFO2 has both buffer cell full then the LossySync loses the data whenever
data flows through its input end.

Notice that if colouring table T ′〈1,0〉 was applicable the LossySync would always
lose data in TLossySync · T ′〈1,0〉, which would violate the intended behaviour.

3.7 implementing connector colouring

In this section we discuss how connector colouring forms the basis of a non-distribu-
ted implementation of Reo connectors, and how it can be extended to a distributed
implementation based on MoCha mobile channel middleware [12] which was de-
veloped at CWI. Before presenting the details, we outline some requirements that
a distributed implementation ought to satisfy. We then present the general scheme
which we expect the algorithms implementing connector colouring to follow. Next,
we describe a non-distributed implementation, called Reolite , which implements
most of the original Reo proposal. Finally we present a distributed algorithm for
connector colouring based on spanning trees [92].

3.7.1 Requirements for a Distributed Implementation of Reo

A distributed implementation of Reo in our perspective must fulfil specific require-
ments. These requirements are presented and discussed in detail in a Technical
Report [44] that preceded the work presented in this chapter. Here we just briefly
recall those requirements.

no global view In a geographically distributed environment, different parts of
a Reo connector may reside on remote hosts. A global view of a connector’s
state can result in single point-of-failure vulnerability, and the delays neces-
sary for maintaining a consistent global view may inhibit the desirable paral-
lelism inherent in physically distributed systems. Without a global view, the
constituents of a connector have only a limited knowledge about the connector,
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and must delegate requests to other parts of the connector in order to obtain
the information required to transport data.

communication infrastructure and topology In Reo, channels encapsu-
late all communication-related activities. Since channels provide the only in-
frastructure for communication, then only the paths defined by the intercon-
nection of channels, the connector topology, can be used to send the control
information required to determine the data flow of a Reo connector.

propagation of synchronisation constraints Reo channels and nodes
impose synchronisation and exclusion constraints on data flow across the en-
tire connector. Data flows through each “synchronous” part of a connector
atomically. The state of the entire connector and its boundary may be required
to determine how data can flow.

One approach to determine the flow of data is to optimistically send data
along channels and rollback any changes when synchronisation constraints
cannot be met. Aside from requiring a rollback capability on every channel,
which may not be feasible in practice, this approach may, in general, result in
too much wasted resources or network flooding when trying to find a suitable
data flow.

The alternative we present pre-computes the routes of possible dataflow, and
then, non-deterministically chooses one to take, whenever required.

concurrency In a distributed environment, multiple parties may interact with a
connector at the same time. This means that more than one computation to de-
termine a connector’s data flow can be active, leading to a situation where dif-
ferent computations are competing for parts of the connector. Without proper
handling of these situations, these concurrent data flow computations can face
race conditions, livelocks, deadlocks, or simply waste resources.

3.7.2 Algorithm Scheme for Connector Colouring

Any algorithm using connector colouring as the basis for deciding how to route
data through a Reo connector will need to perform the following steps, though
not necessarily strictly in the order presented. We assume that the configuration
of a connector including its pending I/O operations is locked when the colouring
table is being computed, although at any other time parties may delay, timeout,
retry, and new parties may join—changing the configuration of the connector and
its environment.

compute colouring table for complete connector Collect all the colour-
ing tables from all the channels and nodes of the connector. Compute the
composite colouring table.
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select route to employ The computed colouring table may contain 0, 1 or
many colourings. If the table has no elements, no communication occurs. If
the table has only one element, then that is selected. Otherwise, select a col-
ouring non-deterministically.

distribute the chosen colouring to all parties The chosen colouring is
distributed to all parties so that they have a consistent view, according to the
synchronisation constraints, of what the data flow will be.

send data Each data source (e. g. write/FIFO1(x) buffer) which has been selected
to have dataflow can send its data as soon as it gets the final colouring table.
All choices that a primitive needs to make are determined by the chosen col-
ouring.

A number of variations are possible. Rather than globally computing the table,
it could be computed using a parallel algorithm such as all-reduce [89]. If the local
tables are T1, . . . , Tn, reduce computes T1 · T2 · · · Tn; the all part corresponds to send-
ing this information to all parties. In practice one does both steps together, relying
on the properties of the operation ‘·’. To deal with the case that multiple entries are
possible, simply order the entries in the table and choose the first. Entries should
be placed in the table non-deterministically. Alternatively, some form of negotiation
might be required to choose a colouring. This falls into the class of problems known
as reaching consensus in a distributed network [71].

We now will describe how connector colouring is implemented in Reolite .

3.7.3 Reolite : A Non-Distributed Reo Implementation

Reolite [33] is a concurrent, non-distributed, Java© [75] implementation of Reo, based
on connector colouring.2 The implementation is rudimentary and serves as a proof-
of-concept which demonstrates the feasibility of connector colouring compared to
an earlier approach based on accepts and offers [7, 44]. The previous approach to
implementing Reo was so complex that it cost approximately a man year of effort
to implement a system which neither worked particularly well nor was easy to
reason about. Based on connector colouring, Reolite was up and running within a
fortnight.

Reolite permits a number of components, running their own threads, to interact
with a connector, which itself is managed globally by a single thread. Interaction
occurs only between a component’s thread and the connector whenever a compon-
ent attempts to write to or take from a channel-end. The connector is protected by
a global lock, which means that whenever the connector thread is calculating the

2 Lacking are (1) operations for connecting components to and disconnecting components from connectors,
and for moving nodes, as these have no effect on the connector behaviour, (2) the hide operation, and
(3) channels that are data sensitive, such as a filter.
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colouring table or performing dataflow, the connector cannot be changed—even
registering a new pending write or take is impossible. The interaction between a
component and the connector is best described by detailing the two kinds of thread.
Note that this locking scheme is too coarse grained to be scalable, but it works well
for the proof-of-concept.

component thread Whenever a component performs a write or take on a channel-
end, it begins interacting with the connector as follows:

1. start timer for timeout, if specified

2. obtain connector lock

3. if writing then register that data is being written to the channel-
end
if taking then register that data is requested from the channel-
end

4. release connector lock

5. notify connector and block

6. when awakened
if awakened by connector (assumption: this end was chosen in
a colouring)

kill timer
return, with data if operation was a take

if awakened by timeout

obtain connector lock
if write/take has since succeeded

release connector lock
return, with data if operation was a take

else

deregister write/take
release connector lock
throw timeout exception

Note that a timeout will never occur if the connector is busy, which avoids
inconsistency across the connector. Thus, it may be the case that a timeout
expires (under the hood), but that data is, nevertheless, transported.

connector thread The connector thread is reactive on the activity performed
by the components threads.

1. obtain connector lock
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2. collect colourings from all channels and input and output ends (both
those that have pending operations and those that do not).

3. compute colouring table

4. select a colouring

5. loop until data has flowed at all coloured ends

select a source of data that is coloured with the flow colour
pass its data into that respective channel, which may create new
sources of data
reset input and output ends that have had their requests satisfied
remove such ends from colouring

end loop

6. release lock.

Channels have data pushed into their input end(s). This data will appear at
their output end(s) based on each channel’s implementation in accordance
with the colouring selected for the channel (otherwise, the channel is not im-
plemented correctly).

In addition to this algorithm, the connector periodically gains control and
performs any actions that it can—this is necessary to, for example, push data
through chains of FIFO1 buffers.

The implementation of Reolite also enables dynamic reconfiguration of connectors
(using join and split [7]), and permits channel-ends to be passed through connectors,
enabling complex dynamic coordination patterns. New components can be added
to an existing system, assuming that the connector first knows the name of one of
the channel-ends. This deficiency has been removed in MoCha [12], which permits
the advertisement and discovery of channel-end names.

3.7.4 Distributed Algorithm

We now present an informal description of a somewhat idealised version of a pos-
sible distributed algorithm. The algorithm which follows may be initiated at any
boundary node by an I/O request, or by a buffer trying to forward its data. In ad-
dition, the algorithm may be concurrently initiated at different nodes by different
parties. We first describe the algorithm from the perspective of one such party, as-
suming that no interference with other parties occurs. Then, after, we describe how
to deal with multiple parties computing concurrently.

Single initiation thread

The algorithm follows the topology of the connector using remote procedure calls
rather than message passing. Calls traverse the graph of a connector by passing
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from a node, to the channel-ends forming the node, then to a channel, which may
propagate the call to its other end, and then to some node again. Information de-
scribing the state of the algorithm may be stored in channel-ends. The initial state
is Sleeping.

The first phase of the algorithm is called collect. It proceeds as follows. Starting
with the initiating node as root, a spanning tree of the full connector graph is com-
puted. This is achieved simply by traversing the graph of the connector, marking
each channel-end as it is visited (state Collect), ceasing further progress whenever
an already visited end is met. The forward leg of this phase, thus, traverses a span-
ning tree of the Reo connector. The return leg collects the colouring tables of every
channel and node. The complete colouring table is then computed at the root of the
tree, and an entry of the table is chosen.

The algorithm then enters the second phase, called propagate, in which the chosen
colouring and the data to be sent are propagated through the connector. The in-
teresting behaviour occurs at channel-ends, and there are essentially three cases to
deal with:

1. For calls following the direction of the dataflow where the channel-end is
coloured with the dataflow colour, the colouring is passed onwards (through
the channel or through the node) along with the data. On the return leg, the
state is reset to Sleeping.

2. For calls against the direction of dataflow where the channel-end is coloured
with the dataflow colour, the colouring is passed onwards, and on the return
leg, the data is returned and the state is reset to Sleeping.

3. For calls where there is no dataflow, the colouring is propagated, potentially
to places where dataflow is possible, and the state is immediately reset to
Sleeping.

Nodes get data from some output-end coloured with the dataflow colour and
propagate it to every input-end coloured with the dataflow colour. Channels ac-
cept data from their input-ends coloured with dataflow, process it according to
their specification, so long as this process is consistent with the selected colouring,
and forward data on their output-ends coloured with dataflow.

At the end of this phase, data will be passed through the connector as prescribed
by the selected colouring, and the transient state stored by the algorithm in the
channel-ends will be reset to its initial state.

Multi initiation threads

In a setting in which multiple parts of the connector can initiate the algorithm above,
extra considerations need to be taken into account. The first point to note is that the
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compositional nature of the colourings enable one to consider different computa-
tions to be cooperatively computing the same global colouring scheme, which is in
contrast to Internet routing algorithms where packets compete for passage through
the network [97]. This means that partial colouring table computations initialised
concurrently can be combined, and that way reduce de absolute time required to
compute the colouring table of the connector. The second point to note is that in
this setting a scheme to guarantee a global ordering on the channel-end names is re-
quired. Although this is a theoretically difficult issue, a number of schemes exist for
doing this in practice, such as composing channel end names out of network card
MAC addresses of machines, their IP numbers, and/or their process identifiers.

As in the setting above, every channel-end stores state information used by differ-
ent threads to determine what the other threads are performing. Initially, all threads
are in the Sleeping state. State Collect denotes that the channel-end has already
been visited in the collect phase—this state also stores the data indicating the iden-
tifier of the initiating thread that has visited the end. Finally, the state Propagate

indicates that the algorithm is propagating the computed colouring information and
potentially data—this state stores the colouring table, the direction of propagation
(against or along the flow of data) and the data value (if available).

When a channel-end is passed by the collect phase, the algorithm marks the
channel-end into the state Collect and with the identifier of the initiating channel-
end. If the collect phase passes a channel-end that is in the Collect state and has
the same ID as its own, it knows that it has hit a loop and it starts returning the
collected results. If it passes a channel-end in state Collect that is marked with a
different thread identifier, then the thread with the highest identifier continues, and
the thread with the lowest identifier backs off. Otherwise, it continues constructing
the spanning tree—stopping whenever it detects that it has completed the colour-
ing. If a collecting thread passes a channel-end which is currently propagating data
(state Propagate), then this collecting thread also backs off. Whenever a compu-
tation backs off, it waits until the initiating channel-end is reset to the Sleeping

state. The computation will then reinitiate in case the pending I/O request associ-
ated with the initiating channel-end was not coloured with the flow colour by the
colouring that just executed.

When a channel-end is passed by the propagate phase and the channel-end is in
the Collect state, the propagate algorithm continues as normal, setting the state to
Propagate (with the direction, colouring table, and any data stored as well). If the
end is in the Sleeping state, it means that another thread in the propagate phase
has passed this way, so this thread returns—the data that it needs to propagate will
be stored by another thread in one of the ends previously visited by this thread. If
the propagate phase passes a channel-end in the Propagate state, it does one of
two things. If this thread has data, it writes the data into the state of the channel-
end and returns. If this thread is waiting for data, it suspends until the channel-end
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receives data from some other thread. In all cases, at the end of the propagate phase,
the states of the channel ends are set back to the original Sleeping state.

3.7.5 Discussion

The complexity of sending data though a Reo connector depends on two factors: the
size of the synchronous slices3, and the size of the synchronous slice’s colouring table,
which domain size is determined by the size of the synchronous slices. Assume
that there are n channel-ends in a synchronous slice. The algorithm then, in the
worst case, passes sequentially through these n channel-ends. Assume that the size
of the domain of the colouring table is denoted by T(n). It is clear, then, that the
complexity of the algorithm is O(n× T(n)) for each data item that needs to be sent.
In the worst case the table is exponential in the size of the synchronous slices, so
the algorithm has exponential complexity. Often, table sizes tend to be linear in n,
and thus the overall complexity is O(n2).

The fact that the size of colouring tables can easily become large can be managed
by a series of optimisations:

1. store the colouring tables as sets, rather than lists, to avoid duplication;

2. all colourings that differ only by the arrow direction of the internal nodes’
colouring can be grouped into a single colouring where the arrows of the
no-dataflow colours are removed, since for effects of composition the arrow
direction of the no-dataflow colour only matters at boundary nodes;

3. the tables should be kept always reduced according to the flip-rule (Defini-
tion 3.4.1);

4. the colouring tables should be kept constructive—by removing colourings that
are not constructive due by causality loops in the connector (Section 3.5).

Combining these optimisations reduces drastically the size of, otherwise large col-
ouring tables. For example to compute the colouring table of the exclusive router
depicted in Figure 12, the optimisations above reduce the size of the colouring table
from over 1000 entries to just the expected 4.

The complexity of the algorithm is due to the requirements that we set out for
the distributed implementation of Reo in Section 3.7.1, rather than the algorithm
itself. Nevertheless there are a number of different ways of managing this complex-
ity. First, avoiding the deployment of synchronous slices across different machines
helps localise the cost. Making connectors less synchronous is another way, but
this means using a different connector. Ultimately, the trade-off between the degree

3 synchronous slice–for the Conlang channels a synchronous slice corresponds to a contiguous part of the
connector not including FIFO1 channels.
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of synchronisation and acceptable performance can only be determined through
benchmarking various candidate connectors.

The algorithm works in the setting where each party knows nothing of its neigh-
bours, except how to find them (via the topology of the connector). Different parties
can compute concurrently, though the topology of the connector may limit how
much concurrency can be exploited in computing a colouring table.The colour-
ing table is computed as a solution to the synchronisation constraints before any
data flows, rather than optimistically sending data that may need to be retracted
or ignored. Although the colouring table is completely obtained in one node (of
a synchronous slice), we argue that the algorithm still satisfies the no global view
constraint, as the algorithm need not maintain this view. It simply uses it to per-
form a step. We argue, thus, that the algorithm satisfies the 4 criteria presented in
Section 3.7.1.

There are two other issues to consider: dynamic changes in a Reo connector and
partial failure of the network. Dynamic changes to a Reo connector, such as recon-
figuration, can be catered for, as these must observe the locking scheme and can
only occur when the node being modified is in the Sleeping state. The algorithms
for reconfiguration and mobility implemented in the MoCha middleware [12] can
be adapted to our setting. The main point where the algorithm suffers is dealing
properly with partial failure. Put simply, the algorithm does not deal with partial
failure. But it is possible to deploy a connector so that it does not suffer from prob-
lems of partial failure, by ensuring that no synchronous slice of a connector spans
multiple machines in a network.

3.7.6 Summary of Implementation Status

In the context of his PhD, José Proença, devised a distributed runtime framework
called Dreams [83]. Dreams stands for distributed runtime evaluation of atomic
multiple steps. The framework is used currently to develop a distributed imple-
mentation of Reo. The implementation consists of a (distributed) coordination engine
where each part of the engine runs independently, and interacts with the other parts
of the engine exchanging descriptions of the coordination behaviour and data values.
In the case of Reo, a connector is deployed and its coordination behaviour is given
by the 3-colouring semantics, implemented using propositional logic [37]. At each
execution step of the connector the overall dataflow behaviour is calculated accord-
ing to the 3-colouring semantics, by composing the colouring tables from each part
of the distributed connector. Dreams architecture is based on the Actor model [2],
hence each part of the coordination engine is modelled as an actor. Communication
between actors is asynchronous, and the atomicity inherent to Reo is achieved via
a distributed consensus algorithm.
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The Dreams framework addresses three main concerns disregarded by previous
(centralised) implementations of Reo, such as Reolite :

(1) decoupling of the execution;

(2) scalability;

(3) reconfigurability.

Decoupling is achieved by identifying independent communication events which
can be executed safely in parallel. Scalability is a direct consequence of the decoup-
ling. Complex connectors can be deployed and executed under the assumption that
only a smaller part of the connector are required to synchronise each time data
flows through the connector. Reconfigurability is facilitated because the engine sym-
bolically encodes the possible dataflow behaviour of a connector and permits to
manipulate it whenever instructions for reconfiguration are issued by the runtime.
This approach contrasts with previous approaches where the possible dataflow be-
haviour is compiled in some abstract state machine according to some automata
model. Once compiled the behaviour can no longer be changed.

3.8 related work

Reo is capable of defining connectors with sophisticated behaviour using very few
primitive channels [7, 8, 9]. Predecessors to Reo, namely MoCha [12] and Mani-
fold [26], did not impose synchronisation constraints to the degree that Reo does,
and hence were simpler to implement but less expressive. Reo enables synchron-
isation and exclusion constraints to propagate across a connector, whereas these
models could not. Older coordination languages and models such as Linda [29] and
Gamma [22] cannot directly accommodate the degree of synchronisation that is ex-
pressible in Reo. This fact remains true for all of the coordination models covered
in a recent survey [81]: in this sense Reo’s approach to coordination is unique, due
to the propagation of to synchronisation and exclusion constraints, across the entire
connector.

The notion of connector is not unique to Reo, as it appears in the study of software
architecture [74], and also in the guise of a coordination model for active objects [38].
The main distinguishing feature of Reo is that it enables the simple compositional
expression of synchronisation and exclusion constraints, whereas the other work on
connectors focuses more on connecting behavioural interfaces of components.

A number of informal and formal models exist for Reo. The first operational de-
scription of Reo [7] describes connector behaviour in the presence and absence of
requests at channel-ends in a context-dependent manner. This operational model
based on what values connectors offered and accepted proved, however, to be too
difficult to reason about and to implement [44]. Semantic models based on a coin-
ductive calculus [9] and on constraint automata [13] paved the way to reasoning
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about connectors and their expressiveness, and for the mechanical verification of
their properties. These two models were proven equivalent [13, Section 4.7] under
mild assumptions.

We now compare connector colouring with constraint automata. One aspect of the
constraint automata model is that the transitions in automata are labelled with the
collection of nodes that synchronously succeed in their data exchange in a given
step, at the exclusion of all other nodes present in the connector being modelled.
Calculating this set based on the configuration of a connector (which is equivalent to
the state of the constraint automata) is precisely what connector colouring achieves.
That is, the 2-colouring model of a connector produces a set of colourings that
can be equated with the transitions in the corresponding constraint automata. In
Chapter 5 we compare both models in more detail, together with other models. The
3-colouring semantics has the novelty of capturing the context-dependent behaviour
of connectors. The model also has the advantage of being visually appealing, as
the colouring can overlay the connector. In fact in Chapter 6 we exploit the visual
representation of colourings to simulate and animate Reo connectors.

Bruni et al [32] propose a semantic model for CommUnity connectors, the core
of which is a denotation for each primitive connector based on ticks and unticks
corresponding to the presence and absence of data flow. This clearly is similar to the
2-colouring semantics, although the connectors we consider can have both loops and
a larger set of primitives. As far as we are aware, these languages and formalisms
do not have quite the range of expressiveness covered by the channels present in
Reo, such as LossySync with its subtle behaviour, nor do they require or express
context-dependent behaviour, as we address in this thesis.

The synchronised hyperedge replacement approach [69] of modelling distributed sys-
tems using graph transformations has some similarities with Reo, in that the syn-
chronisation is transitive across large chunks of the graph or connector. Transform-
ations in a graph change the structure of the graph, whereas in Reo the structure
of the connector is more static, though the internal states of buffers may change.
Computation in a Reo connector is realised when data travels though a connector
and its state changes, whereas the transformation of a graph is computation in the
graph model. Our model also resembles the Tile model [46]. Indeed, the Tile model
is a general framework for the compositional description of transition systems. Far-
had et al. propose an encoding of the 2-colouring and 3-colouring semantics in the
Tile model [15]. The main motivation is that in the Tile Model the dynamic reconfig-
uration of connectors can be uniformly captured. The proposed encoding however,
does not include Reo’s hide operation and does not deal with loops in connectors,
yielding ill-defined semantics for those connectors.

Milner’s classic SCCS [76] also appears to be an appropriate model for implement-
ing the 2- and 3-colouring semantics, by mapping colours to SCCS actions, after
polarising the ends joined at a node. For example, we can model the 2-colouring
behaviour of a LossySync with ends connected to nodes named a and b as:
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LossySync(a,b) .
= ‹(Flow(a)× Flow(b) + Flow(a)) :LossySync(a,b)

Modelling the 3-colouring scheme of the same LossySync requires more than a
simple use of the delay operator (δ). Actions need to be expanded to also include
no-dataflow colours, in order to properly propagate the constraints they encode.
One possible encoding of the LossySync is the following, which uses NoFlow(b) and
NoFlow(b) to denote the giving and the requiring of a reason to delay, respectively:

LossySync(a,b) .
= ( Flow(a)× Flow(b) +

Flow(a)×NoFlow(b) +
NoFlow(a)× (NoFlow(b) + NoFlow(b)) ) :LossySync(a,b)

This approach to encoding Reo in SCCS is worth further investigation.
Colouring is a natural concept and appears in various contexts throughout the

literature. For example, a variant of Petri nets called Coloured Petri Nets [58, 59]
exists. There different colours correspond to abstractions of various data values;
thus colours are types or sorts. Colouring also appears in graph algorithms: these
algorithms aim, in general, to colour different connected parts of the graph differ-
ently [3]. So, for example, a 3-colourable graph is one where each vertex can be
assigned one of three colours so that no edge joins two equi-coloured vertices. Both
of these uses of colouring are distinct from ours.

We believe the 3-colouring semantics is new, and has successfully been used as
the basis for coordination models that enforce synchronisation and exclusion con-
straints in a manner that depends upon the way in which components interact with
the coordination layer, especially in a distributed environment.





4
I N T E N T I O N A L A U T O M ATA M O D E L

In this chapter we broaden our scope and zoom out from Reo. We present intentional
automata—an automata model for modelling the behaviour of concurrent systems.
What characterises this operational model as opposed to others is that it explicitly
models the arrival of communication (or I/O) requests, and distinguishes between
communication requests and the actual communications. This gives the model an
extra degree of expressiveness that becomes useful in modelling systems that need
to behave differently depending on the presence or absence of pending requests
in their context/environment. Connectors are a prime example of such systems, in
particular context-dependent connectors. Models for quality of services (QoS) also
require the distinction between the arrival of communication requests and when
they fire. Typically in these models the time between the arrival and the firing of a
request is precisely the delay that the model is intended to capture, and hence this
information cannot be abstracted away from the model [16]. Although intentional
automata have been used as the basis for models of QoS, this topic is out of the
scope of this chapter. We devote our attention here solely to context-dependent
connectors.

chapter overview

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.1 sets our basic terminology and
definitions before introducing intentional automata in its two variants: determin-
istic and non-deterministic. Section 4.2 proposes semantic equivalences for connect-
ors modelled with intentional automata. In Section 4.3 operations are defined to
compose and perform information hiding on intentional automata. The intentional
automata observational equivalence is shown to be a congruence with respect to
these operations. Finally Section 4.5 concludes the chapter and discusses future
work.

71
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4.1 intentional automata models for connectors

In this section we present intentional automata based models for component con-
nectors. We associate a name to each port. Each connector defines a finite set of
ports Σ ⊆ Names.

Definition 4.1.1 (request-set). Consider a connector C with a set of ports Σ. A
request-set is a subset R ⊆ Σ of the set of ports. We denote the set of all request-
sets by R = P(Σ).

Given a connector Cwith a set of ports Σ, the different ways that the environment
can interact with C are given by the set of requests R = P(Σ). For a request-set R ∈ R,
every port in R has a request, whereas there are no requests on ports in Σ\R. For
instance, consider the connector of degree 2, Sync, with a set of ports Σ = {A,B}.
The set P({A,B}) = {∅, {A} , {B} , {A,B}} contains all the request-sets the environment
can perform on Sync. The empty request-set ∅ denotes that none of the ports of the
connector receives a request from its environment. The request-set {A} denotes that
a request is present on port A, and no request is present on port B. Similarly, the
request-set {B} denotes that request is present on port B, but no request is present
on port A. Finally the request-set {A,B} denotes that a request is present on port
A and another one is present on port B simultaneously. Presence of a request on a
port is considered to be an observable property on the port.

Definition 4.1.2 (firing-set and firings). Consider a connector C with a set of ports
Σ. A firing-set is a subset F ⊆ Σ of the set of ports. We denote the set of all firing-sets
by F = P(Σ).

A connector C processes one request-set at a time, and in response produces a
(possibly empty) firing-set F ⊆ Σ. For example, the empty firing-set ∅ denotes quies-
cence—no firing at any of the ports. The firing-set {A,B} denotes the simultaneous
firing of ports A and B. The firing of a port is an observable event on the port.

A (possibly empty) request-set is related to a (possibly empty) firing-set. They
comprise an interaction pair that constitutes an experiment. Experiments constitute
the mechanism used to describe the behaviour of a connector.

Definition 4.1.3 (Experiment). Consider a connector C with a set of ports Σ. An
experiment (R, F) ∈ R×F is an ordered pair of a request-set R and a firing-set F.

Notation 4.1.4. We use R and Ri, with i ∈ N, to range over the elements of R.
Similarly, we use F and Fi, with i ∈ N, to range over the elements of F.

4.1.1 Deterministic Intentional Automata

Finite automata are a natural means to describe the dynamic behaviour of systems,
in particular reactive systems [1]. Finite automata are formal and rigorous and can
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be supported by tools for design, analysis, simulation and verification of their beha-
viour. We propose a particular variant of finite automata, called intentional automata,
to model connectors.

To model a connector with an intentional automaton one can think of the auto-
maton as being an abstract state machine, where each state corresponds to a possible
configuration of the connector and the transitions indicate the experiments that take
the connector from one configuration to another, not necessarily different, configur-
ation.

Definition 4.1.5. A deterministic intentional automaton over the set of ports Σ is a
system A = (Q,Σ, δ,q0), with a finite set of states Q; a transition function δ : Q −→
(1+(F×Q))R that associates for every state q ∈ Q, a function δ(q) ∈ (1+(F×Q))R,
where 1 = {⇑}, R are the requests of A and F are the firings of A, and an initial state
q0 ∈ Q.

An intentional automaton A = (Q,Σ, δ,q0) defined over a finite non-empty set
of port names Σ consists of a set Q of abstract states and a transition function δ :

Q −→ (1 + (F ×Q))R, where 1 = {⇑}, R = P(Σ) is the requests of A and F ⊆
P(Σ) is the firings of A. The transition function δ encodes the (semantics) dynamic
behaviour of A assigning to each state q ∈ Q a function δ(q) ∈ (1+ (F×Q))R, that
is, δ(q) : R −→ 1+ (F×Q). For each request-set R ∈ R, δ(q) either maps R to a
firing set F and a new state q ′ denoted with the pair (F,q ′) ∈ F ×Q; or δ(q) is
undefined for the request set R and we have δ(q)(R) = ⇑.

Notation 4.1.6. We write δq(R) instead of δ(q)(R); δq ⇑ R to denote δ(q)(R) = ⇑;
and δq⇓R when δq(R) is defined and in F×Q.

labelled transition diagram A labelled transition diagram for an inten-
tional automaton A = (Q,Σ, δ,q0) has its vertices labelled by the states q ∈ Q; there
is a directed edge represented with an arrow labelled R | F from the vertex labelled
q to the vertex labelled q ′ precisely when δq(R) = (F,q ′):

q
R|F−−→ q ′ ≡ δq(R) = (F,q ′).

The initial state is distinguished by an inward-pointing arrow:

q0

To avoid having too many arrows cluttering up a diagram, if R1|F1, . . . , Rn|Fn label
n edges from the state q to the state q ′ then we simply draw one arrow from q to
q ′ labelled R1|F1 + . . . + Rn|Fn instead of n arrows labelled R1|F1 to Rn|Fn. For
all states q ∈ Q, we omit from the diagram the transitions for all request-sets R
for which δq ⇑ R, and for the empty request-set if δq(∅) = (∅,q). We often omit
the delimiting set of brackets of the request-set R and firing-set F when labelling an
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edge: for instance, we write q
A,B|A−−−−→ q ′, instead of q

{A,B}|{A}−−−−−−→ q ′. Irrespective of
the direction of arrows, the label R|F reads always from left to right: the two edges

q
A,B|A−−−−→ q ′ and q ′

A,B|A←−−−− q both depict the transition δq({A,B}) = ({A} ,q ′).

Example 4.1.7. As an example of a labelled transition diagram consider the determ-
inistic intentional automaton A1 = (Q,Σ, δ,q0) depicted below:

q2 q0 q1

A,B|A,B A|∅B|∅

B|A,BA|A,B

where:

• Q = {q0,q1,q2},

• Σ = {A,B}, R = P(Σ), F = {A,B},

• δ : Q −→ (1+ (F×Q))R is given by:

δq0(∅) = (∅,q0), δq0({A}) = (∅,q1), δq0({B}) = (∅,q2), and

δq0({A,B}) = ({A,B} ,q0);

δq1(∅) = (∅,q1), δq1 ⇑ {A}, δq1({B}) = ({A,B} ,q0), δq1 ⇑ {A,B};

δq2(∅) = (∅,q2), δq2({A}) = ({A,B} ,q0), δq2 ⇑ {B}, δq2 ⇑ {A,B}.

Taking the automaton A1 as a model for the Sync connector we can read the
automaton as follows: in the initial state q0 the connector responds to request-set
{A,B} by firing both ports A and B without changing state; if only port A receives
a request the connector changes to state q1 without firing any port; if only port B
receives a request the connector changes to state q2 without firing any port. States
q1 and q2 distinguish the situation in which the requests on ports A and B arrive
at different times, respectively, on port A and on port B, first. Once in one of these
states the connector responds only on requests performed on the other port and
consequently fires both ports and returns to the initial state q0. State q1 represents
the situation in which a request is present on port A but no request on port B has
yet arrived. In state q1, the connector responds only to requests on port B, by firing
both ports A and B, and returning to state q0. Note that δq1 ⇑ {A} and δq1 ⇑ {A,B}.
(Similarly for state q2.)

4.1.2 Non-deterministic Intentional Automata

The automata given by Definition 4.1.5 are deterministic because whenever the en-
vironment externally picks a request-set in R, this uniquely determines the firing-set
in F and the state in Q that the automaton evolves to.
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Deterministic automata therefore allow us to give semantics to connectors with
deterministic behaviour only. However, often a connector has a range of possible
outcomes in response to the same request-set. In these cases, the environment fails
to fully control the internal evolution of the connector. The environment is still al-
lowed to select the request-set from R in the current state of the connector; however,
the environment does not have the ability to influence the selection between the
alternative ways in which the connector can respond to this request-set. That is to
say, the environment cannot determine the firing-set in F as the response and the
state in Q that the automaton evolves into.

For the deterministic case we have that the response to a request-set in R by the
automaton is either undefined, ⇑, or determines a single element in F×Q. In con-
trast, in the non-deterministic case, the automaton offers for each request-set in R a
set of responses in P(F×Q). Thus, for non-deterministic intentional automata the
transition function is of type Q −→ P(F×Q)R.

Definition 4.1.8. A non-deterministic intentional automaton over the set of ports Σ is a
system A = (Q,Σ, δ̂, I), with a set of states Q; a transition function δ̂ : Q→ P(F×Q)R

that associates for every state q ∈ Q, a function δ̂q ∈ R −→ P(F ×Q), where R

are the requests of A and F are the firings of A, and a non-empty set of initial states
I ⊆ Q.

Notation 4.1.9. Whenever I = Q we write simply A = (Q,Σ, δ̂) to denote the inten-
tional automaton A = (Q,Σ, δ̂, I). We use δ̂q ⇑ R to denote δ̂q(R) = ∅ and δ̂q ⇓ R
when δ̂q(R) 6= ∅.

−→ transition relation The transition function of the non-deterministic in-
tentional automata δ̂ : Q −→ P(F × Q)R can be equivalently represented by a
relation −→δ̂⊆ Q×R×F×Q defined by:

q
R|F−−→δ̂ q

′ ≡ (F,q ′) ∈ δ̂q(R).

Additionally, we write q9R
δ̂

whenever δ̂(q,R) = ∅. Often we write just −→ (without
subscript) whenever the corresponding transition function is clear from the context.

Example 4.1.10. Below is depicted the labeled transition diagram of a non-determ-
inistic intentional automaton A2 = (Q,Σ, δ̂, I):
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q2

q0

q1

A|A + B|B

A,B|B A,B|A

∅|B
A|B

A|A

∅|A

A|B

B|B

where:

• Q = {q0,q1,q2},

• Σ = {A,B}, R = P(Σ), F = {{A} , {B}}

• I = {q0},

• δ̂ : Q −→ P(F×Q)R is defined by:
δ̂q0

(∅) = {(∅,q0)}, δ̂q0
({A}) = {({A} ,q0)}, δ̂q0

({B}) = {({B} ,q0)}, and δ̂q0
({A,B}) =

{({A} ,q1), ({B} ,q2)};
δ̂q1

(∅) = {({B} ,q0)}, δ̂q1
({A}) = {({A} ,q1), ({B} ,q2)}, δ̂q1

⇑ {B}, and δ̂q1
⇑ {A,B};

δ̂q2
(∅) = {({A} ,q0)}, δ̂q2

⇑ {A}, δ̂q2
({B}) = {({B} ,q2), ({A} ,q1)}, and δ̂q2

⇑ {A,B}.

Automaton A2 can be taken as a model for the AsyncDrain connector. In its initial
state, the AsyncDrain accepts independent requests at ports A and B, responding by
firing the port that received the request, without changing state. In case requests on
both ports are present at the same time, the connector has two possible alternatives:
it either moves to state q1 choosing port A to fire; or it moves to state q2 firing port
B. State q1 represents the situation that a request on port B is pending. In state q1
the AsyncDrain either fires port B and goes back to state q0; or receives a request
on port A that it fires promptly and stays in state q1. (Similarly for state q2.)

internal transitions Internal steps (or internal activity) of a connector ac-
count for the non-observable activity of a connector and are modelled in the auto-
mata by internal transitions. Internal activity in the connector takes place without
involving the ports of the connector. Thus, internal transitions of an intentional
automaton defined over the set of ports Σ are those that take place without in-
volving ports in Σ. A transition with an empty request-set denotes a transition in
the automaton that takes place when there is no requests in any of the connector
ports. A transition with an empty firing-set denotes a quiescent transition in the

automaton (no firing at any of the connector ports). A transition q
∅|∅−−→ q ′, with

q 6= q ′, allows the automaton to change from a state q to state q ′ when no requests
are present in the ports of the connector and as a result no ports of the connector
are fired. It involves none of the ports of the automaton and is thus an internal
transition.
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Definition 4.1.11 (internal transition). We call a transition of type q
∅|∅−−−→ q ′, with

q 6= q ′, we call an internal transition. Given an intentional automaton A, we denote

the set of all internal transitions of A by
∅|∅−−→A.

The class of non-deterministic intentional automata subsumes the class of determ-
inistic intentional automata: a deterministic intentional automaton is just a special
case of a non-deterministic intentional automaton. In what follows, we use non-
deterministic intentional automata.

4.2 connector equivalence

In this section, we introduce the important notions of behavioural equivalence and
observational equivalence on intentional automata.

We base our notion of behavioural equivalence for intentional automata on what
we perceive as observable behaviour of connectors. Observable behaviour is any
manifestation of behaviour through the connector interface, that is, its visible ports.
The observable behaviour of a connector consists of the interactions between the
environment and the connector through its ports. The concrete structure and the
implementation of the connector are completely disregarded. From the automata
perspective this means that we identify automata according to their dynamics rather
than their structure, the actual names of their states, or the number of their trans-
itions. The first requirement for our behavioural equivalence is given by Require-
ment 4.2.1.

Requirement 4.2.1. We identify two automata as behaviourally equivalent unless
there is some sequence of requests that the environment can perform on them that
leads to different experiments.

Standard notions of equivalence carry over from classical theory of automata to
intentional automata and thus constitute candidates for our notion of equivalence.
Naturally, we start by inspecting the linear behaviour of intentional automata. The
linear behaviour of automata is commonly characterised by traces [40] or more
classically as the (accepted) language of the automata [79, 85].

However we seek a notion of equivalence that covers both deterministic and non-
deterministic intentional automata. For non-deterministic automata, a linear equi-
valence identifies non-deterministic intentional automata with different branching
behaviour, i. e. different experiment capabilities, as equivalent. Hence the notion of
linear equivalence identify still too many automata that we want to consider as
behaviourally distinct.
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4.2.1 Bisimilarity

The classic notion of bisimulation equivalence, introduced by David Park in [82],
formalises the Requirement 4.2.1 elegantly. We adapt Park’s notion to our setting:

Definition 4.2.2 (bisimulation and bisimilarity). Consider two intentional automata
A1 = (Q1,Σ1, δ1, I1) and A2 = (Q2,Σ2, δ2, I2). A relation Z ⊆ Q1 ×Q2 is called a
bisimulation if for q1 ∈ Q1 and q2 ∈ Q2, if (q1,q2) ∈ Z, then:

- q1
R|F−−→δ1 q

′
1 implies there is a q ′2 ∈ Q2 s.t. q2

R|F−−→δ2 q
′
2 with (q ′1,q ′2) ∈ Z;

- q2
R|F−−→δ2 q

′
2 implies there is a q ′1 ∈ Q1 s.t. q1

R|F−−→δ1 q
′
1 with (q ′1,q ′2) ∈ Z.

Two states q1 ∈ Q1 and q2 ∈ Q2 are bisimilar, written q1 ∼ q2, if there is a bisimu-
lation that relates them. We call ∼ the (strong) bisimilarity relation. If π1Z = Q1 and
π2Z = Q2 we call Z a full bisimulation1.

Proposition 4.2.3. In Definition 4.2.2, if A1 and A2 are the same automaton A1 = A2
then ∼ is an equivalence relation. The union of all bisimulations is the largest bisimulation
and corresponds to the bisimilarity relation ∼.

Definition 4.2.4 (Behavioural equivalence of intentional automata). Two intentional
automata A1 = (Q1,Σ1, δ1, I1) and A2 = (Q2,Σ2, δ2, I2) are behaviourally equival-
ent, denoted as A1 ∼ A2, iff there is a bisimulation Z that contains I1 × I2).

The final condition states that each initial state in A1 is bisimilar to an initial state
in A2, and vice versa. In case the two automata do not have a distinguished set of
initial states we have by default that I1 = Q1 and I2 = Q2 which implies that Z

must be a full bisimulation for the two automata to be equivalent.

Notation 4.2.5. If two states q1 and q2 are not bisimilar, we write q1 � q2. Analog-
ously we write A1 � A2 to denote that the automata A1 and A2 are not behaviour-
ally equivalent.

4.2.2 Weak-bisimilarity

The bisimilarity relation keeps track of the internal transitions, identifying states
with bisimilar internal behaviour as equivalent. In the flavour of Milner’s notion of
observational equivalence [77] which identifies processes up-to internal actions, we
use the derived transition relation =⇒ and the notion of weak-bisimilarity relation to
identify intentional automata up-to internal transitions.

1 π1 and π2 are the first and second projection maps of the cartesian product.
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Definition 4.2.6 (=⇒ transition relation). Let A be a non-deterministic intentional
automaton with transition relation −→δ ⊆ Q×R×F×Q. We define the derived

transition relation =⇒δ ⊆ Q×Q as the reflexive, transitive closure of
∅|∅−−−→δ:

q =⇒δ q ′ = q(
∅|∅−−−→δ)∗q ′. (4.1)

Definition 4.2.7 (weak-bisimulation and weak-bisimilarity). Consider two inten-
tional automata A1 = (Q1,Σ1, δ1) and A2 = (Q2,Σ2, δ2). A relation W ⊆ Q1 ×Q2
on the two sets of states is called a weak-bisimulation if for q1 ∈ Q1 and q2 ∈ Q2,
if (q1,q2) = W, then:

- q1
∅|∅−−−→δ1 q

′
1 implies there is a q ′2 ∈ Q2 s.t. q2 =⇒ q ′2 and (q ′1,q ′2) ∈W;

- q2
∅|∅−−−→δ2 q

′
2 implies there is a q ′1 ∈ Q1 s.t. q1 =⇒ q ′1 and (q ′1,q ′2) ∈W;

- q1
R|F−−→δ1 q

′
1 and R∪ F 6= ∅ implies there is a q ′2 ∈ Q2 s.t. q2 =⇒ R|F−−→δ2=⇒ q ′2

with (q ′1,q ′2) ∈W;

- q2
R|F−−→δ2 q

′
2 and R∪ F 6= ∅ implies there is a q ′1 ∈ Q1 s.t. q1 =⇒ R|F−−→δ1=⇒ q ′1

with (q ′1,q ′2) ∈W.

Two states q1 and q2 are weakly bisimilar, written q1 ≈ q2, if there is a weak-
bisimulation that relates them. We call ≈ the weak-bisimilarity relation. If W = Q1 ×
Q2, we call W a full weak-bisimulation.

Proposition 4.2.8. In Definition 4.2.7, if A1 and A2 are the same automata A1 = A2
then≈ is an equivalence relation. The union of two weak-bisimulations is a weak-bisimulation.
The union of all weak-bisimulations is the largest bisimulation and corresponds to the weak-
bisimilarity relation ≈.

Definition 4.2.9 (Observational equivalence of intentional automata ). Two inten-
tional automata A1 = (Q1,Σ1, δ1, I1) and A2 = (Q2,Σ2, δ2, I2) are observationally
equivalent, denoted A1 ≈ A2, if and only if there is a weak-bisimulation W ⊆
Q1 ×Q2 that contains I1 × I2.

Notation 4.2.10. If two states q1 and q2 are not weakly-bisimilar, we write q1 6≈ q2.
Likewise we write A1 6≈ A2 to denote that automata A1 and A2 are not observa-
tionally equivalent.

It follows immediately from the definitions that ∼ is included in ≈.
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4.3 operations on intentional automata

In this section, we discuss operations on intentional automata to construct and
reason about models for composite connectors. The behaviour of composite con-
nectors can be expressed in terms of the behaviour of their component connectors.
The automata operations are then used to calculate the automata semantics for a
composite connector in terms of the automata semantics of its constituent connect-
ors. These operations can be split into two categories: composition and information
hiding operations. We start by discussing and defining one composition operation
to compose models to define composite connectors; and we discuss and define two
information hiding operation for abstracting away the internal ports and the internal
behaviour of composite connectors.

4.3.1 Product

For intentional automata we define a product operation that follows the definition
of the product operation ./ in constraint automata [19]. When modelling connectors
in constraint automata the information about the requests is abstracted away. The
information that is registered contains solely the firings of the connector. In inten-
tional automata both types of information are present: the requests and the firings.
The product operation necessarily needs to be adapted to properly handle the in-
formation concerning the requests. We do not force the two automata to be defined
over the same set of ports and because of that the product has the particularity that
it allows behaviour of non-shared ports in the resulting automata.

product operation on intentional automata _× _ is a binary infix op-
eration on two intentional automata as its operands. Given two intentional automata
A1 and A2, we write A1×A2, to denote the product automaton A which synchron-
ises the behaviour of A1 and A2 on their shared ports and allows simultaneous and
independent behaviour on their non-shared ports.

Definition 4.3.1 (product of intentional automata). The product of two intentional
automata A1 = (Q1,Σ1, δ1, I1) and A2 = (Q2,Σ2, δ2, I2) is:

A1 ×A2 = (Q1 ×Q2,Σ1 ∪ Σ2, δ, I1 × I2)

where, δ is given by its transition relation −→δ, defined by the following deduction
rules:

q1
R1|F1−−−−→δ1 q

′
1 q2

R2|F2−−−−→δ2 q
′
2 F1 ∩ Σ2 = F2 ∩ Σ1

(q1,q2)
R1∪R2|F1∪F2−−−−−−−−−→δ (q ′1,q ′2)

(4.2)
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A C

ASync =

q1

q0 q2

A,C|A,C

A|∅

C|∅

C|A,C

A|A,C

Figure 24: An intentional automaton model of the synchronous channel.

q1
R1|F1−−−−→δ1 q

′
1 F1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅

(q1,q2)
R1|F1−−−−→δ (q ′1,q2)

(4.3)

and dually,

q2
R2|F2−−−−→δ2 q

′
2 F2 ∩ Σ1 = ∅

(q1,q2)
R1|F1−−−−→δ (q1,q ′2)

(4.4)

Rule 4.2 applies when one transition from each automaton fires ports common
to both automata. This rule models the synchronisation of the two connectors.
Rules 4.3 and 4.4 apply in case a transition fires ports that belong to only one of the
automata, which therefore are not forced to synchronise and can fire independently.

The product operation defined above is commutative and associative.

Example 4.3.2. Consider two automata modelling respectively a Sync channel with
ports A and C depicted in Figure 24, and a LossySync channel with ports C and
B depicted in Figure 25. We calculate the product automaton of the two automata
depicted in Figure 26. Note that we abuse the notation and write for example q0q4
instead of (q0,q4).

There are transitions for which none of the rules to obtain the transition relation
of the product automaton applies. Consider two automata A1 = (Q1,Σ1, δ1) and
A2 = (Q2,Σ2, δ2) such that: on the one hand, A1 has a transition t of the form

q1
R|F1−−−−→δ1 q2 where F1 ∩ Σ2 = Y; and on the other hand, A2 has no transition

with a firing-set F2 such that F2 ∩ Σ1 = Y. In this case, obviously, for transition t,
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C B

ALossySync =
q3 q4

C|C
+

C,B|C,B

B|∅

C|C,B

Figure 25: An intentional automaton model of the lossy synchronous channel.

A C C B

ASync × ALossySync =

q1q3 q0q3 q2q3

q1q4 q0q4 q2q4

C|A,C
+

C,B|A,C,B

B|∅

A|∅

A,B|∅

B|∅

C,B|∅

C|∅

A,C,B|A,C,B
+

A,C|A,C

A,C|A,C
+

A,C,B|A,C,B

B|∅

C|A,C,B

A,C|A,C,B

C|∅A|∅

A,C|A,C,B

Figure 26: The product automaton ASync ×ALossySync.
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Rules 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 cannot be applied. Indeed, the product operation does not
include in the product automaton transitions that involve ports common to both
automata, but do not agree on the firing of these common ports (F1 ∩ Σ2 = F2 ∩ Σ1).

4.3.2 Hiding

A model for a connector represents ports that are present in the interface of the
connector. In a scenario where we consider constructing composite connectors out
of basic or simpler connectors, we end up having models that include ports that do
not belong to the interface of the composite connector. These are the ports through
which the connector components that constitute the composite connector interact
and communicate with each other. After the construction of the composite model,
we may wish to hide a port to internalise the behaviour of an internal port. To serve
this purpose we introduce the hiding operation on intentional automata.

The hiding operation internalizes a port h and abstracts away from the behaviour
resulting from the possible different arrival times of requests on the internalised
port h. The connector has, thereafter, independent control of the requests on these
ports. Hidden ports are no longer available for the environment to perform exper-
iments. Thus, the request-sets do not contain hidden ports. Additionally, hidden
ports do not produce an observation when they fire, meaning that the firing-sets do
not contain hidden ports either. A hidden port prioritises its possible behaviour as
follows: if a request on a non-hidden port is performed by the environment, and
the synchronisation with a hidden port h is a possible behaviour in the original
automaton, then the post-hiding automaton considers the behaviour as if a request
on h is present, and synchronisation occurs. On the other hand, if a request on h is
performed, but there is no transition that can fire h then the post-hiding automaton
behaves as if h had not received a request. States in the automaton that are reach-
able by the arrival of requests on hidden ports may become unreachable from the
set of initial states in the post-hiding automaton.

hiding operation on intentional automata ∃[ _ ] _ is a binary prefix
operation with a port and an intentional automaton involving that port as its oper-
ands, where the port belongs. For an intentional automaton A defined over ports Σ,
and a port h ∈ Σ, we write ∃[h]A to denote the automaton that results from hiding
the port h in automaton A.

Definition 4.3.3 (hiding on intentional automata). Consider the intentional auto-
maton A = (Q,Σ, δ, I), and h ∈ Σ. The hiding of port h of the intentional auto-
maton A is defined as:

∃[h]A = (Q,Σ \{h} , δ ′, I)
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where δ ′ is defined as follows:

δ ′q(R) =

{
{(F \{h} ,q ′) | (F,q ′) ∈ δq(R∪ {h}),h ∈ F} if this set is non-empty

{(F \{h} ,q ′) | (F,q ′) ∈ δq(R)} otherwise
(4.5)

Example 4.3.4. Consider the automaton ASync × ALossySync in Figure 26 from Ex-
ample 4.3.2. The automaton resulting from hiding port C is given by ∃[C](ASync ×
ALossySync). The resulting labelled transition diagram is depicted in Figure 28. To
help tracking the effects of the hiding operation, in Figure 27 we dim in gray the
transitions that are abstracted away from ASync ×ALossySync in the post-hiding auto-
maton ∃[C](ASync ×ALossySync), and the occurrences of port C in request and firing
sets, since this information is similarly abstracted away.

q1q3 q0q3 q2q3

q1q4 q0q4 q2q4

C|A,C
+

C,B|A,C,B

B|∅

A|∅

A,B|∅

C,B|∅
+
B|∅

C,B|∅

C|∅

A,C,B|A,C,B
+

A,C|A,C
+
C|∅

A,C|A,C
+

A,C,B|A,C,B

B|∅

C|A,C,B

A,C|A,C,B

C|∅A|∅

C|∅

A,C|A,C,B

Figure 27: The labelled transition diagram obtained by dimming in gray the occurrences of
port C in request and firing sets, and the transitions that are abstracted away
from ASync ×ALossySync in the post-hiding automaton ∃[C](ASync ×ALossySync).

Consider the state (q0,q3) in Figure 27 and its outgoing transitions. In Figure 29

we depict only the corresponding part of the diagram, and we mark the trans-
itions with symbols †, §, ‡, ∗ to highlight the relation between the transitions that
∃[C](ASync × ALossySync) abstracts away from ASync × ALossySync. The same symbol
relates two transitions whose request-sets differ only by the port C. For example,

(q0,q3)
(∗) C|∅−−−−−→ (q2,q3) relates with (q0,q3)

∅|∅−−→ (q0,q3). Remember, that the
latter transition, for convenience, is not depicted.

On the one hand, from the pairs of transitions † and § the transitions that are
abstracted away are the ones that do not have C in their request-sets. For these
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q1q3 q0q3 q2q3

q1q4 q0q4 q2q4

∅|A
+

B|A,B

B|∅

A,B|A,B
+
A|A
+
∅|∅

A|A
+

A,B|A,B

B|∅

∅|A,B

A|A,B

∅|∅

A|A,B

Figure 28: The labelled transition diagram of the post-hiding automaton ∃[C](ASync ×
ALossySync).

pairs, the transitions with C in their request-sets have firing-sets that include C.
Therefore, the if condition of equation 4.5 applies. On the other hand, from the
pairs of transitions ‡ and ∗ the transitions that are abstracted away are the ones that
have C in their request-sets. For these pairs, the transitions with C in their request-
sets have firing-sets that do not include C. Therefore, the otherwise condition applies,
and the new transitions (1) and (2) are constructed.

Equation 4.5 ensures that in the post-hiding automaton, if a hidden port can fire
in the context of any request-set then it will indeed fire.

The hiding operation is inspired by the Reo mixed node’s pumping-station be-
haviour [7]. This behaviour consists of the capability of a mixed node in a Reo
connector to push data from one of its source ends into all of its sink ends. Mixed
nodes (hidden ports in intentional automata terms) cannot store data, therefore,
data must flow through them. In intentional automata terms this means that there
are two possible behaviours:

1) a hidden port fires together with the other ports of the connector, which mod-
els the pumping of data through the connector, as in Example 4.3.4;

2) a hidden port fires alone, which models the pumping of data through the
mixed node only, for example, when pushing data from one buffer cell to
another buffer cell. Example 4.3.5 which follows next, illustrates exactly this
behaviour.
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q1q3 q0q3 q2q3

q1q4 q0q4 q2q4

(†) A|∅

(§) A,B|∅ (2) C,B|∅
+

(‡) B|∅

(‡) C,B|∅

(∗) C|∅

(§) A,C,B|A,C,B
+

(†) A,C|A,C
+

(1) C|∅

Figure 29: The symbols †, §, ‡, ∗ highlight the relation between the transitions outgoing from
state q0q3 that ∃[C](ASync ×ALossySync) abstracts away from ASync ×ALossySync.

The hiding operation can be interpreted as a formalisation of the pumping station
behaviour of mixed/internal Reo nodes.

We now present an example in which we illustrate the behaviour of internal ports
described in alternative 2).

Example 4.3.5. Consider the automaton model for a FIFO1 channel. The paramet-
erised model is depicted in Figure 30. In this example we calculate an automaton
model for the composite connector:

A B

We compose the automaton models of two FIFO1 channels using the product oper-
ation, and subsequently internalise their common port C with the hiding operation.
The resulting model is given by the automaton ∃[C](AFIFO1

(A,C)×AFIFO1
(C,B)),

depicted in Figure 32. The product automaton AFIFO1
(A,C)×AFIFO1

(C,B), is de-
picted in Figure 31. Consider the transition

〈qf,qe〉
∅|∅−−−→ 〈qe,qf〉 in ∃[C](AFIFO1

(A,C)×AFIFO1
(C,B))

and the transition

〈qf,qe〉
C|C−−−−→ 〈qe,qf〉 in AFIFO1

(A,C)×AFIFO1
(C,B).

The former transition models the flow of data stored in the buffer cell of FIFO1(A,C),
through the node C into the buffer cell of FIFO1(C,B), and this behaviour is observ-
able. On the other hand in the latter transition this behaviour is modelled by an
internal transition resulting from the hiding of the port C. In fact, note that 〈qe,qf〉
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X Y

AFIFO1
(X, Y) = qe qf

X|X

Y|Y

Figure 30: An intentional automaton model of the FIFO1 parameterised on ports X and Y.
The states qe and qf model the buffer cell configurations, qe denotes the empty
buffer cell, and qf denotes the full buffer cell.

A C C B

AFIFO1
(A,C) × AFIFO1

(C,B) =

qeqe qfqe

qeqf qfqf

A|A

C|C

A|A

B|B

A,B|A,B
B|B

Figure 31: The product automaton AFIFO1(A,C) ×AFIFO1(C,B).

is identified with 〈qf,qe〉 i. e.〈qf,qe〉 ≈ 〈qe,qf〉, meaning that it is not possible to
observationally distinguish whether the automaton is in state 〈qf,qe〉 or 〈qe,qf〉.

We proceed to show how the product and hiding operations on intentional auto-
mata behave with respect to ≈.

Lemma 4.3.6. Weak-bisimilarity is preserved by the product and hiding operations on
intentional automata; that is, if A1 ≈ A2 then A1 ×A ≈ A2 ×A, and ∃[h]A1 ≈ ∃[h]A2,
where A1, A2, A are intentional automata and h is a port in A1 and A2.

Proof. We prove the result only for the product operation; the proof for the hiding
operation follows similarly. Consider the intentional automata A1 = (Q1,Σ1, δ1),
A2 = (Q2,Σ2, δ2), and A = (Q,Σ, δ). We proceed to prove that:

if A1 ≈ A2 then A1 ×A ≈ A2 ×A

Assuming A1 ≈ A2, it suffices to show that a relation

W = {(〈q1,q〉, 〈q2,q〉) | q1 ∈ Q1, q2 ∈ Q2, q ∈ Q, and q1 ≈ q2}
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A B

∃[C](AFIFO1
(A,C)×AFIFO1

(C,B)) =

qeqe qfqe

qeqf qfqf

A|A

∅|∅

A|A

B|B

A,B|A,B
B|B

Figure 32: Model of the composite connector ∃[C](AFIFO1(A,C) ×AFIFO1(C,B)).

is a weak-bisimulation. We have two possible types of transitions:

case 1 〈q1,q〉 ∅|∅−−→ 〈q ′1,q ′〉. From the definition of _× _ we have three sub-cases
to check:

1 .1 q1
∅|∅−−→ q ′1, and q = q ′. Then q2 =⇒ q ′2 for some q ′2 ∈ Q2 with q ′1 ≈ q

′
2,

and hence 〈q2,q〉 =⇒ 〈q ′2,q〉, and (〈q ′1,q〉, 〈q ′2,q〉) ∈W as required.

1 .2 q
∅|∅−−→ q ′, and q1 = q ′1. Then also 〈q2,q〉 =⇒ 〈q2,q ′〉, and (〈q1,q ′〉,

〈q2,q ′〉) ∈W as required.

1 .3 q1
∅|∅−−→ q ′1 and q

∅|∅−−→ q ′. Then q2 =⇒ q ′2 for some q ′2 ∈ Q2 with q ′1 ≈ q
′
2,

so 〈q2,q〉 =⇒ 〈q ′2,q ′〉, and (〈q ′1,q ′〉, 〈q ′2,q ′〉) ∈W as required.

case 2 〈q1,q〉 R|F−−→ 〈q ′1,q ′〉, R ∪ F 6= ∅. From the definition of _× _ we have three
sub-cases to check:

2 .1 q1
R|F−−→ q ′1, and q = q ′ because F ∩ Σ = ∅. Then q2 =⇒ R|F−−→ =⇒ q ′2 for

some q ′2 ∈ Q2 with q ′1 ≈ q
′
2, and hence 〈q2,q〉 =⇒ R|F−−→=⇒ 〈q ′2,q〉, and

(〈q ′1,q〉, 〈q ′2,q〉) ∈W as required.

2 .2 q
R|F−−→ q ′, and q1 = q ′1 because F ∩ Σ1 = ∅. Then also 〈q2,q〉 =⇒ R|F−−→

=⇒ 〈q2,q ′〉, and (〈q1,q ′〉, 〈q2,q ′〉) ∈W as required.
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2 .3 q1
R1|F1−−−−→ q ′1, and q

R ′|F ′−−−→ q ′ because R = R1 ∪ R ′, and F = F1 ∩ Σ =

F ′ ∩ Σ1. Then q2 =⇒ R1|F1−−−−→=⇒ q ′2 for some q ′2 ∈ Q2 with q ′1 ≈ q
′
2, so

〈q2,q〉 =⇒ R|F−−→=⇒ 〈q ′2,q ′〉, and (〈q ′1,q ′〉, 〈q ′2,q ′〉) ∈W as required.

Hence, by a symmetric argument, W is a weak-bisimulation.

4.3.3 Elimination of internal transitions

In order to obtain the intended semantics of composite connectors, in particular
context-dependent connectors, it is necessary to eliminate the internal transitions
∅|∅−−−→ from the models. For instance, recall Example 4.3.5 where we calculated

the model for the composite connector ∃[C](AFIFO1(A,C) × AFIFO1(C,B))
2. The op-

eration ∃[ _ ] _ introduced the internal transition:

〈qf,qe〉
∅|∅−−−→ 〈qe,qf〉

which permits the connector to silently change from state 〈qf,qe〉 to state 〈qe,qf〉.
This transition can be interpreted as modelling the flow of the data between the
FIFO buffers—from the first buffer cell into the second buffer cell. Notice that, in
the state 〈qf,qe〉 the connector must take the internal transition and evolve to state

〈qe,qf〉 before it can input more data (
A|A−−−−→), or output the data it currently stores

(
B|B−−−→). There are other models as well wherein, just like in Example 4.3.5, it is

necessary to abstract away the information entailed by internal transitions.

Example 4.3.7. Consider the automaton model with internal transitions in Fig-
ure 33a and the automaton model in Figure 33b. The latter is the automaton model
derived in Example 4.3.5. The former corresponds to an underspecified version of
the LossySync model of Figure 25, which, nevertheless, is detailed enough for this
example. If we compose these two models as depicted in Figure 34 we witness
the inadequacy of the obtained composite model 34b to capture the intended se-
mantics. Consider the state 〈l,qfqe〉 which models the internal configuration of the
connector wherein the first cell of its FIFO buffer is full and the second is empty. In
this state we have two transitions that are annotated with ? and †:

〈l,qfqe〉
D|D?

−−−−→ 〈l,qfqe〉 and 〈l,qfqe〉
D|D†−−−−→ 〈l,qeqf〉 respectively.

Both transitions indicate that in state 〈l,qfqe〉when the connector receives a request
on D the port fires. The difference between these two transitions is the state into
which the connector evolves. In case that the former transition is non-deterministically

2 We recall the automaton model ∃[C](AFIFO1(A,C)×AFIFO1(C,B)) in Figure 33 at the right.
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D A A B

l

D|D
+

D,A|D,A

qeqe qfqe

qeqf qfqf

A|A

∅|∅

A|A

B|B

A,B|A,B
B|B

(a) ALossySync(D,A). (b) AFIFO2
(A,B).

Figure 33: ALossySync(D,A) is an automaton model of the LossySync. It is an underspecified ver-
sion of the automaton model in Figure 25. AFIFO2

(A,B) is a copy of the automaton
model in Figure 4.3.5.

chosen the connector remains in the same state; whereas if the latter is chosen the
connector changes to state 〈l,qeqf〉. In either case the data input in D is lost be-
cause the automaton remains with only one full buffer cell. According to the inten-
ded semantics, both transitions are inadequate, the expected behaviour is context-
dependent and states that unless the FIFO buffer is completely full when the request-
set {D} is issued, D must fire and the data input must flow through the LossySync
into the FIFO buffer. Despite the fact that the automaton model AFIFO2

(A,B) cap-
tures the observational behaviour intended for a FIFO buffer with 2 cells; the model
does not behave as expected when composed with context-dependent connectors
like the LossySync. We argue that in order to reason compositionally with context-
dependent connectors the internal transitions must be eliminated from the models.

For a semantics that benefits from the elimination of the internal transitions it
is necessary to consider an extra operation on intentional automata to eliminate
internal transitions. Based on the transition relation =⇒ we define the ⇒-closure of
a state. Given a state q, we denote by [q]δ the set containing q and all the states q ′

related to q by the transition relation =⇒δ:

[q]δ = {q}∪
{
q ′ | q =⇒δ q ′

}
.

States contained in [q]δ are states that are reachable from state q by performing
only internal activity. Intuitively, one can think of the set [q] as defining a superstate
where the automaton can transit across the states contained in it using only internal
activity.
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A
BD

〈l,qeqe〉 〈l,qfqe〉

〈l,qeqf〉 〈l,qfqf〉

D,A|D,A

D|D

D|D

D|D

D,A|D,A

B|B
+

D,B|D,B

D|D

D,A,B|D,A,B
B|B
+

D,B|D,B

D|D

(a) ALossySync(D,A)×AFIFO2
(A,B).

BD

〈l,qeqe〉 〈l,qfqe〉

〈l,qeqf〉 〈l,qfqf〉

D|D

D|D†

D|D?

D|D

B|B

D,B|D,B
B|B
+

D,B|D,B

D|D

(b) ∃[A](ALossySync(D,A)×AFIFO2
(A,B)).

Figure 34: Composite connector models of Example 4.3.7.

internal transitions elimination on intentional automata We de-
fine a unary operation −/⇒ on intentional automata that eliminates internal trans-
itions by applying the⇒-closure on the states of the automaton.

Definition 4.3.8 (Elimination of internal transitions on intentional automata). Con-
sider the intentional automaton A = (Q,Σ, δ, I).

A/⇒ = (Q,Σ, δ/⇒ , I)

where δ/⇒ is defined as follows:

q ∈ [q1]δ q
R|F−−→δ q ′ q2 ∈ [q ′]δ R∪ F 6= ∅

q1
R|F−−→δ/⇒ q2

(4.6)

The ⇒-closure of a state is inspired by the ε-closure of a state in the theory of
Finite Automata with Epsilon Transitions [54, Section 2.5.3]. We simply take the

internal transition on intentional automata
∅|∅−−−→ as corresponding to the epsilon

transition ε−−→ in finite automata with epsilon transitions (ε-FA). The operation −/⇒
is similar to the construction to compute the extended transition function on ε-
FA [54, Section 2.5.4].

Remark 4.3.1. Internal transitions can arise in an intentional automata model as a
result of hiding a port. With that in mind, it is sensible to consider the construction
to eliminate internal transitions, as defined by the operation −/⇒, to be also part of
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the hiding operation. In this case instead of having a separated operation to perform
the elimination of internal transitions, we would have a hiding operation similar
to the operation ∃[ _ ] that, additionally, performs the elimination of the internal
transitions. The hiding operation on constraint automata, for example, includes the
elimination of the internal transitions. We opted for having a dedicated operation to
eliminate the internal transitions and separate it from the hiding operation mainly
because it makes the definition of the hiding operation easier to write, and makes
more clear the parallel between the operation to eliminate internal transitions on
intentional automata, with the operation to eliminate epsilon transitions from the
classical theory of Finite Automata.

Example 4.3.9. We illustrate the operation to eliminate internal transitions by calcu-
lating the model AFIFO2

(A,B)/⇒ from Figure 35. We explain some of the transitions
in AFIFO2

(A,B)/⇒. We start by calculating the ⇒-closure of each state: [qeqe] =

{qeqe} , [qfqe] = {qfqe,qeqf} , [qeqf] = {qeqf} , [qfqf] = {qfqf}. Next, we explain

some transitions. For example, qfqe
A|A−−−→/⇒ qfqf follows because qeqf ∈ [qfqe]

and qeqf
A|A−−−→ qfqf; and similarly qfqe

B|B−−→/⇒ qeqe follows from qeqf ∈ [qfqe]

and qeqf
B|B−−→ qeqe. We have qeqe

A|A−−−→/⇒ qeqf because qeqe
A|A−−−→ qeqf and

qeqf ∈ [qfqe].
We revisit now Example 4.3.7 using the automaton model without internal trans-

itions AFIFO2
(A,B)/⇒. The resulting composite connector is in Figure 36. Note that

contrary to the obtained composite connector when using AFIFO2
(A,B) the model

∃[A](ALossySync(D,A)×AFIFO2
(A,B)/⇒) captures the intended semantics. When the

FIFO buffer of the connector is not completely full and the request-set {D} is issued,
D fires and the data flow through the LossySync channel into the FIFO buffer as
intended. When the connector has its FIFO buffer completely full (state qfqf) if the

request-set {D} is received the port fires and the data is lost (qfqf
D|D−−−→ qfqf).

From the definitions of observational equivalence ≈ and the operation −/⇒ the
following lemma follows directly.

Lemma 4.3.10. Consider intentional automata A1 and A2 such that A1 ≈ A2, then
A1/⇒ ≈ A2/⇒ and A1 ≈ A1/⇒.

4.3.4 Observational equivalence is a congruence

The operations defined on intentional automata in the previous section preserve
the equivalence relation ≈, and Lemmas 4.3.6, 4.3.10 guarantee that the equivalence
relation ≈ is fully substitutive. ≈ is respected by all the possible contexts. This
makes the relation ≈ a congruence.

Theorem 4.3.11. The relation ≈ is a congruence with respect to the operations on inten-
tional automata: _× _ , ∃[ _ ] _ and _ /⇒.
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A B

qeqe qfqe

qeqf qfqf

A|A

B|B
A,B|A,B

A|A

A|A

B|B

A,B|A,B

B|B

Figure 35: AFIFO2
(A,B)/⇒.

BD

〈l,qeqe〉 〈l,qfqe〉

〈l,qeqf〉 〈l,qfqf〉

D|D D|D

B|B
D,B|D,B

D|D

B|B

D,B|D,B

B|B
+

D,B|D,B

D|D

Figure 36: ∃[A](ALossySync(D,A)×AFIFO2
(A,B)/⇒).
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4.4 minimal models

Intentional automata models are not necessarily minimal. Structurally, there can be
states that are unreachable from the initial state(s). Semantically there can be states
that are behaviourally equivalent modulo ≈, or just modulo ∼.

4.4.1 Reachability

As we mentioned in the previous section, an intentional automaton A with states
that are reachable by the arrival of a request on a port h may become unreach-
able from the set of initial states in the hiding automaton ∃[h]A. For instance the
states (q1,q3), (q1,q4), (q2,q3), and (q2,q4) in the automaton model ∃[C](ASync ×
ALossySync) depicted in Figure 28 are not reachable from the initial state (q0,q3). If
we consider an operation to remove the states unreachable from the initial state
(q0,q3), the result is a new automaton whose labelled transition diagram is depic-
ted in Figure 37.

q0q3 q0q4

B|∅

A,B|A,B
+
A|A

A|A,B

Figure 37: Labelled transition diagram obtained from ∃[C](ASync×ALossySync) depicted in Fig-
ure 28 by removing the states unreachable from the initial state (q0,q3).

Although they may clutter the model, unreachable states in an automaton model
of a component connector do not have any impact on its semantics. When depicting
the labelled transition diagrams we usually depict only the reachable states of an
automaton.

4.4.2 Collapsing observationally equivalent states

The quotient construction induced by a congruence relation, such as observational
equivalence, is an important general construction that is considered when the in-
tention is to obtain minimal models. States that are indistinguishable are collapsed
into one to yield a minimal model.

Semantically, the quotient construction is not as important as the construction
that eliminates internal transitions. A model without internal transitions and its
minimal counterpart obtained by applying the quotient construction have the same
semantics—the two models are observationally equivalent, although the former po-
tentially has a smaller state space.
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4.5 discussion

Intentional automata are very much in the spirit of constraint automata [19]. Inten-
tional automata transitions extend constraint automata transitions to accommod-
ate information about the I/O operation requests, complementing the information
about the I/O operation firings. This extra information, as we illustrate through
this chapter, allows us to capture context-dependent behaviour. This simple exten-
sion permits us to use intentional automata as an operational model for context-
dependent connectors, in the same way as constraint automata is used as an opera-
tional model for context-independent connectors.

We have presented notions of equivalence for intentional automata. Like in con-
straint automata we use bisimulation as equivalence relation. Unlike constraint
automata we use weak-bisimulation as observational equivalence and show that
it is a congruence with respect to the operations. The main reason to consider ob-
servational equivalence is because we consider internal transitions in the model.
In constraint automata, all the transitions are observable and the hiding operation
that removes hidden ports also eliminates what could be interpreted as internal
transitions (transitions labeled with an empty set of ports).

The product operation on intentional automata, like in constraint automata, fol-
lows the standard construction for building finite automata for intersection. It also
has similarities with composition operators of process algebra, namely, the paral-
lel composition of labelled transition systems with synchronisation over common
actions and interleaving over other actions, as in TCSP [30]. The hiding operation
on constraint automata performs two separate constructions: (a) it removes all in-
formation about the hidden port; (b) it performs the elimination of the transitions
labelled only with the hidden port. The hiding operation on intentional automata
performs also two separate constructions: (i) it removes all information about the
hidden port; (ii) it prioritises the transitions in which the hidden port has a request
and fires, over the transitions in which the hidden port has a request but does not
fire. Construction (i) is similar to (a), whereas construction (ii) has no counterpart
in constraint automata. Construction (b) is not performed by the hiding operation
on intentional automata. In intentional automata, the transitions labelled only by
hidden ports become internal transitions. The internal transition in intentional auto-
mata are eliminated by the operation − /⇒. This operation performs a construction
similar to construction (b) on constraint automata; and both are similar to the elim-
ination of ε-transitions in ordinary non-deterministic finite automata. Construction
(ii) represents the main difference between the operations on the two automata mod-
els. In fact, construction (ii) uses information present only in intentional automata
transitions regarding requested I/O operations, and based on this information, it
prioritises the transitions.

Important questions about intentional automata are left for future work, namely
the formalisation of the notion of refinement/underspecification. Such a notion per-
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mits to answer questions such as: Given two models of the same connector, does
one model refine the other? Or vice/versa: Is one model an underspecification of
the other? For example, a notion of underspecification should permits us to say that
the intentional automata model we defined for LossySync in Figure 33a is a partial
model of the model presented in Figure 25.

The study of properties of the operations on intentional automata such as com-
mutativity, associativity, and distributivity laws are also out of the scope of this
chapter and left for future work.



5
R E O A U T O M ATA M O D E L

In this chapter we identify a specific class of intentional automata models for context-
dependent Reo connectors: Reo automata. In this particular class the automata mod-
els by definition have a number of properties that are motivated by the axiomatisa-
tion of the behaviour life-cycle of a Reo connector port.

Interestingly, it turns out that the Reo automata admit a concise representation
as abstract configuration tables. We use abstract configuration tables as a definition
principle for Reo automata. We define operations on configuration tables, and show
that they are behaviourally faithful to the operations on intentional automata, and
that the Reo automata are closed under these operations. With this argument we
claim that the Reo automata class of intentional automata captures the context-
dependent behaviour of Reo connectors.

Due to the fact that abstract configuration tables are succinct, the operations on
the configuration tables have a considerably lower computational cost, when com-
pared to the cost that the intentional automata operations have on the Reo automata
denoted by the configuration tables.

chapter overview

In Section 5.1 we introduce the notion of configuration on intentional automata. In
Section 5.2 we axiomatise the behaviour of a Reo connector port, and motivated by
the obtained axioms, we introduce the Reo automata class of models. We present
the Reo automata models for the Conlang primitives in Section 5.3. Next, in Sec-
tion 5.5.1, we define the operations on configuration tables, and study the closure
properties of the Reo automata class with respect to these operations. We briefly
discuss other classes of intentional automata models in Section 5.6. Finally, in Sec-
tion 5.7, we conclude this chapter with a brief discussion to compare the models
introduced in this thesis with other existing models and present the most relevant
questions left to address in future work.

97
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5.1 Reo connectors configuration

Traditionally, semanticists consider the state of a system to have some minimal
structure conveying information about the configuration of the system, namely,
about the internal memory of the system and the environment in which the sys-
tem is currently being evaluated. The intentional automata models of connectors
we considered in the previous chapter, have abstract states. When modelling Reo
connectors, states correspond to configurations of the connector and therefore we
will consider states that have structure according to the configuration of a Reo con-
nector.

A connector configuration is partitioned into two parts: the internal configuration
and the external configuration. An internal configuration is an abstract representation
of the internal memory of the connector. An internal configuration is denoted by an
element s ∈ S, where S is the set of all internal configurations of the connector. The
external configuration of a connector describes the status of the connector’s interface
and is denoted by a set P ⊆ Σ, where Σ is the set of ports of the connector. The
intuition is that in a given configuration (s,P), the set P indicates the ports of the
connector that have a pending request. We shall refer to these as pending ports. These
are ports that have received a request in previous evaluation steps and for which
the request has not been handled until now. Obviously, if a port is not in P, then
this port has no pending requests.

Definition 5.1.1 (Configuration). Consider a connector with a set of internal con-
figurations S and a set of ports Σ. A configuration is a pair (s,P) consisting of an
internal configuration s ∈ S and an external configuration P ⊆ Σ. The set of all
configurations of the connector is given by S×P(Σ). Given a configuration (s,P), we
say p is a pending port or port p has a pending request if p ∈ P. All the configurations
of a connector are initial, unless a subset of configurations I ⊆ S× P(Σ) is defined
as initial.

We now turn our attention from the configurations to the evaluation steps of a
connector. Recall the dynamics of intentional automata, i. e., the transition relation
−→δ ⊆ Q×R×F×Q. We define the set of states Q as the set of configurations
S×P(Σ). A transition:

(s,P)
R|F−−→ (s ′,P ′)

models an evaluation step of a connector. The connector changes from configura-
tion (s,P) to configuration (s ′,P ′) by evaluating the request-set R and producing
the firing-set F.

Definition 5.1.2 (Automaton model of a connector). Consider a connector C with a
set of ports Σ, and a set of internal configurations S. An automaton model of C is a
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non-deterministic intentional automaton A = (Q,Σ, δ) where Q = S×P(Σ). We call

an evaluation step of C a transition (s,P)
R|F−−→ (s,P ′) ∈−→δ. We write AC to denote

the automaton model of C.

In Figure 38 (a), we have the transition diagram of ASync, an automaton model of
the Reo synchronous channel. Sync is a memoryless connector and therefore has a
singleton set S = {s} as its set of internal configurations. It has two ports, Σ = {A,B}.
Thus its Q = S×P(Σ) = {(s, ∅), (s, {A}), (s, {B}), (s, {A,B})} is its set of configurations
of ASync. The initial configuration is given by the singleton set I = {(s, ∅)}. In its
initial configuration Sync has the two ports A and B available. If a write I/O opera-
tion is performed on port A and simultaneously a take I/O operation is performed
on port B, then the two operations succeed simultaneously and both ports again
become available for other operations. This is modelled in the automaton by the

evaluation step (s, ∅) A,B|A,B−−−−−−→ (s, ∅). Alternatively, when Sync is in the initial con-
figuration, if a write is performed on port A, and no take is performed on port B,
then the write does not succeed. Instead it remains pending on port A. In the auto-

maton model, this alternative is modelled by the evaluation step (s, ∅) A|∅−−→ (s, {A}).
A last alternative, when Sync is in the initial configuration, is if a take operation is
performed on port B and no write operation is performed on A. In this case the
take operation does not succeed and remains pending on port B. This behaviour is

modelled in the automaton model by the evaluation step (s, ∅) B|∅−−→ (s, {B}). In the
configuration (s, {A}), Sync has only the port B available. When a take operation is
performed on port B, then the pending write operation on port A and the take oper-
ation in port B succeed simultaneously, and the connector returns to its initial con-
figuration with both ports available. This behaviour corresponds to the evaluation

step (s, {A})
B|A,B−−−−→ (s, ∅). Conversely, in the configuration (s, {B}), Sync has only the

port A available. If a write operation is performed on port A then the pending take
operation on port B and the write operation on port A succeed simultaneously and
the connector returns to its initial configuration with both ports available. This is

modelled by the evaluation step (s, {B})
A|A,B−−−−→ (s, ∅). The configuration (s, {A,B}) is

an unreachable configuration.
In Figure 38 (b), we recall the intentional automaton A over the set of ports Σ =

{A,B} defined in Example 4.1.7. Remember that we interpreted A as a model for the
Reo synchronous channel. If we compare this transition diagram with the transition
diagram of ASync, we notice that the only difference is that the states in A abstract
from the configuration structure present in the states of ASync. Equating q0 = (s, ∅),
q1 = (s, {A}), and q2 = (s, {B}) we indeed obtain the same model. The information
in the states is only suggestive like comments. The information captured in each
state is redundant and can be derived from its incoming and outgoing transitions.
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(s, {B}) (s, ∅) (s, {A})

(s, {A,B})

A,B|A,B A|∅B|∅

B|A,BA|A,B
∅|A,B

(a) A intentional automaton model of Sync with ex-
plicit configurations

q2 q0 q1

A,B|A,B A|∅B|∅

B|A,BA|A,B

(b) The intentional automaton model of Sync
from Example 4.1.7

Figure 38: The intentional automata model of Sync with and without configurations.

We choose to have the information explicitly to improve the understandability of
the models and to simplify the formulation of the definitions that follow.

Moreover we cannot identify classes of automata models for connectors according
to properties of the evaluation steps. The evaluation steps, modelled by the dynam-
ics of the automata, have different properties depending on the type of connector
model. In the next section we discuss the properties of Reo connectors. We define
a class of automata for Reo connectors and we treat this class in detail. We briefly
discuss other classes in Section 5.6.

5.2 Reo automata

Ports in Reo connectors interact in a particular manner with the environment1,
which allows us to infer important invariants for the evaluation steps of automata
models for Reo connectors.

In an evaluation step of a Reo connector:

À a port can fire only if it either has already a pending request, or receives a
request in this step;

Á when it receives a request, a port either fires in this step or becomes pending;

Â a port with a pending request, either fires in this step or it remains pending;

1 Recall the connector port life cycle in Figure 2.
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Ã a port is pending after the evaluation step only if the port receives a request,
or it was already pending;

Ä a port with a pending request is unavailable to receive requests;

Å a port that fires cannot become/remain pending.

Consider an evaluation step (s,P)
R|F−−→ (s ′,P ′) of an automaton model for a Reo

connector. We examine how the properties of Reo ports À, Á, Â, Ã, Ä and Å can
be formalised. According to À, a port p ∈ F (p fires) only if p ∈ P (p is pending) or
p ∈ R (p receives a request). We have that F ⊆ R∪ P. According to Á, a port p ∈ R
(p receives a request) implies that p ∈ F (p fires) or p ∈ P ′ (p becomes pending). We
have that R ⊆ F∪ P ′. According to Â, a pending port p ∈ P implies p ∈ F (p fires)
or p ∈ P ′ (p remains pending). We have that P ⊆ F∪ P ′. According to Ã, a port
p ∈ P ′ (p is pending after the evaluation step) only if p ∈ R (p receives a request) or
p ∈ P (p was already pending). Hence, P ′ ⊆ R∪ P. According to Ä, a port p ∈ P
(p is pending) implies p /∈ R (p cannot receive a request). That is P ∩ R = ∅. Fi-
nally, according to Å, a port p ∈ F (p fires) implies p /∈ P ′ (p cannot become/remain
pending). Thus, F∩ P ′ = ∅.

The evaluation steps of an automata model, (s,P)
R|F−−→ (s ′,P ′), for a Reo con-

nector are such that:
À F ⊆ R∪ P Á R ⊆ F∪ P ′ Â P ⊆ F∪ P ′ Ã P ′ ⊆ R∪ P

Ä P ∩ R = ∅ Å F∩ P ′ = ∅.
Properties À to Ã can be equivalently and more concisely expressed by:

Ê P ∪ R = F∪ P ′

Lemma 5.2.1. À to Ã⇔ Ê.

Proof. ⇒) Assuming À, Á, Â, and Ã we want to prove Ê:

P ∪ R = F∪ P ′.

⇒) P ∪ R ⊆ F∪ P ′

p ∈ P ∪ R ⇔ p ∈ R ∨ p ∈ P (def. ∪)

⇒ p ∈ F∪ P ′ ∨ p ∈ P Á

⇒ p ∈ F∪ P ′ ∨ p ∈ F∪ P ′ Â

⇔ p ∈ F∪ P ′ (def. ∨)

⇐) F∪ P ′ ⊆ P ∪ R

p ∈ F∪ P ′ ⇔ p ∈ F ∨ p ∈ P ′ (def. ∪)

⇒ p ∈ R∪ P ∨ p ∈ P ′ À

⇒ p ∈ R∪ P ∨ p ∈ R∪ P Ã

⇔ p ∈ R∪ P (def. ∨)
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⇒) Ê⇒ À to Ã is trivial.

Property Ê can be interpreted in various ways. For one, if we interpret it element-
wise we can read it as saying that a Reo connector, in a given configuration, takes
each pending port (p ∈ P) and requested port (p ′ ∈ R), and either fires it (p ∈ F
and/or p ′ ∈ F) or keeps it pending (p ∈ P ′ and/or p ′ ∈ P, accordingly).

Assuming Ê we rule out the possibility that a pending request can time-out. In
the context of this thesis we say that a pending request times-out if an evaluation
step relates one state where we have a pending request p to another state where p
is not pending, without firing p.

Definition 5.2.2 (A request time-out). A pending request on a port p times-out, if

we have an evaluation step (s,P)
R|F−−→ (s ′,P ′) where p ∈ P ∪ R, p /∈ F∪ P ′.

We discuss models that consider time-out in Section 5.6.
So far, we have identified three properties that we expect from our automata

models of Reo connectors: Ê, Ä, and Å. These are properties that follow from the
original description of Reo [7]. For the additional property we are about to propose
this is not necessarily the case.

Browsing through the Reo literature one encounters a plethora of connector spe-
cifications, ranging from channels to composite connectors. We observe that all of
them, as expected, abide by Ê, Ä, and Å. Additionally, and remarkably, none of
the Reo connector specifications distinguishes between the set of pending ports
and the set of requested ports when deciding which ports to fire. Considering an
evaluation step of an automaton model for a Reo connector, this translates to the
following equation:

δ(s,P)(R) = δ(s, ∅)(R∪ P) (5.1)

Equivalently, given two evaluation steps (s,P)
R|F−−→ q and (s, ∅) R

′|F ′−−−→ q ′:

P ∪ R = R ′ ⇔ F = F ′ and q = q ′.

Equation 5.1 has an important implication: all transitions from a state of the form
(s,P), for arbitrary s and P, are determined by the transitions from the state (s, ∅).

Equation 5.1 and property Ä imply an additional property that characterises the
transition function δ for automata models of Reo connectors present in the literat-
ure:

Ë δ(s,P)(R) =

{
δ(s,∅)(R∪ P) if R∩ P = ∅
∅ otherwise

Property Ä states that for an arbitrary Reo automaton transition we have that
R∩ P = ∅. Hence the side conditions of Ë.
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Here is an example. The automaton model for the Sync channel of Figure 38(a)
is an example of a Reo connector present in the literature. Obviously Ë holds:
δ(s, {A})({B}) = δ(s, ∅)({B} ∪ {A}) = ({A,B} , (s, ∅)) and δ(s, {B})({A}) = δ(s, ∅)({A} ∪
{B}) = ({A,B} , (s, ∅)).

Consider a firing-set that involves multiple ports. By property Ê, the environ-
ment must perform requests on these ports before they can fire. Property Ë says
that the firing is produced independently of the order in which the environment
executes the requests on the ports that subsequently fire. Therefore we can identify
the different ordering possibilities as a single one and reduce the complexity of the
model.

The Reo connectors from the literature are expressive and constitute an interest-
ing class to study in its own. These connectors enjoy the properties Ê, Ë, and Å.
We proceed to define a particular class of non-deterministic intentional automata
models by restricting the general definition with the properties Ê, Ë, and Å. As dis-
cussed, the class of intentional automata models that have properties Ê, Ä, and Å

is expressive enough to provide semantics for Reo connectors2. Note that prop-
erty Ë holds whenever Ä holds but not vice versa. Property Ä holds only if for a
given request-set R and a configuration (s,P) an evaluation step is indeed defined,
δ(s,P) ⇓ (R). By considering Ë instead of Ä we further restrict the general class of
intentional automata models and focus on models that provide semantics to the
Reo connectors defined in the literature. We call this class Reo automata.

Definition 5.2.3 (Reo automata model). Consider a connector C with ports Σ, in-
ternal configurations S, and a set of initial configurations I ⊆ S× P(Σ). A Reo auto-
maton for C is a non-deterministic intentional automaton AC = (Q,Σ, δ, I) with
states Q = S×P(Σ) and transition function δ : Q→ P(F×Q)R that associates with
every state q = (s,P) a function δq : R −→ P(F×Q) such that:

ÊÅ 〈F, (s ′,P ′)〉 ∈ δ(s,P)(R) =⇒ P ∪ R = F∪ P ′ and F∩ P ′ = ∅

Ë δ(s,P)(R) =

 δ(s, ∅)(R∪ P) if R∩ P = ∅

∅ otherwise

Notation 5.2.4. We use C = (S,Σ,AC) to denote a connector with name C, ports Σ,
internal configurations S, and semantics given by a Reo automaton AC = (Q,Σ, δ, I)
where Q = S×PΣ.

In a Reo automaton, it follows from properties ÊÅ and Ë that for each internal
(memory) configuration s the transitions from the state (s, ∅) are enough to charac-
terise the transitions of all states of the form (s,P). Furthermore, for any transition

of the form (s, ∅) R|F−−→ (s,P) we have that R = F∪ P and F∩ P = ∅.
2 Strictly speaking a class of intentional automata models that have properties Ê, Ä, and Å does not

provide semantics to Reo connectors where a pending request on a port can time-out.
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Properties ÊÅ and Ë make it possible to turn a partial intentional automaton
that defines only the transition function for the states of the form (s, ∅) into a fully
specified intentional automaton.

To represent a partial intentional automaton that specifies the transition function
only for states of the form (s, ∅) we define a concise tabular representation called
configuration table.

Definition 5.2.5 (Configuration table). A configuration table for a Reo connector C =

(S,Σ,AC), denoted by θC, is a table such that:

• for each request-set R ⊆ Σ there is one row labelled by R;

• for each configuration s ∈ S there is a column labelled by s;

• and each cell of the table at the intersection of row R with column s contains
the set δ(s,∅)(R) ⊆ P(F×Q).

If S = {s0, . . . , sm}, P(Σ) = {R0, . . . ,Rn}, with m,n ∈ N then:

s0 · · · sm

R0 δ(s0,∅)(R0) · · · δ(sm,∅)(R0)
...

...
. . .

...

Rn δ(s0,∅)(Rn) · · · δ(sm,∅)(Rn)

Proposition 5.2.6. Consider a Reo connector C = (S,Σ,AC). The configuration table θC
fully determines the transition function of Reo automaton AC.

Proof. Follows directly by Definition 5.2.5 of configuration table and from prop-
erty Ë in Definition 5.2.3.

Example 5.2.7 (Reo automata model for Sync). Consider the Reo connector

Sync = ({s} , {A,B} ,ASync).

The configuration table θSync depicted in Figure 39, on the left, defines the transition
function of the Reo automaton ASync. The corresponding labelled transition diagram
is depicted on the right.

Notation 5.2.8. The set labelling each cell of a configuration table is depicted without
the surrounding brackets.

Consider for instance δ(s,{A})({B}). By the if condition of Ë, we know that:

δ(s,{A})({B}) = δ(s,∅)({A}∪ {B}).
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A B

s

∅ 〈∅, (s, ∅)〉
{A} 〈∅, (s, {A})〉
{B} 〈∅, (s, {B})〉

{A,B} 〈{A,B} , (s, ∅)〉

(s, {B}) (s, ∅) (s, {A})

(s, {A,B})

A,B|A,B A|∅B|∅

B|A,BA|A,B

∅|A,B

Figure 39: θSync and the labelled transition diagram of ASync.

Looking-up in the configuration table, in the intersection of column s with the
row {A,B}, we know that δ(s,∅)({A,B}) = 〈{A,B} , (s, ∅)〉. Therefore we have that
δ(s,{A})({B}) = 〈{A,B} , (s, ∅)〉. Hence we have in the corresponding transition dia-
gram on the right, a transition from (s, {A}) to (s, ∅) labelled by the request-set {B}
and firing-set {A,B}. If we now consider for instance δ(s,{B})({B}). By the otherwise
condition of Ë we have that δ(s,{B})({B}) = ∅. Therefore in the transition diagram
we have that δ(s,{B})⇑({B}), explaining why the transition does not exist.

Note that the automaton has 3 states but its transitions are completely defined by
those of the single state (s, ∅).

Definition 5.2.5 defines the cells of a configuration table for a given Reo con-
nector C in terms of the Reo automaton AC. Next, we generalise, and define a
configuration table exclusively in terms of an abstract set of internal configurations,
and an abstract set of ports. Proposition 5.2.10 relates an abstract configuration table
with a Reo automaton model.

Definition 5.2.9 (Abstract configuration table). An abstract configuration table over a
set of internal configurations S and a set of ports Σ, denoted by θ(S,Σ), is a table
such that:

• for each s ∈ S, there is one column labelled by s;

• for each R ⊆ Σ, there is one row labelled by R;

• at each cell of the table at the intersection of row Rwith column swe have a set,
denoted θ〈s,R〉, such that θ〈s,R〉 ⊆ P(Σ)× (S×P(Σ)), and for all 〈F, (s ′,P ′)〉 ∈
θ〈s,R〉, we have R = F∪ P ′, F∩ P ′ = ∅.

If S = {s0, . . . , sm}, P(Σ) = {R0, . . . ,Rn}, m,n ∈ N then θ(S,Σ) has the form:
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s0 · · · sm

R0 θ〈s0,R0〉 · · · θ〈sm,R0〉
...

...
. . .

...

Rn θ〈s0,Rn〉 · · · θ〈sm,Rn〉

We denote the family of all abstract configuration tables over an arbitrary S and Σ
by Θ(S,Σ).

Proposition 5.2.10. An abstract configuration table θ(S,Σ) defines a Reo automaton
(Q,Σ, δ) where:

• Q = S×P(Σ),

• δ(s,P)(R) =

{
θ〈s,P ∪ R〉 if P ∩ R = ∅
∅ otherwise

and vice versa, (S,Σ, δ) defines an abstract configuration table θ(S,Σ).

Proof.
(=⇒) Consider an abstract configuration table θ(S,Σ), s ∈ S and P,R ⊆ Σ. We want
to prove that the automaton A = (Q,Σ, δ, I) obtained by the proposition above is a
Reo automaton. We have to show that the transition function δ is according to the
definition of a Reo automaton:

1) Show that δ(s,P)(R) ⊆ P(F× (S×P(Σ))).

If P ∩ R 6= ∅ then δ(s,P)(R) = ∅, and ∅ ⊆ P(F× (S×P(Σ))).

If P∩R = ∅ then δ(s,P)(R) = θ〈s,P∪R〉. θ〈s,P∪R〉 ⊆ P(Σ)× (S×P(Σ)), and by
Definition 4.1.2 we have that F = P(Σ), hence θ〈s,P ∪ R〉 ⊆ P(F× (S×P(Σ))).

2) Show that δ is such that property ÊÅ holds.

If P ∩ R 6= ∅ then there is no transition defined, hence the premise of ÊÅ is
absurd and ÊÅ trivially holds.

If P ∩ R = ∅ then δ(s,P)(R) = θ〈s,P ∪ R〉.

〈F, (s ′,P ′)〉 ∈ δ(s,P)(R)⇒ 〈F, (s ′,P ′)〉 ∈ θ〈s,P ∪ R〉
⇒ P ∪ R = F∪ R ′ and F∩ P ′ = ∅

Hence ÊÅ holds.

3) Show that δ is such that property Ë holds.

If P ∩ R 6= ∅ then δ(s,P)(R) = ∅, and Ë holds.

If P ∩ R = ∅ then δ(s,P)(R) = θ〈s,R ∪ P〉. By definition, θ〈s,R ∪ P〉 = δ(s,∅)(R ∪
P), and Ë holds.
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Therefore δ is defined according to Definition 5.2.3. Thus A = (Q,Σ, δ, I) is a Reo
automaton.
(⇐=) Follows similarly.

The proposition justifies the slogan:

Abstract configuration tables provide a definition principle for Reo connector
models—an abstract configuration table θ(S,Σ) defines a Reo automaton model
for a Reo connector with a set of ports Σ and a set of memory configurations S.

Notation 5.2.11. Given a configuration table θ(S,Σ) (a Reo automaton (S,Σ, δ)) we
denote by [[θ(S,Σ)]]R ([[(S,Σ, δ)]]T ) the Reo automaton defined by θ(S,Σ) (the config-
uration table defined by (S,Σ, δ)) according to the proposition above. We sometimes
use the term Reo model to refer to the semantics of a connector defined by either a
Reo automaton or a configuration table.

Next, we define the semantics of the Conlang primitives using configuration
tables, just like we did in Example 5.2.7 for the Sync. To illustrate how succinct the
configuration tables are compared with the equivalent Reo automata, we also depict
the labelled transition diagrams for the Reo automata denoted by the configuration
tables.

5.3 Reo primitives

synchronous channels The two synchronous channels SyncDrain and Sync-
Spout have a Reo model identical to the Sync channel because contrary to connector
colouring models, the models in this chapter abstract from the polarity of ports and
dataflow directions.

asynchronous channels We have three asynchronous channels: AsyncDrain,
AsyncSpout, and FIFO1. AsyncDrain and AsyncSpout have identical models. We pre-
sent the Reo model for the AsyncDrain and the FIFO1. The intentional automaton
model for the AsyncDrain is discussed in detail in Example 4.1.10. The AsyncDrain
has a single internal configuration denoted by a, whereas the FIFO1 has two, e
and f denoting respectively the internal configuration in which the buffer cell is
empty and the internal configuration in which the buffer cell is full.

- Figure 40 (a) contains θAsyncDrain({a} , {A,B}) and Figure 40 (b) contains the labelled
transition diagram for the Reo automaton AAsyncDrain({a} , {A,B} , δ) denoted by
[[θAsyncDrain({a} , {A,B})]]R.

- Figure 41 (a) contains θFIFO1
({e, f} , {A,B}), and Figure 41 (b) contains the labelled

transition diagram for the Reo automaton AFIFO1
({e, f} , {A,B} , δ) denoted by

[[θFIFO1
({e, f} , {A,B})]]R.
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A B

a

∅ 〈∅, (a, ∅)〉
{A} 〈{A} , (a, ∅)〉
{B} 〈{B} , (a, ∅)〉

{A,B}
〈{A} , (a, {B})〉 +

〈{B} , (a, {A})〉

(a) θAsyncDrain({a} , {A,B}).

(a, {A})

(a, ∅)

(a, {B})

(a, {A,B})

A|A+B|B

A,B|B A,B|A

∅|B
A|B

A|A

∅|A

A|B

B|B

∅|B ∅|A

(b) The labeled transition diagram of the Reo auto-
maton AAsyncDrain({a} , {A,B} ,δ, {(a,∅)}).

Figure 40: θAsyncDrain({a} , {A,B}) and the labeled transition diagram for the Reo automaton
AAsyncDrain({a} , {A,B} , δ).
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A B A B

e f

∅ 〈∅, (e, ∅)〉 〈∅, (f, ∅)〉
{A} 〈{A} , (f, ∅)〉 〈∅, (f, {A})〉
{B} 〈∅, (e, {B})〉 〈{B} , (e, ∅)〉

{A,B} 〈{A} , (f, {B})〉 〈{B} , (e, {A})〉

(a) θFIFO1
({e, f} , {A,B}).

(e, ∅) (e, {B}) (f, {B})

(f, ∅) (f, {A}) (e, {A})

(e, {A,B})

(f, {A,B})

A,B|A

A,B|B

A|A

B|∅ A|A

∅|B

A|BB|B

A|∅ B|B

∅|A

B|A

∅|A

∅|B

(b) The labelled transition diagram for the Reo auto-
maton AFIFO1

({e, f} , {A,B} ,δ).

Figure 41: θFIFO1
({e, f} , {A,B}) and the labelled transition diagram for the Reo auto-

maton AFIFO1
({e, f} , {A,B} , δ).
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Notation 5.3.1. In case the set depicted in a cell of a configuration table has multiple
elements we use the symbol ‘+’ to separate its elements. Take for example the cell
at intersection of row {A,B} with column a in the configuration table θAsyncDrain.

lossy channels The LossySync is the representative of lossy channels in the
primitives we consider in Conlang. In Section 5.4, we revisit this channel and
discuss in more details its context-dependent behaviour.

- Figure 42 (a) contains θLossySync({l} , {A,B}), and Figure 42 (b) contains the labelled
transition diagram of the Reo automaton ALossySync({l} , {A,B} , δ) denoted by
[[θLossySync({l} , {A,B})]]R.

A B

l

∅ 〈∅, (l, ∅)〉
{A} 〈{A} , (l, ∅)〉
{B} 〈∅, (l, {B})〉

{A,B} 〈{A,B} , (l, ∅)〉

(a) θLossySync({l} , {A,B}).

(l, ∅) (l, {B})

(l, {A})

(l, {A,B})

B|∅A|A

A,B|A,B

A|A,B

∅|A+B|A,B

∅|A,B

(b) The labeled transition dia-
gram for the Reo automaton
ALossySync({l} , {A,B} ,δ).

Figure 42: θLossySync({l} , {A,B}) and the labeled transition diagram for the Reo automaton
ALossySync({l} , {A,B} , δ).

The transition (l, ∅) A|A−−−→ (l, ∅) captures the lossy behaviour. The port A of the Lossy-
Sync receives a request and fires in the same evaluation step but the data received
in A is neither stored in a buffer cell (the outgoing state of the transition has the
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same internal configuration as the ingoing state) nor is transmitted to a sink port
(no other port fires). Intuitively the data received in port A is lost.

merger and replicator Finally we have the Merger and the Replicator con-
nectors which give semantics to Reo nodes. These are the primitives with three
ports. The merger is the only non-deterministic primitive that Reo offers. Using the
Merger the user can define other non-deterministic channels, like the AsyncDrain
that we have chosen also to include in the primitives of Conlang.

- Figure 43 (a) contains θMerger({m} , {A,B,C}), and Figure 43 (b) contains the la-
belled transition diagram for the Reo automaton AMerger({m} , {A,B,C} , δ, {(m,
∅)}) denoted by [[θMerger({m} , {A,B,C})]]R.

- Figure 44 (a) contains θReplicator({r} , {A,B,C}), and Figure 44 (b) contains the la-
belled transition diagram for the Reo automaton AReplicator({r} , {A,B,C} , δ, {(r,
∅)}) denoted by [[θReplicator({r} , {A,B,C})]]R.

The configuration tables of the primitives resemble the colouring tables we defined,
also for the primitives, when we discussed the connector colouring model. We will
come back to this point briefly in Section 5.7.

5.4 context-dependent channels

The context-dependent channels pose a problem in formalising the semantics of
Reo. This problem was first identified by Arbab et al. when using constraint auto-
mata to model Reo connectors and Reo operations [13]. In this paper the authors
provide the model for various channels, including the LossySync and the FIFO1, and
define an operation to calculate the product of two automata to model the Reo join
operation. When calculating the product of the two automata models of the Lossy-
Sync and FIFO1, the resulting product automaton does not provide the intended
semantics. Namely, there is one transition in the product automaton that allows
a write operation on the LossySync to fire and the data to be lost despite the fact
that the FIFO1 buffer cell is empty. The original explanation [13] is quoted below
(context-sensitive is used in place of context-dependent):

“The specification of the behavior of the lossy synchronous channel re-
quires it not to lose the data item written to its source end, if this data
item can be consumed at its sink end. This type of context-sensitive beha-
vior can be dealt with in constraint automata by introducing the notion
of priorities for their transitions.”

Reo automata and configuration tables do not use any notion of priority in the
transitions. Reo automata encode in each transition the context in which a firing
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A

B

C

m

∅ 〈∅, (m, ∅)〉
{A} 〈∅, (m, {A})〉
{B} 〈∅, (m, {B})〉

{A,B} 〈∅, (m, {A,B})〉
{C} 〈∅, (m, {C})〉

{A,C} 〈{A,C} , (m, ∅)〉
{B,C} 〈{B,C} , (m, ∅)〉

{A,B,C} 〈{A,C} , (m, {B})〉 + 〈{B,C} , (m, {A})〉

(a) θMerger({m} , {A,B,C}).

(m, ∅)

(m, {A}) (m, {B})
(m, {C})

(m, {A,B})

A,C|A,C + B,C|B,C

A|∅
+

A,B,C|B,C

B|∅
+

A,B,C|A,C

C|∅

A,B|∅

C|A,C

B,C|B,C
B,C|A,C

B|∅

C|B,C

A,C|A,C
A,C|B,C

A|∅

A|A,C
+

B|B,C

A,B|B,C A,B|A,C

C|B,C C|A,C

(b) The labelled transition diagram for the Reo automaton AMerger({m} , {A,B,C} ,δ, {(m,∅)}).

Figure 43: θMerger({m} , {A,B,C}) and the labelled transition diagram for the Reo automaton
AMerger({m} , {A,B,C} , δ, {(m, ∅)}). (Note that we have omitted the unreachable
states (m, {A,B,C}), (m, {A,C}), (m, {B,C})).
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A

B

C

r

∅ 〈∅, (r, ∅)〉
{A} 〈∅, (r, {A})〉
{B} 〈∅, (r, {B})〉

{A,B} 〈∅, (r, {A,B})〉
{C} 〈∅, (r, {C})〉

{A,C} 〈∅, (r, {A,C})〉
{B,C} 〈∅, (r, {B,C})〉

{A,B,C} 〈{A,B,C} , (r, ∅)〉

(a) θReplicator({r} , {A,B,C}).

(r, ∅)

(r, {A})

(r, {B}) (r, {C})

(r, {A,B}) (r, {A,C})

(r, {B,C})

A,B,C|A,B,C

A|∅

B|∅

C|∅

A,B|∅

A,C|∅

B,C|∅

B,C|A,B,C

B|∅ C|∅

A,C|A,B,CA|∅

C|∅

A,B|A,B,C

A|∅

B|∅

C|A,B,C

B|A,B,C

A|A,B,C

(b) The labelled transition diagram for the Reo auto-
maton AReplicator({r} , {A,B,C} ,δ, {(r,∅)}).

Figure 44: θReplicator({r} , {A,B,C}) and the labelled transition diagram for the Reo auto-
maton AReplicator({r} , {A,B,C} , δ, {(r, ∅)}). (Note that we have omitted the unreach-
able state (r, {A,B,C})).
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occurs. The context being the current configuration (state) of the connector and the
request-set that triggers the firing. Having this extra expressiveness in the model
we can define and precisely characterise context-dependent connectors.

Definition 5.4.1 (Context-dependent connector). Consider a Reo connector C =

(S,Σ,A). For each state (s,P) in A = (Q,Σ, δ) we calculate the set:

Φ(s,P) = {F | ∃R,q s.t. (s,P)
R|F−−−→δ q, F 6= ∅}.

C is a context-dependent connector if for some s ∈ S, there is a pair of different states
(s,P1), and (s,P2) such that Φ(s,P1) 6= Φ(s,P2).

Consider the LossySync Reo automata model depicted in Figure 42 we have
Φ(l,∅) = {{A} , {A,B}} and Φ(l,{B}) = {{A,B}}. Hence, because Φ(l,∅) 6= Φ(l,{B}), by
definition 5.4.1 LossySync is a context-dependent connector. None of the other Reo
primitives considered in this thesis are context-dependent.

5.5 composite connectors

Next, we take a particular look at composite Reo connectors and define operations
on configuration tables to provide the semantics of the Reo operations join and
hide. The configuration table operations permit to calculate models for composite
Reo connectors compositionally out of the models from primitive Reo connectors
we have defined in the previous section. The important reason to define the opera-
tions on configuration tables instead of considering the already defined intentional
automata operations on Reo automata is because the configuration tables are con-
siderably smaller, therefore the operations on the configuration table models have
lower computational cost compared to the operations on the equivalent Reo auto-
mata models.

5.5.1 Operations On Configuration Tables

The product operation on intentional automata ignores the state structure and treats
each state as an abstract state. The resulting product automaton is not of the type
Reo automaton. Indeed calculating the product of two Reo automata using the
intentional automata operation _×_ , from here on denoted by _×I_ , yields an
intentional automaton with states of type (S×PΣ)× (S×PΣ) which differs from
the type that states of a Reo automaton have, which is (S×PΣ). The diagram in
Figure 45 contains the type signature of each of the model representations.

To remedy the situation we define a product operation on configuration tables
_×T _ that is behaviourally faithful to the product operation on intentional automata
as we make precise shortly.
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Abstract

configuration table

θ(S,Σ)

S

P(PΣ× (S×PΣ))PΣ

∼=

Prop. 5.2.10

Reo

automaton

((S×PΣ),Σ, δ)

(S×PΣ)

P(PΣ× (S×PΣ))PΣ

 
Def. 5.2.3

Intentional

automaton

(Q,Σ, δ)

Q

P(PΣ×Q)PΣ

Figure 45: Every abstract configuration table defines a Reo automaton, and vice versa. A Reo
automaton is by definition an intentional automaton, but not every intentional
automaton is a Reo automaton.

Definition 5.5.1 (product on abstract configuration tables). Consider two abstract
configuration tables θ(S1,Σ1) and θ(S2,Σ2).

θ(S1,Σ1)×T θ(S2,Σ2) = θ(S1 × S2,Σ1 ∪ Σ2)

where each cell of the table is given by:

θ〈(s1, s2),R〉 =
{ 〈F1 ∪ F2, 〈(s ′1, s ′2),R \ (F1 ∪ F2)〉〉 | 〈F1, 〈s ′1,P1〉〉 ∈ θ〈s1,R1〉,

〈F2, 〈s ′2,P2〉〉 ∈ θ〈s2,R2〉, (a)

R = R1 ∪ R2,

F1 ∩ Σ2 = F2 ∩ Σ1 }

∪ { 〈F1, 〈(s ′1, s2),R \ F1〉〉 | 〈F1, 〈s ′1,P1〉〉 ∈ θ〈s1,R〉,
F1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅,R ⊆ Σ1 }

(b)

∪ { 〈F2, 〈(s1, s ′2),R \ F2〉〉 | 〈F2, 〈s ′2,P2〉〉 ∈ θ〈s2,R〉,
F2 ∩ Σ1 = ∅,R ⊆ Σ2 }

(c)

Proposition 5.5.2. Consider two abstract configuration tables θ(S1,Σ1) and θ(S2,Σ2).
θ(S1,Σ1)×T θ(S2,Σ2) is an abstract configuration table.

Proof. We have to show that for all 〈F, 〈(s1, s2),P〉〉 ∈ θ〈(s1, s2),R〉 we have that
R = F∪ P and F∩ P = ∅. We have three particular cases to prove.

First case, we have to prove that for all 〈F1 ∪ F2, 〈(s ′1, s ′2),R \ (F1 ∪ F2)〉〉 ∈ (a) we
have that R = (F1 ∪ F2)∪ (R \ (F1 ∪ F2)) and (F1 ∪ F2)∩ (R \ (F1 ∪ F2)) = ∅. And both
hold trivially.

The remaining two cases also follow trivially from the definition.
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(S1 ×PΣ1,Σ1, δ1)

×
(S2 ×PΣ2,Σ2, δ2)

((S1 ×PΣ1)× (S2 ×PΣ2),Σ1 ∪ Σ2, δ ′)

((S1 × S2)×P(Σ1 ∪ Σ2),Σ1 ∪ Σ2, δ)

θ(S1,Σ1)× θ(S2,Σ2) θ(S1 × S2,Σ1 ∪ Σ2)

_×I _

∼

[[ _ ]]R

[[ _ ]]R× [[ _ ]]R

_×T _

Figure 46: The commuting diagram expressing the faithful relationship between the opera-
tion _×T _ and the operation _×I _.

Theorem 5.5.3. Consider two abstract configuration tables θ(S1,Σ1), θ(S2,Σ2).

[[θ(S1,Σ1)]]R ×I [[θ(S2,Σ2)]]R ∼ [[θ(S1,Σ1)×T θ(S2,Σ2)]]R.

proof sketch. We have to show that the diagram in Figure 46 commutes. For that we
must prove that:

((S1 ×PΣ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q1

× (S2 ×PΣ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q2

,Σ1 ∪ Σ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ

, δ ′) ∼ ((S1 × S2)×P(Σ1 ∪ Σ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q

,Σ1 ∪ Σ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ

, δ)

Which means that we can define a relation Z ⊆ (Q1 ×Q2)×Q which is a bisimula-
tion. Consider

Z=
{(
〈〈s1,P1〉, 〈s2,P2〉〉, 〈(s1, s2),P1 ∪ P2〉

) ∣∣P1 ∩ Σ2 = P2 ∩ Σ1
}
∪{(

〈〈s1,P1〉, 〈s2,P2〉〉, 〈(s1, s2), (P1 ∪ P2) \ (P1 ∩ P2)〉
) ∣∣P1 ∩ Σ2 6= P2 ∩ Σ1}.

The proof that Z is a bisimulation can be done by performing a case analysis, ac-
cording to the definitions of the product operations on intentional automata and on
abstract configuration tables, for the two different types of pairs present in Z.

Example 5.5.4. To illustrate the product operation on configuration tables we calcu-
late the configuration table for the composite Reo connector:

A B C

We calculate the product of the configuration tables:

θLossySync({l} , {A,B})×T θFIFO1
({e, f} , {B,C}) = θ({(l, e), (l, f)} , {A,B,C})

Figure 47 contains the table θ({(l, e), (l, f)} , {A,B,C}). We write le as a shorthand for
(l, e), and lf as a shorthand for (l, f).
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A B C A B C

le lf

∅ 〈∅, (le, ∅)〉 〈∅, (lf, ∅)〉
{A} 〈{A} , (le, ∅)〉 〈{A} , (lf, ∅)〉
{B} 〈∅, (le, {B})〉 〈∅, (lf, {B})〉

{A,B} 〈{A,B} , (lf, ∅)〉 〈{A} , (lf, {B})〉
{C} 〈∅, (le, {C})〉 〈{C} , (le, ∅)〉

{A,C} 〈{A} , (le, {C})〉 〈{A,C} , (le, ∅)〉
{B,C} 〈∅, (le, {B,C})〉 〈{C} , (le, {B})〉

{A,B,C} 〈{A,B} , (lf, {C})〉 〈{A,C} , (le, {B})〉

Figure 47: θLossySync({l} , {A,B})×T θFIFO1
({e, f} , {B,C}).

Definition 5.5.5 (hiding on abstract configuration tables). Consider an abstract con-
figuration table θ(S,Σ) and a port h ∈ Σ.

∃T [h]θ(S,Σ) = θ[h](S,Σ \ {h}) where:

θ[h]〈s,R〉 =

{
{〈F\{h},q〉 | 〈F,q〉 ∈ θ〈s,R∪ {h}〉,h ∈ F} if this set is non-empty

θ〈s,R〉 otherwise

Proposition 5.5.6. Consider an abstract configuration table θ(S,Σ), and a port h ∈ Σ,
∃T [h]θ(S,Σ) is an abstract configuration table.

Proof. We take 〈F ′, 〈s,P ′〉〉 ∈ θ[h]〈s,R〉 and we have to show that R = F ′ ∪ P ′, and
F ′ ∩ P ′ = ∅. (Notice that R ⊆ Σ\{h})

By definition, if 〈F ′, 〈s,P ′〉〉 ∈ θ[h]〈s,R〉 we have two possible cases:

case 1 : 〈F, 〈s,P〉〉 ∈ θ〈s,R∪ {h}〉, and h ∈ F. In this case F ′ = F\{h} and P ′ = P. By
definition of configuration table we have that R ∪ {h} = F ∪ P, and F ∩ P = ∅.
Then h ∈ F implies h /∈ P because F∩ P = ∅. Therefore (R∪ {h})\{h} = F\{h}∪
P\{h} ⇔ R = F ′ ∪ P ⇔ R = F ′ ∪ P ′. Furthermore F ∩ P = ∅ ⇔ F\{h} ∩ P\{h} =
∅ ⇔ F ′ ∩ P = ∅ ⇔ F ′ ∩ P ′ = ∅. Hence R = F ′ ∪ P ′, and F ′ ∩ P ′ = ∅ as required.

case 2 : 〈F, 〈s,P〉〉 ∈ θ〈s,R〉. In this case F ′ = F and P ′ = P. By definition of config-
uration table we have that R = F ∪ P, and F ∩ P = ∅. Hence R = F ′ ∪ P ′, and
F ′ ∩ P ′ = ∅ as required.

For all 〈F, 〈s,P〉〉 ∈ θ[h]〈s,R〉 we have that R = F ′ ∪ P ′, and F ′ ∩ P ′ = ∅ as required.
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Σ× (S×PΣ,Σ, δ) (S×PΣ,Σ \ {h} , δ ′)

(S×P(Σ \ {h}),Σ \ {h} , δ[h])

Σ× θ(S,Σ) θ[h](S,Σ \ {h})

∃I[h] _

∼

[[ _ ]]R

id× [[ _ ]]R

∃T [h] _

Figure 48: The commuting diagram characterising the relationship between the opera-
tion ∃T [ _ ] _ and the operation ∃I[ _ ] _ .

From the definition of ∃T [ _ ] _ it follows directly that the operation is commutat-
ive.

Proposition 5.5.7 (commutativity). Consider an abstract configuration table θ〈S,Σ〉 and
h1,h2 ∈ Σ. We have that ∃T [h2](∃T [h1](S,Σ)) = ∃T [h1](∃T [h2](S,Σ)).

Notation 5.5.8. Given h1, . . . ,hn ∈ Σ, we denote by ∃T {h1, . . . ,hn} (S,Σ) the ab-
stract colouring table obtained by hiding the ports in {h1, . . . ,hn} one at a time
subsequently.

The operation ∃T [ _ ] _ is behaviourally faithful to the operation ∃[ _ ] _ on intentional
automata (from now on denoted ∃I[ _ ] _ ). The commuting diagram in Figure 48

makes precise what we mean by behaviourally faithful.

Theorem 5.5.9. Consider the abstract configuration table θ(S,Σ) and h ∈ Σ.

∃I[h][[θ(S,Σ)]]R ∼ [[∃T [h]θ(S,Σ)]]R.

Proof. We must show that the diagram in Figure 48 indeed commutes. For that we
must prove that:

(S×PΣ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q

,Σ \{h} , δ ′) ∼ (S×P(Σ \{h})︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q ′

,Σ \{h} , δ[h])

Which means that we can define a relation Z ⊆ Q×Q ′ which is a bisimulation. We
consider

Z =
{
〈〈s,P〉, 〈s,P〉〉 | P ⊆ Σ \{h}

}
∪
{
〈〈s,P ∪ {h}〉, 〈s,P〉〉 | P ⊆ Σ \{h}

}
⊆ Q×Q ′

and prove that Z is a bisimulation.
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case (〈s,P〉Z〈s,P〉 and P ⊆ Σ \ {h}). If 〈s,P〉 R|F−−→δ ′ 〈s ′,P ′〉 by Definition 4.3.3 of
∃I[ _ ] _ it follows that either: (i) 〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ δ〈s,P〉(R) and F = F ′ \ {h}; or
(ii) 〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ δ〈s,P〉(R ∪ {h}), F = F ′ \ {h} and h ∈ F ′. In case (i): by prop-
erty Ê we know that R ∪ P = F ′ ∪ P ′ and because R ⊆ Σ \ {h} ,P ⊆ Σ \ {h}

it follows that F ′ ∪ P ′ ⊆ Σ \ {h}, in particular F ′ ⊆ Σ \ {h}. By property Ë

it follows 〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ δ〈s,∅〉(R ∪ P). By Proposition 5.2.10 〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈
θ〈s,R ∪ P〉. By Definition 5.5.5 of ∃T [ _ ] _ and because F ′ ⊆ Σ \ {h} follows
that 〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ θ[h]〈s,R ∪ P〉. By [[ _ ]]R, property Ë, and because R ∩ P =

∅ we have 〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ δ[h]〈s,P〉(R). Hence 〈s,P〉 R|F−−→δ[h] 〈s ′,P ′〉 as re-
quired, and by definition of Z it follows that 〈s ′,P ′〉Z〈s ′,P ′〉 as required. In
case (ii): by property Ë and Proposition 5.2.10 follows that 〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈
θ〈s,P ∪ R ∪ {h}〉. By definition of ∃T [ _ ] _ and because h ∈ F ′ it follows that
〈F, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ θ[h]〈s,P ∪ R〉. By [[ _ ]]R, property Ë, and because P ∩ R = ∅ we

have 〈F, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ δ[h]〈s,P〉(R). Hence 〈s,P〉 R|F−−→δ[h] 〈s ′,P ′〉 as required, and
by definition of Z it follows that 〈s ′,P ′〉Z〈s ′,P ′〉 as required.

If 〈s,P〉 R|F−−→δ[h] 〈s ′,P ′〉 the proof follows the same arguments used above.

case (〈s,P ∪ {h}〉Z〈s,P〉). If 〈s,P ∪ {h}〉 R|F−−→δ ′ 〈s ′,P ′〉 by Definition 4.3.3 of ∃I[ _ ] _
it follows that either: (i) 〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ δ〈s,P∪{h}〉(R) and F = F ′ \ {h}; or (ii)

〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ δ〈s,P∪{h}〉(R ∪ {h}), h ∈ F ′ and F = F ′ \ {h}. Case (ii) is ab-
surd since (R ∪ {h}) ∩ (P ∪ {h}) 6= ∅ violates property Ê of Reo automaton.
Therefore such a transition cannot exist. In case (i): by Ê we know that
R ∪ (P ∪ {h}) = F ′ ∪ P ′ and since P ′ ⊆ Σ \ {h} it follows that h ∈ F ′. By Ë

we have that 〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ δ〈s,∅〉(R ∪ P ∪ {h}). By Proposition 5.2.10 it follows
〈F ′, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ θ〈s,R ∪ P ∪ {h}〉. By definition of ∃T [ _ ] _ and because h ∈ F ′,
we have 〈F ′ \ {h} , 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ θ[h]〈s,R ∪ P〉. By [[ _ ]]R and because R ∩ P = ∅,

F = F ′ \ {h} follows 〈F, 〈s ′,P ′〉〉 ∈ δ[h]〈s,P〉(R). Hence 〈s,P〉 R|F−−→δ[h] 〈s ′,P ′〉 as
required, and by definition of Z it follows that 〈s ′,P ′〉Z〈s ′,P ′〉 as required.

If 〈s,P∪ {h}〉 R|F−−→δ[h] 〈s ′,P ′〉 the proof follows the same arguments used above.

Example 5.5.10. To illustrate the hiding operation on abstract configuration tables
we calculate the abstract configuration table for:

A B

We take the abstract configuration table θLossySync({l} , {A,B})×T θFIFO1
({e, f} , {B,C})

calculated in the Example 5.5.4 and we calculate the hiding of port B:

∃T [B](θLossySync({l} , {A,B})×T θFIFO1
({e, f} , {B,C})).
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A B A B

le lf

∅ 〈∅, (le, ∅)〉 〈∅, (lf, ∅)〉
{A} 〈{A} , (lf, ∅)〉 〈{A} , (lf, ∅)〉
{C} 〈∅, (le, {C})〉 〈{C} , (le, ∅)〉

{A,C} 〈{A} , (lf, {C})〉 〈{A,C} , (le, ∅)〉

Figure 49: ∃T [B](θLossySync({l} , {A,B})×T θFIFO1
({e, f} , {B,C}))

(le, ∅)

(le, {C})

(lf, ∅) (lf, {C})
A|A A,C|A

C|∅
C|C
+

A,C|A,C ∅|C+A|A,C

A|A

Figure 50: The transition diagram of [[∃T [B](θLossySync({l} , {A,B}) ×T θFIFO1
({e, f} , {B,C}))]]R.

We consider (le, ∅) the single intial state and we do not depict the unreachable
states.

The resulting table is depicted in Figure 49. The transition diagram of the Reo
automaton [[∃T [B](θLossySync({l} , {A,B})×T θFIFO1

({e, f} , {B,C}))]]R is depicted in Fig-
ure 50.

To illustrate how the operation hiding handles connectors with memory cells we
continue with another example.

Example 5.5.11. In this example we construct a connector FIFO2 out of two FIFO1
using the product and hiding operations on configuration tables. We compose
θFIFO1

({e, f} , {A,C}) and θFIFO1
({e, f} , {C,B}) using the product operation. After, we

calculate the hiding of port C:

∃T [C](θFIFO1
({e, f} , {A,C})×T θFIFO1

({e, f} , {C,B})).

Figure 51 shows θFIFO1
({e, f} , {A,C}))×T θFIFO1

({e, f} , {C,B})), and Figure 52 shows
∃T [C](θFIFO1

({e, f} , {A,C}))×T θFIFO1
({e, f} , {C,B}))). The transition marked with the
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A C B A C B A C B A C B

ee fe ef ff

∅ 〈∅, (ee, ∅)〉 〈∅, (fe, ∅)〉 〈∅, (ef, ∅)〉 〈∅, (ff, ∅)〉
{A} 〈{A} , (fe, ∅)〉 〈∅, (fe, {A})〉 〈{A} , (ff, ∅)〉 〈∅, (ff, {A})〉
{C} 〈∅, (ee, {C})〉 + 〈{C} , (ef, ∅)〉 〈∅, (ef, {C})〉 〈∅, (ff, {C})〉

{A,C} 〈{A} , (fe, {C})〉 〈{C} , (ef, {A})〉 〈{A} , (ff, {C})〉 〈∅, (ff, {A,C})〉
{B} 〈∅, (ee, {B})〉 〈∅, (fe, {B})〉 〈{B} , (ee, ∅)〉 〈{B} , (fe, ∅)〉

{A,B} 〈{A} , (fe, {B})〉 〈∅, (fe, {A,B})〉 〈{A,B} , (fe, ∅)〉 〈{B} , (fe, {A})〉
{C,B} 〈∅, (ee, {C,B})〉 〈{C} , (ef, {B})〉 〈{B} , (ee, {C})〉 〈{B} , (fe, {C})〉

{A,C,B} 〈{A} , (fe, {C,B})〉 〈{C} , (ef, {A,B})〉 〈{A,B} , (fe, {C})〉 〈{B} , (fe, {A,C})〉

Figure 51: θFIFO1(A,C) ×T θFIFO1(C,B)

A B A B A B A B

ee fe ef ff

∅ 〈∅, (ee, ∅)〉 + 〈∅, (ef, ∅)〉 〈∅, (ef, ∅)〉 〈∅, (ff, ∅)〉
{A} 〈{A} , (fe, ∅)〉 〈∅, (ef, {A})〉 〈{A} , (ff, ∅)〉 〈∅, (ff, {A})〉
{B} 〈∅, (ee, {B})〉 〈∅, (ef, {B})〉 〈{B} , (ee, ∅)〉 〈{B} , (fe, ∅)〉

{A,B} 〈{A} , (fe, {B})〉 〈∅, (ef, {A,B})〉 〈{A,B} , (fe, ∅)〉 〈{B} , (fe, {A})〉

Figure 52: ∃T [C](θFIFO1(A,C) ×T θFIFO1(C,B))

symbol + in Figure 51: (fe, ∅) C|C−−−−→ (ef, ∅), corresponds to a transition that changes
the connector from the internal configuration fe to ef. Note that C is not internalised
by the operation product therefore the connector requires a request on C to fire C.
After hiding C we obtain the configuration table depicted in Figure 52 and the
transition that is responsible for taking the connector from configuration fe to ef

is now an internal transition (fe, ∅) ∅|∅−−→ (ef, ∅) (marked with +). Meaning that the
connector now controls when the connector transits from the configuration fe to the
configuration ef.

We defer for future work the definition of the operation to eliminate internal
transitions on abstract configuration tables. However, just as an example, consider
∃T [C](θFIFO1

({e, f} , {A,C}) ×T θFIFO1
({e, f} , {C,B})) derived above (Example 5.5.11).

Applying proposition 5.2.10 we calculate its equivalent Reo automaton, denoted
by [[∃T [C](θFIFO1

({e, f} , {A,C})×T θFIFO1
({e, f} , {C,B}))]]R. We have now a Reo auto-

maton, therefore we can apply the operation on intentional automata to elimin-
ate internal transitions and calculate

(
[[∃T [C](θFIFO1

({e, f} , {A,C}) ×T θFIFO1
({e, f} ,

{C,B}))]]R
)
/⇒. The labelled transition diagram of the intentional automaton obtained
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(ee, ∅) (ef, ∅) (ff, ∅)

(ef, {A}) (ff, {A})

(ee, {B}) (ef, {B})

B|B

A|A

A,B|A,B

A|A

B|∅

A,B|A

B|B

A|∅
A,B|A,B

B|B

A|A

A|A,B
∅|B

B|A,B ∅|A

Figure 53: The transition diagram for
(
[[∃T [C](θFIFO1

({e, f} , {A,C}) ×T θFIFO1
({e, f} ,

{C,B}))]]R
)
/⇒. The state (ee, ∅) is considered the initial state and the states

unreachable from it are not depicted.

is shown in Figure 53. Important to note that, in fact, the resulting automaton is a
Reo automaton, which suggests that we can define an operation to eliminate in-
ternal transitions on abstract configuration tables that is faithful to the operation on
intentional automata, i. e., such that the diagram on Figure 54 commutes.

5.6 other intentional automata models for connectors

In this section we briefly consider possible intentional automata classes other than
Reo automata that we think are worth mentioning in the context of software con-
nectors.

connectors without property Ë In the context of Reo, we can consider a
larger class of definable Reo connectors if we drop property Ë. We are unaware of
any such connectors in the present literature, therefore, we introduce one. We call
it the alternating drain channel, and we denote it by AlterDrain. It is a memoryless
channel, therefore, has two ports, and a singleton internal configuration set S = {t}.
This channel behaves like a SyncDrain as long as write operations are performed
simultaneously on both of its ports. It stops behaving like a SyncDrain the moment
that a write operation is performed on one of its ports without a write operation
on the other port. The channel keeps the unmatched port with the write operation
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(S,Σ, δ) (S,Σ, δ/⇒)

(S,Σ, δ ′
/⇒)

θ(S,Σ) θ/⇒(S,Σ)

−/⇒

∼

[[ _ ]]R

[[ _ ]]R

?

Figure 54: A diagram describing the open question with respect to the relationship between
an operation to eliminate internal transitions on abstract configuration tables and
the operation −/⇒ on intentional automata.

(t, ∅)

(t, {A}) (t, {B})

A,B|A,B

A|∅ B|∅

B|A

A|B

Figure 55: The intentional automaton model of the AlterDrain.

pending until a write is performed on the other port. When the other port receives a
write operation the pending write succeeds and the channel drains the data from that
port. Leaving the other port that just received the write operation pending. Thus the
first single write ends the phase in which this channel behaves as a SyncDrain, after
which it behaves as an alternator with a delay.

The labelled transition diagram of the AlterDrain is depicted in Figure 55. We
have, for instance

δ(t,{A})({B}) = {A} 6= {A,B} = δ(t,∅)({A,B}).

Therefore AAlterDrain does not comply with Ë. Property Ë is not explicitly stated in
the literature. It is more evident when we consider a formalism that also models
requests to describe the formal semantics of Reo connectors.

In a formalism that abstracts from operation requests, a Reo connector like the
AlterDrain can be represented by a model where the distinction between pending
requests and just performed requests is disguised under some form of non-determ-
inism. Such a model abstracts away whether a port is pending or has just received
a request. The model of such a connector would turn out to be inconveniently
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uninformative, explaining, perhaps, why we do not find Reo connectors like the
AlterDrain in the present literature.

We have not investigated the potential benefits and advantages of connectors such
as the AlterDrain. They fit the original description of a Reo connector though. Inten-
tional automata allow to give the intended semantics to this class of connectors.

connectors with pending requests time-out Property Ê requires that

for a transition (s,P)
R|F−−−→ (s ′,P ′) we have that P ∪ R = F ∪ P ′. With this property

the possibility that a pending request on a port can time-out is not allowed: every
pending request on a port eventually has a corresponding firing on that port. A request
time-out (cf. Definition 5.2.2) would correspond to a transition in which a pending
request on a port p ∈ P would not fire (p /∈ F) and would not remain pending
(p /∈ P ′). A class of automata models where time-outs on pending requests are
allowed would have to relax property Ê, and consider transitions with the property:
F∪ P ′ ⊆ P ∪ R.

pro-active connectors If property Ê or the timeout variation discussed in
the previous paragraph is dropped we can define models in which we have a trans-

ition (s,P)
R|F−−−→ (s ′,P ′) that fires a port p ∈ F without requiring port port p to be

pending or requested p /∈ P and p /∈ R. The connector fires a port without having
registered a request on the port beforehand. This is pro-active behaviour from the
connector towards the environment. This type of behaviour becomes particularly
relevant when certain ports of the connector are connected to passive components
or services. In which case the firing of a port could model a method call or a service
invocation.

context-independent connectors Context-independent connectors consti-
tute an important class of connectors. In fact constraint automata provide models
for this class of connectors. From the Definition 5.4.1 we can easily define the in-
tentional automata models for context-independent connectors. The class of inten-
tional automata models corresponding to context-independent connectors includes
only the Reo automata with the property that for all s ∈ S and for all distinct states
(s,P1), (s,P2) we have that Φ(s,P1) = Φ(s,P2). For this class of models the behaviour
of each state of the automata does not depend on the pending ports, it depends only
on s. Exactly as it happens with the constraint automata models that abstract away
from pending ports.

5.7 discussion

We have presented Reo automata, a particular class of intentional automata models
for context dependent Reo connectors. Our main motivation was to use properties
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TLossySync

c1 : c2 : c3 :

(a) 3-colouring table for the LossySync.

A B

l

∅ 〈∅, (l, ∅)〉
{A} 〈{A} , (l, ∅)〉
{B} 〈∅, (l, {B})〉

{A,B} 〈{A,B} , (l, ∅)〉

(b) θLossySync({l} , {A,B}).

Figure 56: 3-colouring table and configuration table for LossySync.

A B

Figure 57: A FIFO2 connector built using two FIFO1.

specific to Reo connectors to restrict the class of intentional automata models to
those that can be interpreted as Reo connectors. We have shown that the Reo auto-
mata admit a concise representation as configuration tables. Configuration tables
are indeed isomorphic to Reo automata. Reo automata can be large compared to
constraint automata models. The configuration tables representation however con-
siderably improves in this respect, by reducing the model to a size comparable to
a 3-colouring table model. As an example, Figure 56 contains the 3-colouring table
model and the configuration table model for LossySync. As we can see the colouring
table has three entries, whereas the configuration table has four entries. However,
c3 encodes a fourth entry, that is derived using the flip-rule, c4 : . An
important line of future work is to make the comparison between the 3-colouring
tables and the configuration tables more clear and precise.

The Reo class of guarded automata models defined by Bonsange et al. [25] are
elegant and succinct, and close to the Reo automata class. The main difference
between the Reo class of guarded automata models and the Reo class of intentional
automata models is that the former does not permit to express the intended se-
mantics of the FIFO2 connector depicted in Figure 57. In more general terms, the
difference seems to be that the guarded automata semantics defines no notion of
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internal behaviour. The behaviour of an automaton is described in terms of the ac-
cepted guarded strings, i. e., the language it accepts, and it includes, for example,
behaviour that in our Reo automata model, is identified as internal behaviour. We
leave a formal comparison of these two classes of automata as future work.



6
C O N N E C T O R S I M U L AT I O N A N D A N I M AT I O N

In this chapter we present a framework, called Connector Animation, to simulate
the dataflow behaviour of Reo connectors by means of visual animations. The visual
animations are based on the connector colouring semantics presented in Chapter 3.
The dataflow behaviour prescribed by a colouring is refined into an animation spe-
cification. An animation specification consists of a collection of basic dataflow actions
that respect the data dependencies dictated by the colouring. The animation specifica-
tions for a connector can be obtained compositionally out of the animation specific-
ations of its primitive constituents. The dataflow actions and the data dependencies
that govern their composition are defined by an animation specification language. The
animation specifications can be compiled into generic executable animation descrip-
tions. An animation description consists of an abstract animation code tailored for
Reo connectors and suitable to be mapped into standard animation languages, such
as Flash© [91]. Connector Animation enables one to synthesise insightful rich mul-
timedia animations that are easy to comprehend by non Reo experts, and serves
as a valuable tool for Reo connector developers. Currently, two implementations of
Connector Animation exist, both of which generate Flash animations.

6.1 introduction : what do we mean by connector animation?

Before delving into the details of Connector Animation we present a series of ex-
amples with which we illustrate what we mean by animations of the dataflow beha-
viour of connectors. The examples introduce progressively the visual elements that
are used to represent relevant aspects present in the model of a connector, and illus-
trate the actions used to describe the flow of data tokens throughout the connector.

127
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6.1.1 Example 1

Consider a simple connector consisting of a SyncDrain with a component connected
to each of its boundary nodes performing I/O operations:

ConSyncDrain =
〈
{A,B} , {A,B} ,

{
(Ao)I/O, (Ai,Bi)SyncDrain, (Bo)I/O

}
,

{T�, T�} ·
{
TSyncDrain

}
· {T�, T�} ,

ηI/O × ηSyncDrain × ηI/O
〉
.

ConSyncDrain is graphically depicted in Figure 58a. To visually represent the con-
nector we use the channel’s visual syntax, and the visual representation of generic
components: Writer and Taker. Recall that a Writer models a component connected
to a source node, and capable of performing write operations; a Taker models a com-
ponent connected to a sink node, and capable of performing take operations. Hence,
a connector’s environment is modelled by connecting either a Writer or a Taker to
each boundary node of the connector.

Remark 6.1.1. In Connector Animation, nodes are depicted as original Reo nodes,
which abstract away their internal Merger and Replicator primitives. A node is rep-
resented as a circle that can have more then two connected edges. For connector
animation we can use this more compact node depiction without compromising
the correct understanding of the dataflow behaviour. In Example 6.1.3 we have a
connector involving nodes with more than two edges connected.

Consider in particular the colouring table T� · TSyncDrain · T�. This table contains
only the colouring c0 = {A 7→ , B 7→ }. Performing c2 the connector evolves
to the configuration given by:

(ηI/O × ηSyncDrain × ηI/O)(c0) = T� · TSyncDrain · T�.

The colouring c0 models the step behaviour that takes ConSyncDrain from configura-
tion T� · TSyncDrain · T� to configuration T� · TSyncDrain · T�. The basic idea underlying
Connector Animation is to capture visually step behaviours like this. In order to ac-
complish that, we use visual representations for configurations and colourings.

The configuration T� · TSyncDrain · T� is depicted in Figure 58bi. For the representa-
tion of colourings, Connector Animation introduces new visual elements. The parts
of the connector that a colouring assigns the dataflow colour ( ) are overlaid
with a thick translucent blue bar1. Hence, parts of the connector highlighted in blue
correspond to places where data flow. Colouring c0 assigns the dataflow colour to
both nodes, depicting the flow of data through the SyncDrain. Therefore, SyncDrain
is highlighted in blue. To provide the visual experience of data flowing, data tokens

1 We postpone until the next example the discussion about the representation of parts of the connector
that a colouring assigns no-dataflow colours.
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(a) The configuration ConSyncDrain.

i ii

iii iv

(b) sequence of dataflow actions executing colouring c0.

Figure 58: Animation of the colouring c0 of the ConSyncDrain.

represented as pentagons D are used, depicting the data written by a write opera-
tion. Tokens can be created, copied, deleted, and moved. In Figure 58bi the creation of
two data tokens is depicted, one by each write operation, and in Figure 58bii the
data tokens move from the Writers through the nodes A and B. The creation of a
data token and the subsequent movement of the token through the node models the
intuitive idea that when a write operation succeeds it sends data through the node
to which it is connected. In Figure 58biii each data token moves from the Writer in
the direction of the centre of the SyncDrain, and in Figure 58biv, the two data tokens
are deleted. The movement and subsequent deletion of the data tokens along the
channel fit the intuition that a SyncDrain consumes simultaneously data from both
its channel-ends.

After the execution of the dataflow actions corresponding to a colouring, the con-
nector representation is that of the next configuration that the connector evolves
into. In our example, after the execution of the dataflow actions associated with col-
ouring c0 the connector representation is that of the configuration T� · TSyncDrain · T�
depicted in Figure 58a.

We argue that the depictions of data tokens create a visual experience that de-
scribes intuitively and in detail the dataflow behaviour of the SyncDrain.
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6.1.2 Example 2

Consider a connector similar to the previous one. We just substitute the SyncDrain
channel with a FIFO1 channel.

ConFIFO1
=
{
{A,B} , {A,B} ,

{
(Ao)I/O, (Ai,Bo)FIFO1

, (Bi)I/O
}

,

{T�, T�} ·
{
Tempty, Tfull

}
· {T�, T�} , ηI/O × ηFIFO1

× ηI/O
}

.

Particularly, we look at the configuration T� · Tempty · T�. In this configuration the
connector has only one possible behaviour given by the colouring c1 = {A 7→ ,
B 7→ } depicted in Figure 59a. Parts of the connector where c1 assigns the
flow colour are highlighted in blue. A data token is created in the Writer connected
at node A, which subsequently moves along the FIFO1 channel until it reaches
the empty buffer cell where it stops and remains still (frames i-iv). This sequence
of dataflow actions models the storage of the data token in the buffer cell of the
FIFO1. The parts of the connector where a colouring assigns a no-dataflow colour,
are overlaid with red triangles aligned according to the triangles of the no-dataflow
colour. Consequently, the red triangles . point away from the source of dataflow-
exclusion, and in the direction of the excluded source of dataflow. In parts of the
connector where the connector assigns the no-dataflow colour, data does not flow.
Therefore potentially existing tokens in this part of a connector are not subject to
any dataflow actions. In frame i, we can see that where colouring c1 assigns a
no-dataflow colour, the connector representation is overlaid with red triangles. The
vertex of the triangles point away from the empty buffer cell of the FIFO1 (source
of the exclusion) in the direction of the Taker connected at node B (disallowing any
potential take operation to succeed).

Performing c1, the connector evolves into the configuration depicted in Figure 59c:

(ηI/O × ηFIFO1
× ηI/O)(c1) = T� · Tfull · T�.

The buffer cell is now filled with the data token that came from A. In this config-
uration, the connector admits as possible behaviour the colouring c2 = {A 7→ ,
B 7→ } depicted in Figure 59e. Colouring c2 takes the connector ConFIFO1

to
the configuration:

(ηI/O × ηFIFO1
× ηI/O)(c2) = T� · Tempty · T�.

Colouring c2 moves the data token stored in the buffer cell through the output
channel-end of the FIFO1 channel (frames i,ii), until it reaches the Taker (frame iii).
Once there, the data token is deleted (frame iv), modelling the intuitive idea that a
take operation consumes data from the node to which it is connected. The parts of
the connector where c2 assigns no-dataflow are represented according to the same
rules we discussed for colouring c1. Two . overlaying the representation of the
connector point away from the filled buffer cell (source of the exclusion), and in
direction of the boundary node A.
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(a) The configuration ConFIFO1
empty.

i ii

iii iv

(b) Sequence of dataflow actions executing colouring c1.

(c) The configuration ConFIFO1
full.

Figure 59: Animation of the colouring c1 of the ConFIFO1
(Cont.).

(d) The configuration ConFIFO1
full.

i ii

iii iv

(e) Sequence of dataflow actions executing colouring c2.

(f) The configuration ConFIFO1
empty.

Figure 59: Animation of the colouring c2 of the ConFIFO1
.
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Figure 60: The configuration ConOrdering empty.

6.1.3 Example 3

In this example we introduce the Ordering connector [7] depicted in the blue rect-
angle of Figure 60. The Ordering connector is built out of 3 channels: (Ai,Co)LossySync,
(Ai,Bi)SyncDrain, and (Bi,Co)FIFO1

. Nodes A and B are Replicators, and node C is a
Merger. This connector imposes an ordering on the flow of the data coming from the
source nodes A and B. The SyncDrain connecting nodes A and B enforces that data
flows through A and B synchronously. In the initial configuration of the connector,
the buffer cell is empty, and the FIFO1 together with the LossySync guarantee that
the data obtained from B is stored in the FIFO1 buffer, whereas the data obtained
from A is delivered to C. When the buffer of the FIFO1 is full, data cannot flow
through neither A nor B. However, C can obtain the data stored in the buffer. The
buffer is then empty again and the connector is back to its initial configuration.

Ordering is an example of a connector where a small number of channels and
nodes constrain in a non-trivial manner the possible ways data can flow through
the connector. The synchronisation and mutual exclusion constraints imposed by
each channel and node propagate across the entire connector. The global dataflow
behaviour that emerges is rather complex to explain textually, yielding verbose and
somewhat confusing explanations, as in the previous paragraph. We argue that a
more suitable way to convey the behaviour of the connector is by means of visual
representation and animation.

Consider the connector ConOrdering in the following configuration:

T�(A) · T�(B) · Toempty(A,B,C) · T�(C).

The buffer cell of the FIFO1 is empty and the Writers and Taker perform I/O oper-
ations. In this configuration, the dataflow behaviour is prescribed by colouring c3,
depicted in Figure 61ai.

The sequence of frames ii-vi in Figure 61a come from the animation of colouring
c3. We can see in frame ii that the data tokens produced by the Writers at nodes A
and B flow through their respective nodes. Source nodes, such as nodes A and B,
are replicators, hence they create copies of their incoming data tokens.

Remark 6.1.2. Data tokens with different contents are represented with different col-
ours, but tokens with different colour can have the same data content. The latter
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i ii

iii iv

v vi

(a) Sequence of dataflow actions executing colouring c3.

(b) The configuration ConOrdering full.

Figure 61: Animation of the colouring c3 of the ordering connector (Cont.).
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(c) The configuration ConOrdering full.

i ii

iii

(d) Sequence of dataflow actions executing colouring c4.

(e) The configuration ConOrdering empty.

Figure 61: Animation of the colouring c4 of the ordering connector.
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case arises simply because the information about actual data contents is not avail-
able. Copies of the same data token have the same colour. We assume that different
Writer components produce different data tokens, unless it is stated otherwise.

At node A the green data token is replicated into two copies (frame iii). Note
that we now have two green data tokens, denoting that they carry the same data.
One copy is routed through the SyncDrain whereas the other flows through the
LossySync. Concurrently, at node B the blue data token is replicated into two copies.
One blue token is routed through the SyncDrain, and the other through the FIFO1.
The SyncDrain consumes the incoming green and blue tokens (frames iii-iv) in the
same fashion we described in Example 1. The other green token flows through
LossySync, and node C until it reaches the Taker component where it is consumed
(frames iv-vi); the other blue token is stored in the FIFO1 buffer cell in the same
fashion we described in Example 2. Upon completion of colouring c3 the connector
reaches the configuration depicted in Figure 61b:

T�(A)× T�(B) · Tofull(A,B,C) · T�(C).

We will return to this example later, as we use it as a running example throughout
this chapter.

6.2 connector animation framework

Connector Animation can be described as a three-level modelling framework for
Reo connectors. At the top level of abstraction we have the connector colouring
semantics to describe the abstract dataflow behaviour of connectors. At the low-
est level of abstraction Connector Animation provides the animation description
language—a small generic2 animation language that is tailored to describe in detail
the structure and dataflow behaviour of Reo connectors. At its intermediate level
of abstraction we have the animation specification language. This is a necessary
intermediate model to bridge the gap between the specification model (Connector
Colouring) and the executable dataflow model (Connector Description). The data-
flow behaviour of connectors is simulated by executing its animation description
model; the simulation is visualised using some specific animation language, which
in this thesis is Flash©.

We proceed by presenting the Connector Animation framework in detail.

6.2.1 Animation Specification Model

Consider a finite set of locations Loc. Each location in Loc has a name of the form li.
Variables α,β,γ, δ . . . range over the set Loc. A location is a placeholder for a single

2 The animation description language is generic because its syntax is not tied to any production animation
tool.
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data-token in Data, where Data is an enumerable set of data-tokens. A data-token, or
simply token,‘’ is an abstract representation of a unit of information flowing through
a connector. We use the terms full and vacant to qualify, respectively, a location that
holds one token, and a location that is vacant.

Tokens flow through a connector according to specified dataflow actions pre-
scribed by an animation specification. There are four basic dataflow actions for
moving, copying, creating, and deleting tokens:

• The move action, denoted by αIβ, reads as move the token in location α to
location β. αIβ executes if and only if location α is full and location β is
vacant. When it executes, it moves the token in location α to the location β.

• The copy action, denoted by α !β, reads as copy token from location α to location β.
α !β executes if and only if location α is full and location β is vacant. When it
executes, it creates a replica in location β of the token in location α.

• The create action, denoted by Fα, reads as create a token in location α. Fα
executes if and only if location α is vacant. When it executes, it creates a token
in location α.

• The delete action, denoted by �α, reads as delete the token from location α. �α
executes if and only if location α is full. When it executes, it deletes the token
in location α.

An animation specification consists of a finite set of dataflow actions. As such, an
animation specification consists of a finite unordered collection of actions, where
the same action can appear multiple times if it has different arguments.

An animation specification can be empty, denoted by 0; can contain a single data-
flow action; or a set of many dataflow actions.

The composition of two animation specifications as1 and as2 is an animation
specification given by the union of the two animation specifications, denoted as
as1 ∪ as2.

Definition 6.2.1 (Animation Specification Language (ASL)). The animation specific-
ation language over Loc is defined by the following grammar:

as ::= αIβ | α !β | Fα | �α | 0 | as1 ∪ as2

Notation 6.2.2. To avoid the use of parenthesis, we assume that the composition
operator ∪ has the lowest precedence, and the other operators all have the same
precedence. Instead of writing (αIβ) ∪ (β !γ), we simply write αIβ ∪ β !γ.

Example 6.2.3 (animation specifications). To illustrate the syntax of the animation
specifications and provide some informal intuition on their semantics, we present a
series of examples:
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1) l1I l2 ∪ � l2 — an animation specification composed of two actions that spe-
cify that a token moves from location l1 to location l2 and that a token is
deleted from location l2. Nothing is stated about the order of execution of the
two actions, or whether they can be executed in parallel. Nevertheless, in this
example, the specification imply an execution order: for the action l1I l2 to
execute, location l2 must be vacant, and in contrast, the action � l2 requires
location l2 to be full to be able to execute; hence, since a location is either va-
cant or full we can already say that the two actions cannot execute in parallel.

2) F l4 ∪ l6 ! l5 — an animation specification composed of two actions that specify
that a token is created in location l4 and a replica of the token in location l6 is
created in location l5. The actions refer to different locations, suggesting that
they can execute in any order or in parallel.

3) � l3 ∪ l3I l7 — an animation specification composed of two actions that specify
that the token in location l3 must be deleted and that the token in location l3
moves to location l7. Location l3 is required to be full by one action and
vacant by the other action, which is a requirement that a location cannot fulfil,
suggesting that the animation specification cannot execute both of its actions.

4) � l3 ∪ l3I l7 ∪ F l3 — an animation specification composed out of the anim-
ation specification of the previous example with the third action F l3. Addi-
tionally to what is specified by the previous example, the resulting animation
specification specifies that a token is created in location l3. With the addition
of the actionF l3 the animation specification can now interleave the execution
of the actions � l3, and l3I l7 with the execution of F l3. For example, after
the execution of � l3 which requires location l3 to be empty after its execution,
action F l3 can execute, filling location l3, and making it possible for l3I l7
to execute.

The domain of an animation specification as ∈ ASL is the set of locations that are
referred to in as.

Definition 6.2.4 (Domain of an animation specification). The domain of an anima-
tion specification as ∈ ASL, denoted by dom(as), is a subset of Loc inductively defined
by the following equations:

dom(αIβ) = {α,β}

dom(α !β) = {α,β}

dom(Fα) = {α}

dom(�α) = {α}

dom(0) = ∅
dom(as1 ∪ as2) = dom(as1)∪ dom(as2)

Remark 6.2.1. The domain of an animation specification abstracts from the number
of times the same location is referred to.

The semantics of ASL is defined in terms of frames. A frame is a predicate on Loc
that indicates whether a location is full.
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Definition 6.2.5 (frame). The frame of an animation specification as, is the subset of
all full locations in dom(as). Given a frame Γ , as a shorthand, we write Γ as to denote
the frame Γ ∩ dom(as) of the animation specification as.

The main idea underlying the semantics of ASL is to determine whether, in a
given frame, an action (or multiple actions) of an animation specification can ex-
ecute (in parallel), and consequently produce a new frame. For an action to execute,
the data and exclusion dependencies implied by the action must be met without
violating the invariant that a location can only hold at most one token. The syntax
of an animation specification does not determine any particular order of execution
of the dataflow actions, neither does it determine whether dataflow actions can be
executed in parallel. It is the semantics of ASL that determines whether there exists
an order in which all the actions of an animation specification can be executed, pos-
sibly in parallel. The execution of an animation specification with multiple actions
results in a sequence of frames. The semantics of ASL is given in the relational style
of structured operational semantics, also called natural semantics [60, 78]. For an
animation specification as ∈ ASL the evaluation relation E ⊆ PLoc×ASL× PLoc is
defined inductively by the rules in Table 21. For convenience, we write Γ ` as→ Γ ′

to denote the triple (Γ , as, Γ ′) ∈ E, which reads as: the animation specification as ex-
ecutes in frame Γ and produces a new frame Γ ′.

move
Γ ` αIβ→ (Γ \ {α})∪ {β}

if α ∈ Γ , β /∈ Γ

copy
Γ ` α !β→ Γ ∪ {β}

if α ∈ Γ , β /∈ Γ skip
Γ ` 0→ Γ

create
Γ `Fα→ Γ ∪ {α}

if α /∈ Γ delete
Γ ` �α→ Γ \ {α}

if α ∈ Γ

(a) Action axioms.

seq1
Γ ` as1 → Γ1 Γ1 ` as2 → Γ ′

Γ ` as1 ∪ as2 → Γ ′
seq2

Γ ` as2 → Γ2 Γ2 ` as1 → Γ ′

Γ ` as1 ∪ as2 → Γ ′

par
Γ as1 ` as1 → Γ1 Γ as2 ` as2 → Γ2

Γ ` as1 ∪ as2 → (Γ1 ∪ Γ2)∪ (Γ \ Γ as1 ∪ as2)
if dom(as1)∩ dom(as2) = ∅

(b) Inference rules.

Table 21: Natural semantics of ASL.

The action axioms in Table 21(a) are guarded by data dependency and exclusion
conditions imposed by the invariants of a location. The semantics guarantees that
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the execution of the actions of an animation specification as preserves two invariants:
as does not move, create, or copy a token into a full location; as does not delete or move
a token from an empty location. For example, to execute the dataflow action l1I l2
in a frame Γ , rule move requires location l1 to be full (l1 ∈ Γ ) and location l2 to be
vacant (l2 /∈ Γ ).

The inference rules of ASL semantics are depicted in table 21(b). We have three
inference rules each accounting for a different execution ordering. The inferential
reading of rule seq1 says that if we can evaluate as1 in Γ obtaining Γ ′, and as2 in
Γ ′ obtaining L ′′, then we can evaluate as1 ∪ as2 in Γ and obtain Γ ′′. The inference
rule seq2 is similar to rule seq1, except that it inverts the order in which as1 and as2
execute. The inferential reading of rule seq2 says that if we can evaluate as2 in Γ
obtaining Γ ′, and as1 in Γ ′ obtaining L ′′, then we can evaluate as1 ∪ as2 in Γ and
obtain Γ ′′. Rules seq1 and seq2 apply whenever there is data dependency between
as1 and as2. More specifically seq1 applies when the execution of as2 depends on
the execution of as1; and vice-versa, seq2 applies when the execution of as1 depends
on the execution of as2.

The inferential reading of rule par says that if as1 and as2 are such that their
domains are disjoint, and both can evaluate in parallel, as1 in Γ as1 and as2 in Γ as2 ,
producing the frames Γ1 and Γ2, respectively, then we can evaluate as1 ∪ as2 in Γ
and obtain the frame resulting from the union of Γ1, Γ2, and the locations in the
initial frame Γ that are left unchanged because they are not in the domain of the
animation as1 ∪ as2.

These inference and the axiom rules allow us to construct derivation trees for
animation specifications. A derivation tree encodes an ordering of the actions that
guarantees their execution. Furthermore, at the completion of each execution step
(inference or axiom rule) we have its corresponding subsequent frame. The sequence
of frames encodes the dynamic aspect (tokens flowing) of an animation.

Definition 6.2.6 (Derivation tree). For a given frame Γ , and an animation specific-
ation as, a derivation tree of as in Γ is a tree of instances of the inference and axiom
rules of table 21, where all the leaves are action axiom instances, and the root node
is of the form Γ ` as→ Γ ′. We denote the set of derivation trees as root Γ ` as→ Γ ′

by D(Γ ` as→ Γ ′).

Example 6.2.7. We construct derivation trees for the animation specifications of
Example 6.2.3 to illustrate the use of the semantics of ASL:

1) For Γ = {l1} we can construct the following derivation tree:

seq1

move
{l1} ` l1I l2 → {l2}

delete
{l2} ` � l2 → ∅

{l1} ` l1I l2 ∪ � l2 → ∅
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2) For Γ = {l6} we can construct the following derivation tree:

par

create
{l6} `F l4 → {l4, l6}

copy
{l6} ` l6 ! l5 → {l6, l5}

{l6} `F l4 ∪ l6 ! l5 → {l4, l6, l5}

3) � l3 ∪ l3I l7 does not admit any derivation tree. The animation specification
requires two tokens from location l3. Even a frame wherein l3 is full is insuffi-
cient to fulfil the token requirements implied by this animation specification.

4) For Γ = {l3} we can construct the following derivation tree:

seq1

delete
{l3} ` � l3 → ∅

seq2

create
∅ `F l3 → {l3}

move
{l3} ` l3I l7 → {l7}

∅ ` l3I l7 ∪ F l3 → {l7}

{l3} ` � l3 ∪ l3I l7 ∪ F l3 → {l7}

6.2.2 Reo Animation Specification

We now present how we can use animation specifications to refine the dataflow
behaviour defined by a constructive 3-colouring (Definition 3.2.1). The nodes of
a 3-colouring that are coloured with the flow colour are denoted with locations.
Data flows through those locations according to dataflow actions prescribed by an
animation specification. A node that is coloured with a flow colour is in that way
refined into dataflow actions that detail how the data item (token) flows.

However, not every animation specification constitutes a possible refinement of
a particular colouring. A colouring enforces dataflow constraints that an animation
specification must satisfy to be considered as a possible candidate to refine the
colouring:

a) We consider a violation of the dataflow behaviour encoded by a colouring if:
the flow colour of a node is refined into an empty set of dataflow actions; and
dually, we consider it a violation if the no-dataflow colour is refined into a non-
empty set of dataflow actions. With that in mind, every node coloured with
the flow colour must be associated with a location contained in the domain
of the animation specification that refines the colouring. On the other hand,
the nodes coloured with a no-dataflow colour must not be associated with
a location contained in the domain of the animation specification. Observe
that it is enough to talk in terms of locations in the domain of the animation
specification, because by definition, the domain contains the locations where
the dataflow actions take place.

b) The separation that Reo nodes model must be respected by the animation
specification that refines a colouring. Different nodes where, according to the
colouring, data flow must be associated with different locations contained in
the domain of the animation specification.
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c) The dataflow actions that refine the flow colour assigned by a colouring must
respect the causal relation of the colouring. Consider a colouring c that assigns
the flow colour to two nodes n1 and n2, and has a causal relation that con-
tains the ordered pair (n1,n2). The ordered pair indicates that the dataflow
observed in n2 is caused by the dataflow observed in n1, or in simple terms, the
data that flow to n2 come from n1. Naturally, the dataflow causality must be
preserved by the animation specification that refines the dataflow assigned to
nodes n1 and n2. An animation specification that refines a colouring c must
include a move or a copy action from the location associated with node n1,
to the location associated with node n2, if the ordered pair (n1,n2) is in the
causal relation of c. And vice-versa, colouring c must include the pair (n1,n2)
in its causal relation if the animation specification contains a move or a copy
action from the location associated with node n1, to the location associated
with node n2. This way we rule-out the possibility of an animation specifica-
tion introducing a dataflow causality that is not defined by the colouring, and
vice versa.

d) The animation specification that refines a colouring must admit a derivation
tree in the same conditions that the colouring applies:

– the animation specification must admit a derivation tree in the frame
containing the locations associated with the input nodes that are coloured
with the flow colour, because when the colouring applies, an input node
has data, which means that the associated locations are full.

– The derivation tree of the animation specification must yield a frame that
contains the locations associated with the output nodes that are assigned
the flow colour by the colouring. These nodes receive data as a result
of the dataflow prescribed by the colouring, which means that the loca-
tions must be full after the dataflow actions of the animation specification
execute.

Note that there can be additional locations in either frames. For instance, each
frame can contain locations that model the buffer cells of a connector. Those
locations are not associated with either input or output nodes and yet can be
full in the frame in which the animation specification admits a derivation tree
or in the frame yielded by the animation specification.

Definition 6.2.8 (Refinement map). Consider a constructive 3-colouring (c,R) over
the set of nodes N, the set of nodes coloured with the flow colour Nc = {n | n ∈
N, c(n) = }, and an animation specification as. The animation specification as
refines the dataflow specified by the colouring (c,R) if there exists a refinement map:

Nc
r−−→ dom(as)

such that:
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1. r is total and injective;

2. (n1,n2) ∈ R and n1,n2 ∈ Nc ⇐⇒ (αIβ or α !β) ∈ as and r(n1) = α and
r(n2) = β;

3. as admits a derivation tree t ∈ D(Γ ` as→ Γ ′) where:

Γ ⊇
{
r(n) | n ∈ Nc, n is an input node

}
, and

Γ ′⊇
{
r(n) | n ∈ Nc, n is an output node

}
.

Remark 6.2.2. The properties of a refinement map r follow from the conditions listed
before the definition. 1. captures a) and b): the domain of r is given by the set Nc
because we do not want to assign locations of the animation specification to the
nodes coloured by c with the no-dataflow colour; r must be total because all the
nodes coloured by c with the flow colour must be associated with a location in the
animation specification; r is injective because different nodes must correspond to
different locations. 2. captures c), and 3. captures d).

We call the structure resulting from a colouring, an animation specification, and
a refinement map between the two, a Reo animation specification.

Definition 6.2.9 (Reo animation specification). A Reo animation specification over
nodes N ⊆ Node, is a tuple 〈(c,R), as, r〉 where:

- (c,R) is a constructive 3-colouring over N;

- as is an animation specification;

- r is a refinement map between (c,R) and as.

To collect the Reo animation specifications corresponding to the animated dataflow
behaviour of a Reo connector we introduce animation tables.

Definition 6.2.10 (Animation table). Consider a set of nodes N ⊆ Node. An an-
imation table AT , over N is a set of Reo animation specifications over N. We
write AT v T to denote that the animation table AT refines the colouring table
T = {(c,R) | 〈(c,R), as, r〉 ∈ AT }.

Example 6.2.11. Table 22 depicts the animation table of the Sync channel. On the left
of the animation table we show the Sync channel connecting two boundary nodes a,
and b. Each line of the animation table contains one Reo animation specification
of the animation table. The first column contains the constructive 3-colouring, the
causal relation appears just below each 3-colouring. The second column contains the
animation specification. The third column contains the refinement map between the
constructive 3-colouring and the animation specification. Consider the first entry.
We can verify that it indeed complies with the definition of Reo animation specific-
ation, and more interestingly, that the map {a 7→ α, b 7→ β} is a refinement map. Ac-
cording to the 3-colouring we have that indeed Nc = {a,b}, and dom(αIβ) = {α,β};
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ATSync

a b

{(a,b)}
αIβ

{a 7→ α,

b 7→ β}

{(a,b)}
0 ∅

{(b,a)}
0 ∅

∅
0 ∅

Table 22: Animation table of Sync

hence r is total and injective as required. We have (a,b) in the causal relation, and
we have that the animation specification contains αIβ as required. Finally, αIβ
admits a derivation tree {α} ` αIβ → {β} as required. The other entries, because
they correspond to colourings that assign only the no-dataflow colours, are trivial:
the animation specification is 0 and the refinement map is the empty refinement
map denoted by ∅.

Remark 6.2.3. From now on, we only partially display the animation tables, namely,
only the Reo animation specification entries that correspond to a colouring that
assigns the flow colour to some of the nodes of the connector. The other entries,
because they correspond to colourings that assign only the no-dataflow colours,
are trivial: the animation specification is 0 and the refinement map is the empty
refinement map denoted by ∅. We leave those out from the animation tables for
brevity. Although not interesting, these entries are part of the animation tables and
are important to represent the no-dataflow colouring in the animations accurately,
as we have seen in Example 6.1.2.

Animation tables of other primitives

Next, we define the animation tables for other primitive connectors by refining their
colouring tables that we defined in Chapter 3. In Table 23 we have the animation
tables for some of the other channels in Conlang. We highlight some of their im-
portant aspects in the animation tables.

We explain the animation table ATSyncDrain, in particular, the colouring that as-
signs the flow colour to both nodes a and b. The colouring is refined into the
animation specification αIγ ∪ �γ ∪ βI δ ∪ � δ. According to the refinement
map the node a is refined into location α and node b into location β. The two other
additional locations γ and δ are used to model the locations where the data tokens
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ATSyncDrain

a b
∅

αIγ ∪ �γ ∪ βI δ ∪ � δ
{a 7→ α,

b 7→ β}

(a) Animation table of SyncDrain

ATSyncSpout

a b
∅

Fγ ∪ γIα ∪ F δ ∪ δIβ
{a 7→ α,

b 7→ β}

(b) Animation table of SyncSpout

ATLossySync

a b
{(a,b)}

αIβ
{a 7→ α,

b 7→ β}

∅
αIγ ∪ �γ {a 7→ α}

(c) Animation table of LossySync

ATFIFO1

a b
∅

αIγ {a 7→ α}

(d) Animation table of FIFO1

ATFIFO1(x)

a b
∅

γIβ {b 7→ β}

(e) Animation table of FIFO1(x)

Table 23: Animation tables of some Conlang channels.
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that come from locations α and β, respectively, flow to. Once arrived in locations
γ and δ the tokens are deleted �γ,� δ, thus modelling the intuitive behaviour that
the data that flows through nodes a and b is consumed by the channel.

In general the additional3 locations considered in an animation specification provide
a means to describe the dataflow of a colouring in more detail and closer to the in-
tended behaviour. For instance, in the SyncSpout channel the locations γ and δ cor-
respond to the locations where the data tokens that the channel produces appear
by Fγ, F δ. From these locations the data tokens flow to the locations α and β, as-
sociated by the refinement map to the nodes a and b, where they are dispensed, as
intended. The animation specifications for the LossySync, FIFO1 and FIFO1(x) use
similar modelling.

The animation tables for the Replicator and Merger are presented in Table 24. What
is particular with the animation specifications of these two connectors is that there
is no movement of data tokens. Observe that the dataflow action move ( _ I _ ) is not
used. The reason for this is that the nodes of a connector in the animation are not
represented in their expanded representation using explicit Mergers and Replicators.
Instead, they are represented as boundary ◦ or internal nodes •. Hence, the anima-
tion specifications of Replicator and Merger are used solely to guarantee that the data
tokens are copied and deleted according to the semantics of the Replicator and the
Merger. In case of the Replicator we have that the data token received in location α
associated with the source node a, is copied to the locations β and γ associated
with the sink nodes b and c, respectively, and subsequently deleted. Thus we have
that the causality dependencies (a,b) and (a, c) are refined into α !β and α !γ, ful-
filling the requirement for the refinement of causality dependencies. Additionally,
since the locations β and γ are associated with the output nodes b and c, we are
required by the definition of refinement map to guarantee that the frame resulting
from the derivation tree of the animation specification is given by the set containing
these two locations. By the semantics of the copy dataflow action ( _ ! _ ), we have
that, indeed, locations β and γ are full after executing the animation specification,
as required.

The animation specifications of the Merger are similar to the animation specifica-
tion of the Replicator.

The animation tables of the I/O operations are depicted in Table 25. The take
operation has one colouring that assigns the flow colour to the boundary node a.
This colouring is refined in the animation specification αIβ ∪ �β. The refinement
maps node a to location α. Location β is the location in the animation where the
data token that flows from location α is deleted �β, modelling the intended beha-
viour that the data token received in node a is consumed by the take I/O operation.
The animation specification for the write operation should be easy to understand. It
follows a rationale similar to that of the take I/O operation.

3 The locations that are not in the codomain of the refinement map.
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ATReplicator

a

b c
{(a,b), (a,c)}

α !β ∪ α !γ ∪ �α
{a 7→ α,

b 7→ β,

c 7→ γ}

(a) Animation table of Replicator

ATMerger

a b

c

{(b,c)}

α !β ∪ �α
{b 7→ α,

c 7→ β}

{(a,c)}

α !β ∪ �α
{a 7→ α,

c 7→ β}

(b) Animation table of Merger

Table 24: Animation tables of Replicator and Merger
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ATI/O take

a
∅

αIβ ∪ �β {a 7→ α}

(a) Animation table of the take I/O operation.

ATI/O write

a
∅

Fα ∪ αIβ {a 7→ β}

(b) Animation table of the write I/O operation.

Table 25: Animation tables of the take and write I/O operations.

Compositionality of Animation Tables

Like colouring tables, animation tables can also be composed. Two Reo animation
specifications compose when the conditions to compose their underlying colourings
apply and the locations common to the domains of both animation specifications
map to nodes common to both colourings. This condition ensures that only the
nodes and the locations that refine those nodes share the same names.

Theorem 6.2.12 (Composition of Reo animation specifications). Consider two Reo
animation specifications 〈(c1,R1), as1, r1〉 over nodesN1 and 〈(c2,R2), as2, r2〉 over nodes
N2 such that:

1. n ∈ (N1 ∩N2)⇒ c1(n) = c2(n);

2. (R1 ∪ R2)+ is a strict partial order;

3. α ∈ (dom(as1) ∩ dom(as2)) ⇐⇒ ∃n ∈ (dom(r1) ∩ dom(r2)) such that r1(n) =
r2(n) = α.

We have that 〈(c1 ∪ c2,R1 ∪ R2), as1 ∪ as2, r1 ∪ r2〉 is a Reo animation specification over

nodes N1 ∪N2, where r1 ∪ r2 is a function: (r1 ∪ r2)(n)

{
r1(n) n ∈ N1c1
r2(n) n ∈ N2c2

which is

well defined due to condition 3.

Proof. It follows from 1. and 2. that (c1 ∪ c2,R1 ∪ R2) is a constructive 3-colouring.
Given that as1 and as2 are animation specifications, then by Definition 6.2.1 as1 ∪ as2
is also an animation specification. We are left to check that r1 ∪ r2 defines a refine-
ment map between the colouring (c1 ∪ c2,R1 ∪ R2) and the animation specification
as1 ∪ as2.
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- We have to show that (r1 ∪ r2)(n) is total, and hence defined for every n ∈
N1 ∪N2(c1∪c2). Observe that N1 ∪N2(c1∪c2) = N1c1 ∪N2c2 follows from 1.
By applying the union of the graphs of two functions, and because r1 and r2
are total, it follows that for n ∈ N1c1 and n /∈ N2c2 , (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = r1(n); for
n ∈ N2c2 and n /∈ N1c1 , (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = r2(n); for n ∈ N1c1 and n ∈ N2c2 ,
it follows from 3. that (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = r1(n) = r2(n). Hence r1 ∪ r2 is total, as
required.

- We have to show that (r1 ∪ r2)(n) is injective. That is (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = (r1 ∪
r2)(n

′) ⇒ n = n ′. From 3. we know that r1(n) = r2(n) if and only if n ∈
dom(r1)∩ dom(r2), that is n ∈ N1c1 ∩N2c2 . For n ∈ N1c1 and n /∈ N2c2 , we
have that (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = (r1 ∪ r2)(n ′) implies (r1)(n) = r1(n

′), and because
r1 is injective, it follows that n = n ′. For n /∈ N1c1 and n ∈ N2c2 , from 3.,
we have (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = (r1 ∪ r2)(n ′) implies (r2)(n) = r2(n

′), and because r2
is injective, it follows that n = n ′. For n ∈ N1c1 and n ∈ N2c2 , from 3., it
follows that r1(n) = r2(n), hence by the definition of the union of graphs of
two functions (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = r1(n) = r2(n) because r1 and r2 are injective,
it follows that (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = (r1 ∪ r2)(n ′) implies n = n ′. Hence (r1 ∪ r2) is
injective.

- We have to show that for all n,n ′ ∈ N1 ∪N2(c1∪c2) such that (n,n ′) ∈ R1∪R2
we have that: (1) (αIβ or α !β) ∈ as1 ∪ as2; and (2) (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = α and
(r1 ∪ r2)(n ′) = β.

* Proof of (1): by the definition of ∪ of sets, (n,n ′) ∈ R1 ∪ R2 implies that
(n,n ′) ∈ R1 or (n,n ′) ∈ R2. From Definition 6.2.8 of refinement maps
it follows that (αIβ or α !β) ∈ as1 or (αIβ or α !β) ∈ as2. Hence by
Definition 6.2.1 of ASL, finally we have that (αIβ or α !β) ∈ as1 ∪ as2.

* Proof of (2): if (αIβ or α !β) ∈ as1 then because r1 is a refinement map
we have that r1(n) = α and r1(n ′) = β. If (αIβ or α !β) ∈ as2 then
because r2 is a refinement map we have that r2(n) = α and r2(n ′) = β.
Finally by the definition of the union of graphs of two functions, and
condition 3., we have that (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = α and (r1 ∪ r2)(n ′) = β.

- By definition, asi, i∈{1,2} admits a derivation tree ti ∈ D(Γi ` asi → Γ ′i ) where:

Γi⊇
{
α | ri(n) = α,n ∈ Nici ,n is an input node

}
, and

Γ ′i⊇
{
β | ri(n) = β,n ∈ Nici ,n is an output node

}
.

Recall that from t1 ∈ D(Γ1 ` as1 → Γ ′1) it follows that t1 is a derivation tree
whose root is equal to Γ1 ` as1 → Γ ′1 which denotes the triple (Γ1, as1, Γ ′1) ∈ E.
Likewise, we have a similar result for t2. Through the proof we use t1 and t2
as parts of larger derivation trees, and we use the root elements of these two
derivation trees (Γ1, as1, Γ ′1) and (Γ2, as2, Γ ′2) when convenient.
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Aa Ac

Ab

Ba Bb

Bc

Cc

Cb

Ca

Figure 62: Colouring c4 of the Ordering (Figure 61).

We have to show that as1 ∪ as2 admits a derivation tree t ∈ D(Γ ` as1 ∪ as2 →
Γ ′), where:

Γ ⊇
{
γ | (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = γ,n ∈ N1 ∪N2c1∪c2 ,n is an input node

}
and

Γ ′⊇
{
γ | (r1 ∪ r2)(n) = γ,n ∈ N1 ∪N2c1∪c2 ,n is an output node

}
.

* In case (dom(as1) ∩ dom(as2) = ∅), we have Γ = Γ1 ∪ Γ2, Γ ′ = Γ ′1 ∪ Γ
′
2, and

the following derivation tree:

par
t1 t2

Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ` as1 ∪ as2 → Γ ′1 ∪ Γ
′
2

is in D(Γ ` as1 ∪ as2 → Γ ′) as required.

* In case I = dom(as1)∩ dom(as2) 6= ∅, we need to inspect I.

> Case I ∩ Γ1 = ∅, we have Γ = Γ1 ∪ (Γ2 \ I), Γ ′ = (Γ ′1 \ I) ∪ Γ
′
2, and the

following derivation tree:

seq1

par
t1

skip
Γ2 \ I ` 0→ Γ2 \ I

Γ1 ∪ (Γ2 \ I) ` as1 ∪ 0→ Γ ′1 ∪ (Γ2 \ I)
par

skip
Γ ′1 \ I ` 0→ Γ ′1 \ I t2

Γ ′1 ∪ (Γ2 \ I) ` 0 ∪ as2 → (Γ ′1 \ I)∪ Γ
′
2

Γ1 ∪ (Γ2 \ I) ` as1 ∪ as2 → (Γ ′1 \ I)∪ Γ
′
2

is in D(Γ ` as1 ∪ as2 → Γ ′) as required.

> Case I ∩ Γ2 = ∅ is similar to the previous cases, using the inference
rule seq2 instead of seq1.

> Case I ∩ Γ1 6= ∅ and I ∩ Γ2 6= ∅. The colouring c1 ∪ c2 has a caus-
ality loop, meaning that (R1 ∪ R2)+ is not anti-reflexive, violating 2.
Therefore, this case cannot occur.

Example 6.2.13 (Ordering connector (revisit)). In this example we recall the Ordering
connector of Example 6.1.3. We proceed calculating the Reo animation specification
that refines the colouring c4 illustrated in Figure 61. The colouring c4 with the nodes
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expanded into their respective merger and replicator representations is depicted in
Figure 62. The Reo animation specification that refines the colouring c4 is given by
the composition of the Reo animation specifications:

- FIFO1(Bb,Ca) (Table 23e):

〈(
{
Bb 7→ ‘ ′,Ca 7→ ‘ ′} , ∅), γIα, {Ca 7→ α}〉;

- Merger(Ca,Cb,Cc) (Table 24b):

〈({Ca 7→ ‘ ′, Cb 7→ ‘ ′,Cc 7→ ‘ ′}, {(Ca,Cc)}),

α !β ∪ �α, {Ca 7→ α,Cc 7→ β}〉;

- I/O take(Cc) (Table 25a):

〈({Cc 7→ ‘ ′}, ∅), βI δ ∪ � δ, {Cc 7→ β}〉;

Plus the respective no-dataflow entries from each of the colouring tables of the
write I/O operation, the LossySync and the SyncDrain. The no-dataflow entries have
the trivial animation specification 0 and the empty refinement map ∅. The Reo
animation specification that refines colouring c4 is given by:

〈({Bb 7→ ‘ ′,Ca 7→ ‘ ′,Cb 7→ ‘ ′,Cc 7→ ‘ ′, . . .}, {(Ca,Cc), . . .}),

γIα ∪ α !β ∪ �α ∪ βI δ ∪ � δ ∪ 0, {Ca 7→ α,Cc 7→ β}〉;

And it admits the derivation tree:

seq1
{γ} ` γIα→ {α}

seq1

seq1
{α} ` α !β→ {α,β} {α,β} ` �α→ {β}

{α} ` α !β ∪ �α→ {β}
t

α ` α !β ∪ �α ∪ βI δ ∪ � δ ∪ 0→ ∅
{γ} ` γIα ∪ α !β ∪ �α ∪ βI δ ∪ � δ ∪ 0→ ∅

t = seq1
{β} ` βI δ→ {δ}

par
{δ} ` � δ→ ∅ ∅ ` 0→ ∅

{δ} ` � δ ∪ 0→ ∅
{β} ` βI δ ∪ � δ ∪ 0→ ∅

Composite connectors

For a non-primitive connector, similar to its colouring table, its animation table is
obtained compositionally out of the animation tables of its constituents primitives.
A connector animator is a model of a connector in which the dataflow behaviour pre-
scribed by the colouring table and the animation table that refines that colouring
table are both obtained compositionally out of the colouring tables and the anima-
tion tables of its primitive constituents.

Definition 6.2.14 (Connector animator). A connector animator for a connector C =

(N,B,E,S,η) is defined by a tuple (N,B,E,S, ζ,η), where ζ = {AT | T ∈ S, AT v T } is
a set of animation tables which contains one animation table AT for each colouring
table T in S.
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6.2.3 Animation Descriptions

A Reo animation specification refines the dataflow prescribed by a colouring into
dataflow actions. Our next step is to simulate the dataflow behaviour by execut-
ing those dataflow actions to produce animations as the ones we described in the
examples at the beginning of this chapter.

A derivation tree provides the ordering to execute (if possible in parallel) the
dataflow actions. The execution of each action produces a frame. The idea is to visu-
ally represent each frame, and display the sequence of frames. A Reo animation is
the result of displaying the connector circuit, overlaid with its respective colouring,
where the movement of the data tokens results from displaying at a certain rate the
sequence of frames generated by the dataflow actions. The resulting visual experi-
ence simulates the dataflow through the connector. This process is very similar to
a conventional animation that results from displaying a sequence of pictures at a
certain rate.

To visually represent a frame, we overlay the graphical representation of the Reo
circuit with its colouring, and the visual elements introduced when discussing the
examples in Section 6.1. However, the Reo animation specifications do not provide
all the information necessary to perform the overlay. Additionally, we use the in-
formation from the layout of the Reo circuit that we obtain from the Reo editor.
Using the information from the layout of the Reo circuit, we map Reo animation
specifications to animation descriptions. An animation description is a concrete ex-
ecutable list of instructions tailored for the dataflow behaviour of Reo connectors.
Animation descriptions are very similar to those used in standard animation lan-
guages, thus facilitating their compilation into a mainstream animation language,
such as Flash©. Compared to animation specifications, animation descriptions intro-
duce information that is specific to the layout of the connector circuit, and necessary
to perform the overlay of the visual elements that we use for the dataflow animation.
In animation descriptions each location has a coordinate attribute that indicates its
position in the connector layout. The coordinate of a location can coincide, for ex-
ample, with the position of a Reo node, or a buffer cell, or an I/O operation in
the connector layout. Tokens are represented as a triple 〈id, colour, time〉 where
id is the unique identifier of the token, colour is the colour to use to display the
token, time indicates the time at which the token must leave its current location,
either by moving or disappearing. The trajectories of the tokens that flow through
the connector coincide with the geometries of its channels. Because the Reo nodes
in the animations are not expanded into their respective Replicator and Merger rep-
resentations, multiple locations may have the same coordinate. For example a node
that corresponds to a Replicator will be displayed in the layout as a circle with one
incoming and two outgoing edges. The locations associated with the input node
and the two output node of the Replicator will then have the same coordinate and
coincide in the layout.
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6.3 connector animation implementations

Currently, there are two implementations of Connector Animation: a Haskell imple-
mentation, by José Proença—ReoFlash [84], and an Eclipse Plugin implementation,
by Christian Krause — part of the Eclipse Coordination Tools (ECT) [42].

6.3.1 ReoFlash

ReoFlash came to exist as a proof-of-concept implementation of Connector Anim-
ation. ReoFlash provides libraries to write Haskell definitions for Reo circuits, col-
ourings, and animation specifications. Given these definitions, ReoFlash derives the
animation description automatically. The definitions for the most common primitive
Reo connectors are part of ReoFlash. To obtain animation descriptions of composite
Reo connectors that use already defined primitives, the only definition required is
that of the composite Reo circuit. The definition for the colourings and the anima-
tion specifications are obtained compositionally, and together with the given circuit
definition, ReoFlash automatically generates the animation description definitions.

To visualise the animations, ReoFlash translates animation descriptions to the
script file format [87]. The script file format is part of SWFTools [90]. SWFTools is a
collection of utilities for working with Adobe© Flash© files (SWF files). The tool
collection includes programs for reading SWF files, combining them, and creating
them from other content (like images, sound files, videos or source code). Once
in the script file format the animation descriptions are compiled into SWF files and
ready to be visualised by a Flash Player.

ReoFlash is currently used to write circuit definitions of Reo connectors that ex-
press relevant interaction protocols. These are collected on a website [84] that con-
stitutes a repository of Reo connectors and interaction patterns. The behaviour of
each connector is explained by means of a textual description and accompanied
by an animation obtained with ReoFlash that illustrates and simulates the dataflow
behaviour of the connector.

6.3.2 Connector Animation Eclipse Plugin

The Eclipse Plugin implementation of connector animation is part of the Eclipse Co-
ordination Tools (ECT) framework [42]. ECT is a framework for developing component-
based software using Reo. The framework consists of a set of integrated tools which
are implemented as plugins for the Eclipse© platform [41]. ECT provides the func-
tionality for design, verification and execution of component-based applications.
Reo is used to define the connectors that are responsible for expressing the interac-
tion among the components that constitute the system.
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Figure 63: Screenshot of the graphical Reo editor. The main panel constitutes the canvas
where circuits can be edited. The palette on the right-hand side contains a number
of structural elements for constructing Reo circuits.

Reo editor

For specifying connectors and components, ECT includes a graphical Reo editor.
Figure 63 shows a screenshot of the graphical Reo editor. Elements from the palette
on the right-hand side can be dragged and dropped into the editor and constitute
the building blocks for constructing connectors, describing components, and con-
necting components to connectors.

The palette has three sections. The first section contains the basic elements that
are normally present in a component-based system:

• The element Connector serve as a container for nodes and channels.

• The element Component is a generic black-box components.

• The element Node correspond to Reo nodes.

• The element Link serves to connect components to source/sink nodes of con-
nectors.

• The element Property can be assigned to components and used to describe a
generic black-box component.

The second section in the palette contains a list of common Reo channels, like
the ones described in Conlang. Channels can be dragged and dropped to connect
Node elements.
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The third and last section contains Writer and Taker (called Reader) elements,
which are special instances of components.

The Reo editor plugin is associated with what in the Eclipse platform is called a
View. A View is typically used to provide, navigate, or display information about the
active selection in the active editor. In this case, the Reo editor provides a View called
Animation. The Animation View uses the Connector Animation plugin to create an-
imations of the connector selected in the editor panel. The Animation View listens
to selection events in the editor. When the animation view is open and enabled,
one can trigger the animation generation by selecting a connector or a component.
Figure 64 contains a screenshot of the Animation View. The Animation View is an
important asset for Reo connector developers, making their task simpler and less
error prone, and their designs more reliable. When composing several basic connect-
ors to build more complex connectors, interpreting the connector colouring models
of the dataflow requires some level of expertise that cannot be expected from the de-
velopers. The Animation View provides a means to analyse the dataflow behaviour
of the connector that is being built. The developer has a certain dataflow in mind for
the resulting connector and as the connector is built, the dataflow behaviour can be
analysed in an intuitive manner. Figure 64 shows the Ordering connector under con-
struction and in the Animation View an animation of the dataflow behaviour of this
connector is played. In the Animation View the possible next steps are displayed
on the left under the heading Next step heading. The compositional semantics of
Connector Animation is exploited to perform a gradual, incremental synthesis of
the animation while the connector is being built.

Vereofy

Vereofy [95] is a formal verification tool for checking the operational correctness of
component-based systems. Vereofy uses constraint automata as the formal semantics
for the behaviour of components as well as for the Reo connectors. Vereofy supports
linear and branching time model checking [63, 64] adapted to Reo and constraint
automata. Vereofy can be used as a standalone model-checking tool or as an ECT
Plugin that uses the Animation View. One of the key features of Vereofy is that if it
finds a dataflow property that is violated, Vereofy provides a counterexample wit-
nessing the violation. Traditionally, verification tools that provide counterexamples
do so by providing a trace of the execution that violates the property being checked.
Such traces are typically cumbersome to comprehend. In contrast, Vereofy uses the
Animation View in ECT to provide a visualisation of the dataflow execution that
violates the property being checked. Figure 65 shows a screenshot of the Vereofy
plugin.
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Figure 64: Screenshot of the Reo Editor (top) with the Animation View (bottom).
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Figure 65: Screenshot of the Vereofy plugin.

6.4 related work

The importance of visual formalisms to model systems more intuitively yet accur-
ately is witnessed by the vast amount of work on visual languages like Petri Nets,
Sequence Charts and Statecharts [49, 50, 48]. Existing tools like Statemate [52] and
Rhapsody [51] are able to generate running code for Statecharts models, and use
simple animations to facilitate the process of model development, specification and
analysis. Such animations use different colours to model different aspects in the
statechart diagrams, which may evolve through time. Similarly, Connector Anim-
ation facilitates the implementation of tools that support developers in the design
and analysis of Reo connectors by means of animations. Motivated by the import-
ance of representing real world animations, Harel et al. proposed an architecture
where the executable model is separated from the animations, called Reactive An-
imations [53, 43]. They presented examples of the Rhapsody tool communicating
with Flash animations, where the animations are based on the current state of the
executable model. The Eclipse Coordination Tools suite uses the Reactive Anima-
tion principle, and its animations are generated and updated dynamically every
time a connector is changed, but independently of the calculation of the semantics
of the connector.

The benefits of using animations is also advocated by the workflow patterns com-
munity. Notably, van der Aalst et al. [94] use it to compare different workflow lan-
guages. To explain the differences between the workflow patterns, they have hand-
programmed insightful Flash animations and offer them together with additional
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information on a website. The appearance of our animations is largely influenced
by their work. Our approach to obtain the animations differs, however: we generate
the animations automatically, and according to the formal semantics of our models,
while they create the animations manually, according to the textual description of
their intended workflow semantics.

Animation of formal models has proven to facilitate the communication between
developers and stakeholders. H.T. Van et al. present animations for Goal-Oriented
Requirements in [93]. They propose to animate UML state diagrams to visualise and
simulate a specific model in a scenario very close to the real scenario in which the
system is intended to be deployed. Multiple users can interact with an execution of
the model, and property violations are monitored at animation time. Westeergaard
and Lassen present the BRITNeY suite Animation tool [96], a tool to create visual-
isations of formal models, especially of coloured Petri nets (CPN), which is already
integrated in the CPN Tools.

Our experience with Connector Animation is that it greatly facilitates the task of
Reo developers. Connector Animation instantaneously produces quality animations
that comply with the formal semantics of Reo, allowing Reo developers to focus
entirely on the design of new connectors. On the other hand, approaches as in [93,
73] force developers to construct both a model for the system and an additional
model for its animation.





7
C O N C L U S I O N S

In this chapter we discuss and answer the research questions of the thesis, before
summarising the more relevant directions for future research.

7.1 answers to the research questions

The research presented in this thesis builds upon a large body of existing know-
ledge from the field of coordination languages and models, and contributes to a
prominent line of research followed in recent years, that of developing composi-
tional models for component connectors. In particular, it contributes to the under-
standing of compositional models for context-dependent connectors. In Chapter 1

we explained how the models from 1) the coinductive calculus, and 2) the constraint
automata are unable to capture context-dependent behaviour. We then formulated
the following research questions:

i How to introduce the context information reflecting the pending I/O operations in
the model?

ii Can we express context-dependent behaviour and yet keep the model intuitive, trans-
parent and compositional like models 1) and 2)?

iii Can we devise context-dependent models that can serve as implementation specifica-
tions, unlike the original informal semantics?

iv Having an answer for iii, can we refine implementation specifications into fully ex-
ecutable models that permit the automatic synthesis of efficient code in main stream
programming languages?

We now discuss and answer each of these questions according to the work presented
in the bulk of the thesis.

answers to question i We have two answers for question i. The connector col-
ouring model, in Chapter 3, considers two extra primitives as part of the
model, two abstract components: Writer and Taker which model general com-
ponents that can perform I/O operations on a port. The 2-colouring and 3-
colouring tables of these two components encode the context information con-
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cerning pending I/O operations. However, only the 3-colouring tables propag-
ate the context information through composition and permit to capture the
intended semantics of context-dependent connectors compositionally. The in-
tentional automata model, in Chapter 4, labels the transitions of the automata
with the information about the requests pending on the ports of the connector
as well as the ports that fire as a result of taking the transition.

answers to question ii The 3-colouring models and the intentional automata
models capture context-dependent behaviour, and provide a means to reason
about context-dependent connectors compositionally.
The colouring metaphor confers a degree of transparency to the model that
makes the 3-colouring models easy to understand. The circuit representation
overlaid with the dataflow colours provide insights into how each of the indi-
vidual primitives of the circuit contributes to the overall dataflow in the circuit.
We claim that the 3-colouring model is intuitive. Our claim is supported by
the preference in using 3-colouring models to design Reo connectors in the
Eclipse Coordination Tools [42].
The transitions of intentional automata models are intuitive and easy to un-
derstand. However, an automaton model for a connector tends to be large
when compared with its 3-colouring model, or for example with its constraint
automata model. That observation has led to the work on the Reo automata
model described in Chapter 5.
The Reo automata models are a particular class of intentional automata mod-
els that we have identified by considering extra properties on the transitions.
Those properties as we showed follow from the axiomatisation of the data-
flow behaviour of Reo connector ports. An important observation about the
Reo automata models is that they accommodate a more succinct represent-
ation than the intentional automata in general. Indeed, configuration tables
are more succinct than the Reo automata, and we showed how configuration
tables constitute a definition principle for Reo automata models. Furthermore,
we defined operations on configuration table models that are faithful with re-
spect to the operations on intentional automata. In simple terms, this means,
that the compositional manipulation of connector models can be done using
either the configuration table representation and the operations on configura-
tion tables, or the Reo automaton representation and the operations on inten-
tional automata. In the end, the resulting configuration table defines uniquely
the resulting Reo automaton obtained, and vice versa.
Even through we have not formally shown how close configuration tables are
to 3-colouring tables, we have given enough evidence to suggest that they are
indeed very similar, thus we claim that the Reo automata models are intuitive
and easy to comprehend as much as the 3-colouring models are. However, the
3-colouring models are in a way more informative because they contain the
information about the topology of the circuit of the connector.
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answers to question iii In chapter 3 we presented and discussed algorithms
that illustrate how the 3-colouring model can be used as a basis for the im-
plementations of Reo. The Reolite and Dreams implementations of Reo sup-
port our claim that the 3 colouring-model can be used as a basis for (distrib-
uted) implementations. The Reolite non-distributed implementation supports
several dataflow features in the language, including asynchrony, multi-party
synchronisation, mutual exclusion, and propagation of context information.
The Dreams framework uses the 3-colouring model to encode the dataflow be-
haviour of connectors. The colouring tables are encoded using propositional
logic and at each execution step of the connector the overall dataflow beha-
viour is calculated according to the 3-colouring semantics, using SAT solving
techniques. Our work, in Chapter 6 on the connector animation framework
corroborates the idea that 3-colouring models can be used to formally obtain
implementation specifications. Indeed, we show that 3-colouring models can
be formally refined into animation specifications, and from animation specific-
ations we obtain implementation specifications.

answers to question iv In Chapter 6 we discussed how the connector anima-
tion framework provides a means to formally derive fully executable models.
The animations obtained are compositional and therefore prove to be very in-
teresting from an implementation point of view—we can reason about execut-
able models modularly. The animation language is very simple and yields im-
plementations that are lean and easy to compile using mainstream commercial
programming languages, such as Java. The implementation of the connector
animation framework in the Eclipse Coordination Tools support our claims.

7.2 directions for future work

We have identified two research topics, that we wish to pursue further in the future:

algebraic properties of the operations on intentional automata

We would like to study the algebraic properties of the operations of inten-
tional automata. We have limited our studies to the congruence result with
respect to weak-equivalence. The study of other properties, for instance how
the product and the hiding operation distribute, remains to be done. Those
properties would be the bases for a classification of the intentional automata
as a connector calculi. Questions about how this calculus compares with well
established calculi could yield interesting results.

evaluate the different models for context-dependent connectors

In addition to the compositional models for component connectors proposed
in this thesis, other models have been recently proposed [55, 57, 15, 25, 23], as
well. Some comparison between the models is present in the literature, how-
ever a rigorous comparison of the different models is due in our opinion.
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We have seen that computer programming is an art, because it applies accumulated
knowledge to the world, because it requires skill and ingenuity, and especially

because it produces objects of beauty.
— Donald E. Knuth [65]

S U M M A RY

The corner stone of all engineering disciplines is the principle of constructing com-
plex systems out of building blocks according to well defined rules. In the paradigm
of hardware design, for example, complex systems are obtained by composing in-
terconnected, inherently parallel components, which can represent transistors, logic
gates, functional components such as adders, or architectural components such as a
processor. In this thesis we study computer systems according to the same principle.
We study computer systems and their construction according to a component-based
paradigm. In particular, we consider paradigms for component-based systems that
provide a clean conceptual separation between computation and interaction, and as
a result favour the reusability of individual (heterogenous) components and the
dynamic interchangeability of components.
The research presented in this thesis builds upon a large body of existing knowledge
from the field of coordination languages and models. In this field components are
classified into two distinct classes: components that provide systems-specific func-
tionality, and components that provide systems-independent interaction protocols,
called connectors.
The main contributions of this thesis advance a prominent line of research pursued
in recent years: that of developing compositional models for component connectors.
In particular, it contributes by proposing two new compositional models for context-
dependent connectors: connector colouring and intentional automata. The behaviour
of context-dependent connectors permits to express notions of dataflow priority and
dataflow blocking which are traditionally hard to model compositionally. Connector
colouring and intentional automata models capture the behaviour of context de-
pendent connectors compositionally.
Additionally, this thesis contributes a simulation and animation framework for con-
nectors, called connector animation. The dataflow behaviour of a connector is sim-
ulated by means of visual animations. The visual animations are based on the
connector colouring semantics. We define a formal refinement map from the data-
flow behaviour prescribed by a colouring into an animation specification. Our main
result here is that the composition of colourings carries over to refinement maps,
meaning that whenever two colourings compose, we can compose the animation
specifications that refine each colouring and obtain an animation specification that
refines the composed colouring.
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S A M E N VAT T I N G

De hoeksteen van alle technische disciplines is het beginsel dat complexe systemen
volgens wel-gedefinieerde regels worden opgebouwd uit bouwstenen. Bijvoorbeeld,
in het kader van hardware design worden complexe systemen verkregen door aan
elkaar verbonden en inherent parallelle componenten, zoals transistors, logische
poorten, functionele componenten als adders en/of architectonische componenten
als een processor, samen te voegen. In dit proefschrift nemen we hetzelfde beginsel
als uitgangspunt om computersystemen te bestuderen. We bestuderen computersyste-
men en hun constructie op grond van een op component gebaseerd paradigma. We
behandelen met name de paradigma’s voor de component gebaseerde systemen die
een zuiver conceptuele scheiding bieden tussen computatie en interactie en daardoor
de herbruikbaarheid van individuele (heterogene) componenten en de dynamische
uitwisselbaarheid van componenten bevoordelen.
Het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift gepresenteerd wordt bouwt voort op een
grote hoeveelheid reeds bestaande kennis op het gebied van coördinatie-talen en
-modellen. In dit kader worden componenten in twee groepen onderverdeeld: com-
ponenten die systeemspecifieke functionaliteit verschaffen en componenten die sys-
teemonafhankelijke interactie protocollen verschaffen, genaamd connectors.
De voornaamste bijdrages in dit proefschrift bevorderen de prominente lijn die
de afgelopen jaren in de wetenschap werd nagestreefd: het ontwikkelen van com-
positionele modellen voor component connectors. Hierbij wordt in het bijzonder
gewezen op de twee nieuwe compositionele modellen die worden voorgesteld voor
de context afhankelijke connectors: connector colouring en intentional automata. Het
gedrag van context afhankelijke connectors maakt het mogelijk de dataflow priority
en dataflow blocking uit te drukken, iets dat doorgaans moeilijk is om composition-
eel te modelleren. Connector colouring en intentional automata modellen leggen
het gedrag van context afhankelijke connectors compositioneel vast.
Verder biedt dit proefschrift een simulatie- en animatieframework voor connectors,
genaamd connector animation. Het dataflow gedrag van een connector wordt gesim-
uleerd door middel van visuele animatie. De visuele animaties zijn gebaseerd op
de connector colouring semantiek. We definiëren een formele refinement map van
het dataflow gedrag, van kleur-toekenningen naar animatie specificaties. Het voor-
naamste resultaat is dat de compositie van kleur-toekenningen goed overgedragen
wordt naar de refinement maps. Dit betekent dat wanneer twee kleur-toekenningen
samen te stellen zijn, de refinement van het resultaat ook te verkrijgen is door de
refinement van beide originele kleur-toekenningen samen te stellen.
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